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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF  PUBLICATION AND  ABBREVIATIONS 

Thf.  method  of  publication  follows  that  adopted  in  Part  XXIV  As  there  the dots  .nd'cating  letters  unread  and,  within  square  brackets,  the  estimated  number  of 
Shll  Tl  are  P"nted- “  the  <**  of  the  new  literary  texts  edited  by  Mr  Label slightly  below  the  hne.  Elsewhere  the  dots  are  printed  on  the  line.  Furthermore  in  the new  hterary  texts,  corrections  and  annotations  which  appear  to  be  in  a  different  hand from  that  of  the  anginal  scribe  are  printed  in  thick  type.  Square  brackets  [  ]  indicate a  lacuna,  round  brackets  ( )  the  resolution  of  a  symbol  or  abbreviation  angullr brackets  <  >  a  mistaken  omission  in  the  original,  braces  {  }  a  superfluous  letter  or tetters,  double  square  brackets0  a  deletion,  the  signs  « '  an  insertion  above  tt  Un? Dots  mthm  brackets  represent  the  estimated  number  of  letters  lost  or  deleted,  dots 

that  th  a  mu,tlk‘e?  °r  otherwise  illegible  letters.  Dots  under  letters  indicate 

teans,  h  treadmE  1S  d"UbtfuL  Letters  not  rpa<l  or  marked  as  doubtful  in  the  literal 

if  the  contmT  *PPfr  without  the  dot  marktag  doubt  in  the  reconstruct  ion the  context  justifies  this.  Lastly,  heavy  Arabic  numerals  refer  to  Oxyrhynchus 

Lrnrmer^.o^u^s.^0
6^8  V0‘UmeS'  °rdinary  n

UmeraIS 
The  abbreviations  used  are  in 

Greek-English  Lexicon  (ninth  ed. 
explanatory. 

the  main  identical  with  those  in  Liddell  and  Scott, 
).  It  is  hoped  that  any  new  ones  will  be  self- 

NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

2426.  List  of  Plays  by  Epicharmus 

The  titles  of  five  plays  of  Epicharmus  and  one  of  Deinolochus,  which  the  context 

makes  it  reasonable  to  suppose  was  credited  to  Epicharmus,  are  easily  identified 

in  the  scrap  published  below.  The  mixture  of  accusatives  and  nominatives  and  the 
introduction  of  one  of  the  titles  by  the  word  trt,  to  say  nothing  of  TjSe,  if  that  is  rightly 

recognized  in  1.  4,  make  it  obvious  that  this  was  not  an  ordinary  list  in  prose.  The 

probabilities  appear  to  me  to  favour  its  being  composed  in  iambic  trimeters1  but 
trochaic  tetrameters  are  not  prima  facie  ruled  out. 

The  hand  is  an  angular  upright  uncial  perhaps  to  be  dated  in  the  second  century. 

]  ofiadeaT)TTvpav‘o8vcc€ .[  JTjpopadca  rj  TJvp^pyav  OSucce  _  [ 

^T€pocfJ,€vavro[xoX6c t  o  _  _[  ] arepoc  fiev  avropoAoc 

] .  yoc  *€Ti .  rjSiia ,  [  vav]ayoc  ■  ert  tyrfiaa y[ 

].\.[.LacT^8.[  ].*  #f1 Msacr  W 
5  ]7U7ravt[  ]m7rayi[ 

]ctw£.[  CV]t  rov  &[cTfjpa 

x  .[,  a  trace  on  a  single  fibre.  There  is  more  scattered  ink  on  the  same  fibre  farther  to  the  right. 
No  verification  will  be  possible  2  Between  c  and  0  the  lower  part  of  c  or  e  followed  by  what 
might  be  the  middle  of  an  upright  The  second  letter  after  9  apparently  flat-topped  3  Of  p 

only  the  start  of  the  left-hand  stroke  4  Between  ’  and  '  possibly  a  thick  or  cancelled  \  but  this 
is  not  very  satisfactory  5  Of  v  only  the  right-hand  upright  j.  might  be  the  left-hand  upright 

of  rj,  v 

I  If  I  am  right  in  supposing  that  these  lines  contain  iambic  trimeters  or  trochaic  tetrameters, 
-0«x  7]  will  scan  as  two  syllables,  ̂  There  is  no  point  in  inquiring  whether  this  is  better  regarded  as 

a  synaloiphe  of  -a  1}  or  a  scriptio  plena  of  -a  rj.  Verses  of  this  character  are  often  technically  poor. 
1 1p0fjaB4a  Tj  Ilvppav:  ancient  quotations  of  Epicharmus  exhibit  the  titles  lUppa ,  IlpopaOcv:, 

IJvppa  Hal  npopaBevc,  and  perhaps  Tlvppa  v  flpopaOtvc  (frr.  121, 116, 1 14, 1 18  K).  It  is  natural  to  suppose 
that  only  one  play  is  referred  to,  the  same  as  that  called  IlpopaOevc  y  Tlvppa  here^  See  2427  fr.  1  note. 

1  seqq.  I  suppose  something  like  'OSvcceac  Suo  <Lv  arepoc  pev  avropoXoc  arepoc  8e  vauayoc,  cf. 
frr.  100  seqq.  K.  There  is  no  reason  to  assume  greater  losses  at  the  beginnings  of  11. 1-3  than  IT],  u>v], 
vav]  but  lean  make  nothing  of  the  traces  after  avropo\6c  which  satisfies  the  requirements  assumed. 
Since  avropoXoc  is  never  itself  oxytone,  -oc  must  imply  an  enclitic,  but  ecr  was  not  written,  though 
ct  or  ct  may  have  been. 

1  A  list  in  trimeters  of  Callimachean  pieces,  published  by  Reitzenstein  from  the  Paris  MS.  Supp. 
gr.  1095,  is  in  Hermes  xxvi  308.  But  that  composition  is  ascribed  to  a  date  later  by  many  centuries 
than  2426.  I  can  adduce  no  other  exactly  comparable  list  but  the  epperpoi  KapveovtKai  of  Hellanicus 
(Athen.  xiv  6350)  suggest  that  versified  catalogues  have  a  long  history  in  Greek.  Apollodorus,  in 
view  of  his  work  on  Epicharmus,  on  the  one  hand,  and  his  versified  chronology,  on  the  other, 
might  be  reasonably  considered  for  the  authorship  of  2426,  but  I  see  no  way  of  attempting  to verify  this  guess. 
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3  MijSetav :  no  Medea  is  elsewhere  attributed  to  Epicharmus,  but  his  contemporary  Deinolochus 
is  quoted  for  a  play  of  this  name.  Presumably  it  was  sometimes  supposed  to  be  not  by  him  but  by 
Epicharmus.  So  the  Ar&Xavrai  is  ascribed  to  both  Epicharmus  and  Phormus. 

4  Since  in  11.  i,  3,  4  a  high  stop  is  put  after  the  title  of  the  play,  part  of  the  ink  above  the  line 
between  r  and  t)  may  be  meant  for  a  high  stop.  I  cannot,  in  that  case,  account  for  the  rest  of  it. 

5  seq,  A  natural  conjecture  for  the  beginning  of  1. 6  would  be  *at  tov  <V]i  rov  £tu[c rrjpa,  though  it 

appears  to  me  to  be  on  the  short  side.  If  it  were  right,  however,  one  might  guess  further  that  'H[paK Ma 
rov  irapa,  or  nap ,  <P6\on  came  at  the  end  of  the  preceding  line,  mnav  as  part  of  olvoninav  would  suit 
the  story,  but  I  am  not  sure  that  -nav  instead  of  -n-qv  would  be  expected  and  other  supplements,  to  say 
nothing  of  other  articulations,  are  easily  thought  of. 

2427.  Epicharmus,  Plays 

Of  the  thirty-five  or  more  plays  with  which  Epicharmus  is  credited  only  one  was 

hitherto  represented  otherwise  than  by  quotations,  the  ’OSucceuc  avr6jxoXoc  (fr.  99  K) 
found  in  a  Rainer  papyrus,  on  which,  as  it  happens,  2429  contains  a  commentary. 

How  many  are  represented  in  the  scraps  here  published  I  see  no  way  of  deciding. 

Frr.  1-3  clearly  come  from  the  play — or,  if  there  was  more  than  one,  one  of  the  plays — 

referred  to  in  the  quotations  listed  on  p.  3  seq.  There  are  grounds  for  supposing  that  fr.  27 

may  come  from  the  °Hpa.c  ydfioc  or  the  MoGau  and  a  possibility  that  fr.  8  represents 
the  C<f>iy£  (see  also  on  frr.  25  and  53).  I  have  identified  no  other  though  palaeographical 

considerations,  which  I  mention  below,  incline  me  to  believe  that  there  may  be 

several  more.  The  question  is  not  of  much  importance  since  there  is  so  little  con¬ 

tinuous  text  that  the  literary  value  of  these  remnants  is  small.  There  is  one  point  of 

some  technical  interest.  In  fr.  1  three  characters,  Prometheus,  Deucalion,  and  Pyrrha, 

appear  to  be  simultaneously  on  the  stage.  The  use  of  three  actors  had  already  been 

inferred  by  Kaibel  from  a  fragment  of  the  ’A/ivkoc  {Epicharmus  in  P.-W.  vi,  col.  37), 
though  I  am  not  sure  that  his  argument  is  well  founded.  These  would  be  considerably 

earlier  examples  than  any  that  could  be  adduced  from  the  Attic  theatre. 

There  can  be  little  doubt  that  one  and  the  same  hand,  a  specimen  of  the  common 

angular  type  seen,  for  example,  in  655,  1012,  1611,  2312,  and  ascribed  to  the  late 

second  or  early  third  century,  is  responsible  for  the  text  of  all  the  fragments.  But  the 

variations  in  its  appearance  between  one  set  of  fragments  and  another,  for  instance 

between  frr.  1  (a)-(c)  and  others,  frr.  15-18,  frr.  25  («)-{&),  frr.  51  («)-{/),  are  sufficiently 

marked  to  justify  the  surmise  that  they  correspond  to  different  rolls  and  do  not  simply 

represent  gradual  changes  of  style  in  the  course  of  transcribing  one  manuscript.  How 

many  variants  there  may  be  I  am  not  prepared  to  say  and  that  the  inference  may  easily 

be  false  is  seen  from  the  fact  that  I  should  have  guessed  fr.  2  to  be  a  different  variant 

from  frr.  1  and  3,  if  the  internal  evidence  were  not  in  favour  of  its  being  associated 

with  them.  But  if  there  is  anything  in  these  observations,  there  may  be  half  a  dozen 

or  more  rolls,  that  is,  at  least  the  same  number  of  plays,  represented  in  the  remnants. 

s 
1 

2427.  EPICHARMUS,  PLAYS  3 

In  the  lection  signs  there  appear  to  he  recognizable  at  least  two  pens,  one  of 

which  may  be  that  of  the  original  copyist.  In  the  interlinear  and  marginal  additions 
I  think  not  less  than  three  hands  have  been  at  work,  though  one  of  them  (fr.  54  i  8,  ii  5) 

perhaps  only  in  one  place. 

nYPPA) 

Fr.  I 

(6) . 

]A4<n)fiVtArrvo!r«T[ 

Hn 

]  F”p[ 

] 
) 

]..Y 

] 

onpo(ia[ 
Koprarf 

aty«FOiT,<5".«c[ 
p7j8apa)crou[ 

].[  jyirvcKKOC/cf ]}raa«[ 

r.w 

jcyeflociaAfeax’ w  pey*a[ 
]<upriviijtovc<j>I 

].[.]..  <Aapv«XW«i770u«A[ > TOiKi\acair6xp-qiKa^e>[ 

IXPV  c«-crfyaC«v8«Mov.[ 
]pi>a£/oj  vcrcydiK^T .  [ 

]nonTtva}yaKai&e8oiK  eyon{ 
]acKeuapianavTaf}ai<l>tpu>[ 

]7)t0(H7rpopa0fou/iO'oc[ ]KOVTO<dp,apT<oXlKOV  [ 
]rrpopa9eo  c  [ 
]v«jnvppaKaK[ 

(C) 

c 

aAA%iA.[.].[ 

aAA’dA[  'J/cropf 

Tyjityoir^K  .  [ 

0acc.[ 

.].[ 

- 

;; 

Fr.  1  (a)-(c)  The  level  of  these  three  fragments  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres.  There  is  no  external 
evidence  about  their  intervals  but  I  do  not  much  doubt  that  (a)  col.  ii  and  ( b )  formed  part  of  the  same 

column  and  that  (c)  is  the  next  one.  Fr.  62  may  have  stood  below  the  right-hand  side  of  ( b ),  but 
I  cannot  trace  in  it  any  of  the  cross-fibres  of  (a) 

(a)  Col.  i  4  marg.  Possibly  ]A*y  Col.  ii  5  Between  o  and  t  part  of  a  horizontal  stroke  level 
with  the  tops  of  the  letters  9  Above  1  a  trace,  presumably  of  an  accent,  perhaps  the  right-hand 

end  of  **  10  Above  u[  a  trace,  perhaps  the  left-hand  dot  of  a  pair  or  the  upper  end  of  * 
( b )  1  Of  ip  only  the  base.  It  is  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  2  .[,  a  trace  com¬ 

patible  with  the  left  -hand  arc  of  a  circle  Above  the  second  t  a  dot  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright 

3  Below  the  second  e  what  looks  like  a  very  small ",  above  v  a  heavy  dot  4  Perhaps  of  5 
.[,  a  trace  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right,  a  or  A  suggested  6  J.f,  the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to 
right.  This  is  followed  at  an  interval  by  two  traces  off  the  line,  of  which  the  second  is  the  lower  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  small  circle.  Between  what  precedes  these  and  the  first  letter  there  may  be  no  other 
letter  wanting  7  Above  17  traces  which  suggest  that  a  circumflex  accent  has  been  deleted 
9  The  last  five  letters  are  in  a  different  writing  but  I  see  no  sign  of  erasure  .[,  the  tip  of  an  upright 

(r)  6  ,| ,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  7  .f,  a  trace  below  the  line,  perhaps  the  start 
of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Frr.  1-3  have  in  common  the  name  of  a  character  flvppa  (1  (a)  ii  r,  (b)  15;  2,  8;  3  ii  1).  Fr.  x 

contains  the  nanieZ/po^afoik  (1  (a)  ii  3,  (b)  14)  and  is  concerned  with  a  Aupm£,  undoubtedly  Deucalion’s 
ark.  Ancient  authors  quote  Epicharmus  in  fluppa  (fr.  121  K),  IlpopaOtvc  (fr.  116  K),  Hvppa  Kai 



NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

IJpofiadcvc  (fr.  114  K),  perhaps  Hippo.  f,  Ilpopadcvc  (fr.  118  K),  and  AevxaXloyv  (fr.  120  K).  2426  adds 
IlpofiaQtvc  7j  Tlvppa  to  the  list.  There  is  no  certainty  whether  these  titles  denote  one  play  or  more  than 
one  and  likewise  no  certainty  whether  our  three  fragments  come  from  one  play  or  more  than  one. 
What  may  be  regarded  as  certain  is  that  Epicharmus  wrote  a  play  in  which  Pyrrha  was  one  character 
and  Deucalion  or  Prometheus  (and  quite  likely  both)  another,  and  that  fr.  1  (<2)  ii-f  (b)  preserves  part 
of  a  conversation  from  it.  If  I  refer  to  this  and  the  other  two  fragments  as  the  Ilvppa,  it  is  for  con¬ 
venience  and  without  any  implication  about  their  source  or  its  correct  title. 

For  the  possibility  that  fr.  27  comes  from  the  same  play  see  note  on  1. 13  of  that  fragment. 
Fr.  1  (a)  ii+(i).  (For  brevity  I  refer  to  (a)  ii  1-7+  (b)  ia-16  as  ( b )  10-16.) 
According  to  Apollodorus  Bibl.  i  7,  2  vnodepdvov  npoprjBdloc  AcvKaAleM  rexTTivdpevoc  Adpvaxa  xal 

ra  imrfiua  ivQcpwo c  etc  ravrqv  perd  thippac  cliffy.  This  Xapv a£  appears  at  (b)  2,  6,  9  and  probably 
(a)  9.  Instructions  about  its  construction  are  certainly  given  at  ( b )  8, 1  should  say  most  probably  at 
(b)  4  seq.,  and  I  think  possibly  at  (b)  3.  This  seems  to  imply  the  presence  of  Deucalion  and  Pro¬ 
metheus,  to  whom  and  from  whom  the  instructions  pass ;  the  presence  of  Pyrrha  is  guaranteed  by 
( b )  15,  in  which  she  is  addressed,  to  say  nothing  of  the  addition  of  her  name  against  (b)  10,  which 
shows  (with  the  paragraphus  under  ( b )  14)  that  she  speaks  (b)  10-14.  I  am  inclined,  therefore,  to 
suppose  that  the  scene  consists  of  a  series  of  questions  from  Deucalion  and  answers  from  Prometheus 
about  the  construction  of  the  ark,  interrupted  by  Pyrrha  with  an  expression  of  her  suspicion  that 
Prometheus  means  to  steal  it  for  himself  and  a  reply  that  she  has  a  nasty  mind.  On  the  detail  I  have 
the  following  observations  to  make. 

3  ai  Xrjic  a  favourite  locution,  Epich.  frr.  55, 170, 172  K. 

in  connexion  with  a  Xapva£  I  should  suppose  this  to  mean ‘having  a  iter-  made  of 
beech  and  ash’  but  I  find  these  difficulties :  (1)  one  would  expect  the  form  to  be  o£vopf A-,  but  the 
superscript  -o-  is  a  variant  of  v  not  an  addition  to  it.  (2)  The  variant  ogopeA-  conveys  no  meaning  to 
me.  (3)  I  cannot  guess  at  the  noun  beginning  with  wer  which  enters  into  the  structure  of  a  Adpvaf. 
irdracoc  might  be  used  to  denote  the  cover  of  a  circular  structure. 

4  seqq.  Clearly,  I  think,  ‘How  large  must  it  be?’  ‘Large  enough  to  hold  you  . . .  and  a  month’s 
(rations)’.  If  this  is  right,  Deucalion’s  words  will  have  been  something  like  ‘dAAa  waAtVa(v)  to 
p]fyaQoc;'  and  Prometheus’  reply  ‘dAwra  *’  vp'  iyxd[hrp  .  .  .  «]ai  p-rjvirjiov  d<f>6[8tov\  But  I  must  point 
out  that  is  not  attested  (nor  is  eyxcopeiv  for  x<«>/>e tv  in  the  sense  of  xavSdmi')  and  that  the 
trace  after  e<f>,  though  it  does  not  rule  out  0  absolutely,  by  no  means  suggests  it. 

vp’,  ip':  for  the  statements  of  ancient  grammarians  about  the  proper  accentuation  of  the 
elided  forms  of  oxytone  words  of  trochaic  scansion  see  Chandler,  Gr.  Acc.2  §  909. 

6  Adpvax'  ovra)  rroi«tA[av.  For  the  Doric  accentuation  of  oirtoc  see  the  quotations  in  Chandler, 
Gr.  Acc.2  §  885. 

I  can  come  to  no  satisfactory  conclusion  about  the  bearing  and  distribution  of  this  and  the 

following  verse.  In  1. 8  dn]pxpfp:ct — o  is  reconcilable  with  the  traces  before  x,  though  not  particularly 

suggested  by  them,  a  is  not — creyd&iv  Set  povo\v,  ‘will  serve.  You  have  only  to  put  a  lid  on  it’,  is 
evidently  suitable  to  Prometheus  and  airoxprjcei  would  most  readily  be  taken  as  an  answer  to  a  ques¬ 
tion  containing  the  airoxpiji  (incompletely  converted  into  the  impersonal  d-ndxprj,  a  change  of  which, 
as  of  the  offer  of  an  alternative  Kara  compound,  I  do  not  understand  the  intention)  occurring  in  1.  7, 
which  would  thus  be  assigned  to  Deucalion.  But  if  1. 7  (or  the  extant  part  of  it)  is  spoken  by  Deucalion, 
1.  6  (or  the  extant  part  of  it)  would  again  be  naturally  assigned  to  Prometheus,  since  noixlAac  would 

naturally  be  supposed  to  take  up  TJoua'Afav.  Further  than  this  I  cannot  get.  To  what  I  should  have 
supposed  the  most  obvious  purpose  of  putting  a  lid  on  the  A dpva£,  namely,  to  keep  the  water  out, 
I  can  see  no  reference. 

7  Accordingly  as  the  scansion  of  dnogp^  is  or  v>-  -  there  will  be  one  or  two  syllables  wanting 
at  the  end  of  the  line.  But  though  d^eA-  does  not  allow  of  many  choices  (a<f>e Xrjc,  a<f>eXeiv,  d.<ftcXxvcai  are 
the  most  obvious),  I  can  make  no  acceptable  guess. 

Margin.  This  note  appears  to  recur  at  frr.  3  i  5 ;  6,  4 ;  possibly  32  i  5.  See  note  on  3  i  5. 

9  kt)v  creyat  presumably  takes  up  aTcyd&iv.  Otherwise  it  would  be  natural  to  take  it  as  ‘in  a 
roam’  or  ‘in  the  house’.  The  word  recurs  at  fr.  2,  3. 

.  M  10  seqq.  The  general  sense  of  Pyrrha’s  interposition  seems  to  be :  I  have  an  uneasy  suspicion  that 
Prometheus  means  to  clear  out  with  his  luggage  in  our  ark  and  look  after  himself.  If  he  did,  it  would 
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be  a  rascally  performance.  To  which  in  1.  15  Deucalion  replies  ‘don’t  credit  him’,  or  Prometheus 
don’t  credit  me’,  ‘with  such  villainy’. 

10  S«Soi*(<i)  here  but  Se)SoiKu>  fr.  16,  10;  cf.  jrcrronjVi  in  Sophron,  PSI  1214  fr.  d  7.  Perfects  in  -<o 
said  to  be  characteristic  of  Syracusan  (Kpich.  fr.  190  K)  but  in  fact  have  a  wider-  present  tense 

endings  in  some  places  of  the  perfect  paradigm  a  much  wider  distribution  (Bechtel,  Gr.  Dial,  ii  267). 
The  Epicharmean  paradigm  cannot  be  satisfactorily  established  on  the  available  evidence:  Wirocx*, 
Terpiye,  coikc ,  <Wac  contrasted  with  ycyddtt  (frr.  11;  21,  3;  i6r,  1;  238;  109  K),  none  metrically 

guaranteed;  ne^dxctv  (fr.  173,  3  K);  ■napcifcraxdroc  (frr.  155;  170,  16  K). 
12  TTpopaOtovpfi’oc :  as  the  metre  shows  -«ov-  is  here  disyllabic.  I  can  offer  no  explanation  of  this 

development  of  cv<ox*ovV‘*vtuv  ft-  27>  2  exhibits  indeed  the  same  spelling  but  -eou-  is  there 
a  monosyllable.  In  the  development  -to*-  of  -«o-  found  in  some  Doric  dialects  (see  Bechtel,  Gr.  Dial. 
ii  3<>7t  #0  there  is  no  evidence  to  show  that  the  1  is  syllabic  (in  Aristoph.  Lysist.  1148,  if  it  is  a  relevant 
example,  it  cannot  be  so),  and  the  same  ambiguity  attaches  to  npopaOiovptva  in  the  Doric  quotation 

ap.  Ap.  Dysc.  m.  dvr.  61  B.  pagfod-pivov,  -pfvoi  (Horn.  Od.  xi  403,  xxiv  113)  is  shown  by  pagfiopevoc 

(Od.  xvii  471)  to  be  a  ‘metrical  lengthening’,  a  licence  not  resorted  to  by  writers  of  iambic  or 
trochaic  verse,  ptodptvoi  in  an  oracle  ap.  Hdt.  vii  140  similarly  occurs  in  hexameters. 

13  apapTioXiKov :  for  the  ending  cf.  dyalhxuiv  Epich.  fr.  99,  6  K.  Both  words  are  otherwise  un- 
sted.  For  xa-  instead  of  x«-  see  n.  on  fr.  4,  8. 

14  For  r*  o.  instead  of  the  original  to  see  n.  on  fr.  4,  8. 

( c 

)

 

 

2  The  note  below  the  stichometrical  figure  I  have  assumed,  perhaps  wrongly,  to  refer  to 

fr.  1  (b)  7 ;  see  above. 3  Some  case  of  aA«*rop/c  as  in  frr.  152, 172  K.  I  cannot  verify  the  same  word  in  the  preceding  line. 

4  The  hyphen  to  preclude  the  division  <{ie  y-. 
6  6a<c,[:  Herodian  n.p.X.  37  quotes  Epicharmus  for  paccov  (fr.  188  K)  but  excepts  daccov  and 
cov  from  his  rule  that  comparatives  in  -cciuv  have  the  cc  preceded  by  a  short  vowel,  and  this  is  the 

doctrine  generally  found  in  ancient  grammarians.  Nevertheless  Oaccov  is  no  doubt  what  occurred 
in  this  place. 

Fr.  z 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

’]  i 

]>7rOl7JTOl’[ 

jucreya  [ 
jccovS  _  [ 

5  ]eiyojaat  [ 
]Ae  [ 

]  t 

]  truppa[ 

Fr.  2  2  }.,  a  dot  slightly  above  the  general  level  of  the  letters  4  .[,  traces 
he  upper  middle  part  of  « 

compatible  with 
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Fr.3 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

iruppa-  A[ 

aA[ 

?'[ 

*{ 

5 

]  ™,[ 

]  VP°[ 

Fr .  3  Col.  i  3  ] . ,  a  dot  above  the  general  level,  e.g.  <f>  or  ̂   S  ] . ,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right  Marg.  ou  (i.e.  ourwc)  must  be  meant  but  there  is  no  trace  of  the  o  6  The  sign  under  t  is 
presumably  the  OwoSiacroAij 

Col.  ii  3  .[,  on  the  line  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright 
6  p[,  or  possibly  p 

Fr.  4 

’].[ 

].tok€/>S[ 

]yaiTocto</>[ 

]perrAe/ceiva[ 

5  ]£oi>d*  TuSev^[ 
]ovc-aTravrav[ 

l-
 

]$* a/^.[.]Atyo[ 

]aBiK(j)vair[ 

Fr.  4  2].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright;  the  spacing  suggests  r  4  I  cannot  rule  out  ]ijf 
6  E/br  ]o  possibly  p  or  <f>  7  ] . ,  the  tail  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left ;  for  ] .  t  I  cannot  rule  out  ]  p 
8  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  part  of  a  circular  letter,  c  probable  10  %  there  is  no  trace  of  the 
upper  dot  I  should  expect  above  the  accent  and  the  cross-bar  of  f  is  anomalously  extended 

]«•  [ 

]<yya  a[ 

].?re  
« 1  [ 

1  _  Q 
J  •  •  evQKpi” 

jKaivfiy 
] 

]  *¥«[....  ].u«*vf* 1 
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I 

■ 

]..□.[ 

}yanm[ 
]i7a7707ra[ 

]aTTw\daf>ep[ 

]accoviK€iv:j[ 
]c6eTaco(f>-  aX  m  [ 

]avSavov[ 

M  1Ap«{ 

Fr.  5  4  Between  a  and  jt  a  dot  above  mid- 
letter  level ;  since  the  papyrus  has  been  broken  it 
cannot  be  determined  whether  this  is  a  stop  or 

part  of  1  Of  p  only  the  tail ;  v  possible  6 

.[,  the  top  of  a  or  A  probable  8  Of  v  only  the 
first  angle  and  perhaps  the  tip  of  the  second 
upright,  but  this  looks  more  like  a  stop  or  the 

upper  dot  of  a  ‘colon’  ]. .,  the  top  of  a  circle 
and  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  against  the 

loop  of  <f> ;  possibly  ct  or  ei,  but  close  enough 
together  to  be  only  one  letter,  e.g.  v 

Fr.  6  9  Some  ink  unaccounted  for  above  a 

to  right;  it  could  be  read  as  an  '  r6  Per¬ 
haps  the  top  of  the  right-hand  arm  of  v 

L  .].«□.«{ 
o[  ]St’’aA  ,/xec[ 

$  eT'epcSexA 

].V[ 

Fr.  8  1  l.a,  the  tail  of  a  stroke  descending 
Fr.  7  1  The  lower  hook  of  e  or  c  3  Of  §  from  left  2  Between  A  and  p  the  start  of  a 

only  the  extreme  right-hand  lower  angle ;  A  pos-  stroke  rising  to  right  and  a  dot  on  the  line  For 
sible  4].,  a  trace  above  the  general  level,  <[  possibly  a»|  3  Between  0  and  c  a  riot 
perhaps  the  top  of  e  For  t{  perhaps  p  below  the  line  4  After  »  the  top  of  a  loop 
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Fr.  9 

’  U
 

]M.W 
>ocj3oocS[ 

5  W..W 
JAAaS’puA  _  [ 

H 

JrOVTO’TTto '[ 

Fr.  9  x  The  foot  of  an  upright  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  slanting  slightly  to 

right  2  Of  ]?  only  the  tail  4  ].,  an  upright  with  ink  to  its  left,  perhaps  the  right-hand 
end  of  a  cross-bar  .[,  a  stroke  slanting  slightly  to  right  6  .[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  rising  to 
right  8  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  slanting  slightly  to  right  9  The  remains  of  the 
first  two  letters  are  consistent  with  ]y£[  or  ]yp[,  but  there  are  other  possibilities 

Fr.  10 

K[ 
]uSi?[ 

]Wa[ 

Fr.  10  1  The  foot  of  an  upright  followed  by  the  lower  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line 

2  .[,  an  upright 

Fr.  11 

'  ]a,r [ 

w 

]aAAaA[ 

]uSeS[ 

5  :]cco[ 

Fr,  11  5  Of  cc  only  the  tops ;  «  might  perhaps  be  substituted  for  either 
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M  .  . 

]r.[ ]  [ ].  [ 

M.M 
5  ]“•:  [ 

]  [ 
m*  [ 

y- ' t 

]•  [ 

.0  ]  [ 

.1 

Frr.  12  (a)-(c)  The  cross-fibres  show  that  (a)  and  (6)  stood  on  one  level  but  I  cannot  say  which 
to  the  right  or  left.  I  am  fairly  confident  that  ( b )  and  (c)  preserve  the  ends  of  lines  in  the  same column 

(a)  1  Of  only  the  tail  but  the  traces  of  an  accent  or  other  lection  sign  above  it  preclude  A 
5  the  top  of  an  upright 

(c)  x  Of  ]p  only  the  right-hand  side  of  the  loop  .{,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 
4  There  may  well  be  nothing  lost  in  the  small  gap  between  <0  and  o 

...i 
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Fr.  2  3  criya :  cf.  fr.  I  (6)  8  seq.? 
5 

8  The  name  in  the  margin  is  too  close  to  the  extant  column — it  is  actually  under  the  ends  of 
11.  4-5— -to  refer  to  the  lost  column  which  may  be  presumed  (apart  from  the  possibility  that 
the  play  ended  in  the  extant  column)  to  have  stood  on  its  right.  It  is  therefore  a  note  on  the  line  to 

its  left,  like  o  itar^jp,  &  {,  fr.  15  (b)  8-9,  not  the  speaker  of  a  line  to  its  right. 

Fr.  3  i  5  pa  was  in  the  exemplar’.  What  follows  appears  also  to  have  been  written  at 
frr.  1  (c)  2  and  6, 4,  but  the  word  (if  it  is  a  separate  word  and  the  same  word)  before  cuqxj9(  )  is 
complete  only  here.  It  seems  to  have  four  letters,  .  ,«v,  of  which  the  second  is  represented  only  by 
faint  and  scattered  traces,  the  first  might  be  a  cursive  e,  though  I  do  not  think  it  is.  Apart  from 
the  reading,  I  am  puzzled  to  see  what  the  note  relates  to.  At  1  (c)  2  it  might  refer  to  1  ( b )  7,  the 
verse  to  its  left,  but  I  am  by  no  means  certain  that  it  does  not  refer  to  the  stichometrical  B 
immediately  above  itself.  And  similarly  here  I  am  by  no  means  certain  that  it  does  not  refer 
to  the  indication  of  speaker,  Ilvppa,  immediately  above  to  its  right.  Since  the  papyrus  is  broken  off  at 
6,  4  one  cannot  tell  whether  a  possibility  of  the  same  kind  existed  there.  For  parallels  to  notes 
of  this  kind  see  2291  ii  2,  2430  fr.  1  ii  4. 

6  I  suppose  xat  (or  ]«rai)  vav,  as  a  variant,  is  indicated.  For  vav  cf.  St.  Byz.  in  Karan). 

8  I  cannot  absolutely  rule  out  t  for  y  but  ]ytJcai)7-(ac),  which  could  be  read,  is  not  Syracusan 
(avravrac  Epich.  fr.  172  K)  or  Sicilian  Doric.  x]pvcatjy(vc)  cannot  be  read. 

Fr.  4  5  ]£ova  defeats  me.  Nominative  or  genitive? 
8  dpi c  [o]Aiyo[  is  acceptable. 

The  variant  t*  for  O'  before  6  also  arises  from  the  changes  made  in  fr.  1  (a)  ii  5  (but  there 
is  no  variant  at  fr.  12  (a)  4).  Ap.  Dysc.  v.  cwr.  335  B  says:  d-rreipdfac  rd  AaipiKd  bid  <jnXa>v  dm- 
arolxotv  rdc  cwaXi<f>dc  iromtrai.  cwaXirj>-q  includes  both  what  we  call  crasis  and  what  we  call  elision. 
The  original  text  of  our  MS.  has  one  example  of  the  retention  of  the  tenuis  in  crasis,  fr.  r  ( b )  13, 
none  of  its  retention  in  elision,  and  at  frr,  1  (b)  4  and  6,  15  ( b )  3?,  27,  2  (all  the  instances  of  k  before 
an  aspirated  vowel)  no  variant  either.  2429  fr.  1  ii  15  seqq.  likewise  seems  to  imply  a  MS.  with  x 
av-.  [I  believe  there  survive  in  the  quotations  traces  which  suggest  a  difference  of  treatment 

between  r’  followed  by  *  and  k  followed  by  the  tenuis  being  retained  in  the  one  case,  see,  for 
example,  frr.  35, 11;  58;  62  K,  but  not  in  the  other,  e.g.  frr.  35, 13;  170, 18  K.] 

Fr.  5  4  moXd  i.q.  mpactc  Harpocr.  163,  18.  dc  to  indicate  the  genitive  singular,  the  a  being 
short  in  the  accusative  plural,  cf.  pwpUc  Epich.  9, 2  K,  et  al. 

Fr.  6  9  yX]vKvv. 

Fr.  8  2  Below  the  presumed  a  of  the  marginal  entry  is  part  of  a  hair-line  not  accounted  for. 
If  c^(  was  written— and  I  am  not  sure  it  was  not — it  would  be  apposite  to  recall  that  a  C<f>ly$  is 
attributed  to  Epicharmus  (frr.  127-8  K).  But  I  am  uncertain  how  proper  an  abbreviation  of  its  name 
this  would  be.  The  surface  is  damaged  but  I  think  that  letters  following  would  have  left  some  trace. 

3  Presumably  86er(e) ;  see  note  on  fr.  15  (b)  7. 

Fr.  9  2  84X[<f>]aKo[c. 
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Fr.  15 

(«)  .  .  .  . 

]  [ 
M . WI 

]yaf? .  C . . . .  ]7rot>ce[ 

¥a7{ . ]/«4 

]ct7r[Jon:At/caAcuc  [ 

5  ]vi777 rove£a[ 

j/iJireiS’eri  [ ]«ca..orA[ 

(»)  .  .  .  . 

]«[ 

]  [ 

]XV(UvhoKT)[ ]lx€ivovSafxa)c  [ 

5  Milfa.Tt.V- 

] .  evTTj~vaypuoc[  ]  [ 

] ,  Kaxfxiv  _  ovcTvrji  _  [ 

JourocAeyet:  owarttf 

Jai/zarovSia:  o[ to  ]ovroKa‘  j 
]ovr&Xeyav  [ 

Fr.  15  (a)  and  (b)  are  located  vertically  by  the  fibres  of  the  back.  I  am  not  sure  of  the  interval 
between  them  but  believe  it  possible  that  ( b )  1  preserves  the  beginning  of  the  marginal  note  referring 

to  (a)  8 

Fr.  16  is  associated  with  them  on  the  strength  of  a  general  similarity  of  appearance  and  a  pre¬ 
sumption  about  the  contents  (see  comm.  fr.  16,  12) 

Fr.  15  (a)  1  What  I  have  taken  for  v  might  be  parts  of  two  letters,  e.g.  ap  2  .[,  the  lower 
left-hand  end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  a  probable,  A  not  ruled  out  6  ].,  the  right-hand  tip  of 
a  cross-stroke  touching  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  side  of  ij,  e.g.  ifi  7  Between  a  and  o  remains 
compatible  with  the  right-hand  branch  of  v  and  the  cross-stroke  of  r  8  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the 
tops  of  the  letters 

( b )  5  The  left-hand  side  of  tj  is  anomalous  6  ] . ,  a  trace  near  the  line  compatible  with  k 
Between  tj  and  v  a  horizontal  stroke  near  the  line,  equivalent  to  our  C,  ‘close  up’  7  Between  v 
and  o  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  ,[,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the 

letters,  possibly  a  stop,  possibly  the  beginning  of  a  note 
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Fr.  16 

M 

M ]*w[ 

].«/.[ 
5  ]fiocto}VKatfx[ 

l/avT€Lca(f)€WCKr}[ 

^pavoiX^cacfiw 

^pcrvy1  €V(f>afu  *r  Ai}c[ 

]  'ojcSey  ey  €vt^t[ 

io  ]  SoiKOJfirjTi  Ka.Koy\_ 

]arOV7TpWKT€[ 

]  #  OVl7T7TOV€Xa  _  [ 
]€/fcWoT7yVOCO>[ 

15  ]Aoiya*/ca[ 

Fr.  16  3  Orw[  4  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  12  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  the 
cross-bar  and  a  trace  of  the  stem  of  y  or  r  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  part  of  3  or  A  13  Of  ]f  only 
the  upper  part ;  o  possible  The  accent  on  t  perhaps  deleted 

Fr.  17 

M 
U.M 

Wl 
M 

5  JetKaiK  m  [ 
WC 

Fr.  17  Perhaps  to  be  associated  with  frr.  15, 16, 18 

4- 1  a  trace  of  the  foot  of  an  upright  2  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  r,  followed  by  the 
lower  left-hand  part  of  a  letter  like  e  3  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  slightly 
below  the  tops  of  the  letters  5  ,[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  the  right,  a  or  A 
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Fr.  18 

JVCCH' .[ 

]Aap€uc[ 

]rtA  eyt[ 
5  W 

].wfo[ 

]  _  t0uc[ 

i«K 

]  _  •aAA’efcaf 

10  ]yc#cat^a[ 

Fr.  18  Perhaps  to  be  associated  with  frr. 15-17 

6  ].,  perhaps  only  offsets  7  the 
overhang  of  c,  c,  or  the  like  9  the  upper 
part  of  an  upright  sloping  slightly  to  right, 

Fr.  20 

].□.
[  ’ 

]a«^’
oiS’o

T[ 

]  _  eivapicra  [ 

oira-rtiP 

^e’.Kainpocdarov  _  [ 

5  ]  _  ,aTevec€^apoi'r[ 

]TOL(j)opav€7ncTar[ 

]«ywjimiAA[ 
Fr.  20  1  Of  the  last  letter  a  nearly  horizontal 

stroke  on  the  line  3  ]. ,  the  lower  end  of  an 
upright  descending  below  the  line  .[,  the 
start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  4  .[,  the 
start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  5  ]., 

perhaps  the  tip  of  the  upper  right-hand  arm  of 
k,  x  6  the  end  of  a  stroke  descending 
from  left 

u 
J 

1 Fr.  21 

Fr.  19 

u 
 ’ 

]V  »[ Fr.  19  i  A  dot  on  the  line  followed  by  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright  2  ].,  the  right- 
hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  about  mid-letter  level Before  o  the  foot  of  an  upright 

M.].[ 
><?“.[ 

]a/iey*9.[ ]TP°-P V.[ 

5  ]jay’ avvo[ 

WK 

:‘].c 

Fr.  21  1  ].[,  a  dot  below  the  line  2  .[, 
the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  e.g.  A,  x 

3  .[,  a  dot  below  the  top  of  the  right-hand  side  of 
o  4  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  7  ].[,  a  letter with  a  horizontal  top 
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Ft.  22  Fr.  23 

M m 
].[ ]8pa"[ 

].?&.[ 

s 

]pov\iavva[ 

]<W 

]€vy(x)vavr[ 

tefra[ 
](f>6ey^a[ 

]<b«  t 

]  'tiTuovya.'[ ].TOC-OU.[ 
“JSoirouTOi':  _  [ 10  ],0T«Sa[ 

]jU.aAAov'7yrp[ ]e8opra[ 

i:t.w 

Fr.  22  3],,  a  dot  on  the  line  .[,thetipof  Fr.  23  1  .[,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke 

a  stroke  descending  to  right  6  ].,  the  sur-  descending  below  the  line,  perhaps  p  though 
face  is  damaged ;  perhaps  part  of  two  letters,  of  rather  distant  from  f  3  .[» the  upper  tip  of 

which  the  second  would  be  t  9].,  the  right-  a  stroke  descending  to  right  4  ].,  the  tail 
hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  r  10  .[>  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  .[,  the  start 
the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  12]..,  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  5  Between  0 
only  scattered  ink  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  and  g.  traces  compatible  with  p  9].,  the  tail 
tops  of  the  letters  of  a  or  A  .[,yorw  10].,  an  upright  11 

Above  f  an  upright,  apparently  t  12  ].[> 

perhaps  the  tip  of  the  left-hand  arm  of  v Fr.  24 

<«)  .  .  .  Fr.  25 

]  OJTTO.KOC  [  (fl) 

JrmSi/Aeyo^  ]y  _  [ 

]ac€^aAA€T[  ]Ae0pocrj[  Fr.  26 

ib)  .  .  .  .  ]8o/i«:[.>c[ 

....  M 
]afX€cyay  #  [  Jap  e[ 

}d>Aia<dv(i)[  (8)  ,  .  .  ]k-ouS’[ 
Ja/za  vSo/cee[  ]va^aicr[ 

5  ]ecrepov  [  ]v€CTOVT€iy  [ 
>aAtcra:fc,[ 

J,  OW€K€c[ 

5  3% «[ 

2427.  FP/C^i?MC75,  PL/1YS  15 

Frr.  24  (a),  (b)  evidently  stood  in  close  proximity.  There  may  be  nothing  missing  between  them 
but  I  cannot  say  with  absolute  certainty  which  stood  above  and  which  below 

(a)  i  ].,  the  extreme  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  touching  the  lower  left-hand  side  of  at 

3  Of  ]a  only  the  tip  of  the  tail 
(b)  2  .[>  the  foot  of  an  upright 

Frr.  25  (a),  (b)  have  a  strong  general  resemblance  to  one  another  but  I  cannot  bring  them  into 

any  particular  relation 
(a)  1  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright 
(b)  2  .[  the  start  of  a  or  A  3  .[»  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  4  J.,  the  right-hand 

edge  of  an  upright  5  What  I  have  given  as  the  mark  of  length  has  a  twist  upwards  of  the  right- 
hand  end  (which  is  all  that  remains)  and  might  be  taken  for  a  shallow  * 

Fr.  20  1  Above  and  to  left  of  k  an  upright,  more  probably  part  of  an  interlinear  letter  than  the 
tail  of  a  letter  in  the  previous  line  2  Above  c  a  dot  between  the  lines  on  the  edge  of  the  break 

Fr.  15  (a)  2  d[..  ?w]wouc<(  a  possibility,  as  well  as  the  obvious  a[v0pa>]irovc. 

4

 

 

ur[ir]ov. 
Af  for  A u»  Epich.  fr.  223  K.  The  accent  of  Hesych.  Xmdvqpoc,  for  what  it  is  worth,  is  against 

recognizing  a  compound  here.  For  the  accentuation  koXcuc  cf.  Sophron  fr.  22  K. 
6  e.g.  XajpTji  or  some  other  similar  form. 

(b)  3  x  could  have  been  written,  e.g.  at*’  vp.iv  8o*i}[t. 
4  ]pciv,  an  infinitive,  e.g.  cipctv  ovBapdtc. 
5  Both  letters  before  8  have  been  inserted  (by  the  original  hand).  It  is  not  a  correction  of  kmSci- 

g(UT0  to  <W  Se'gatTo,  though  this  may  have  been  intended. 
6  Apparently  kcvtt, 7  v,  so  written,  with  the  wrongly  left  gap  between  17  and  v  filled  up  by  a 

horizontal  stroke.  The  infinitive  ending*  is  usually  represented  in  the  MS.  by  -civ,  frr.  r  (6)  8;  4,  4; 

5>5»  27>  12 >  31  (a)  i>  (b)  3J  51  (&)  20  and  probably  elsewhere;  similarly  in  the  Rainer  fragment  of 
Obvccevc  avropoXoc  99,  4  K.  But  we  find  -tjv  with  a  variant  -kv  here :  -civ  with  a  variant  -qv  at  1.  11 ; 

16,  9:  possibly  -Vv  without  variant  at  20,  7:  and  -«»>  changed  to  -kv  in  the  Rainer  fragment  99,  5  K. 
-cv  is  nowhere  required  by  the  metre ;  a  natural  long  is  required  at  frr.  85 ;  174,  2  K. 

7  Ka.ifta.vp6v  cruV.  For  V  in  contrast  to  the  Attic  v  see  Schulze,  Qu.  ep.  309  seqq.  If  96cr(c)  occurs 
at  fr.  8,  3  the  normal  relationship  between  Attic  v,  Doric  u,  in  this  word  (ib.  334  seqq.)  is  not  maintained. 

8  o'  irarrjp  may  be  a  note  explaining  who  somebody  referred  to  in  the  line  (perhaps  oSroc)  is.  But 
a  comparison  with  fr.  20,  4  suggests  that  it  may  specify  the  speaker  (of  the  second  part  of  a  divided 
line?).  There  may  be  another  occurrence  in  fr.  52,  2  interl,  but  there  is  doubt  about  the  decipherment. 

9  See  on  fr.  28. 
Fr.16  7  <5  <f>iv[rar-  or  a  proper  name,  e.g.  0u{ria? 
8  cvtftapei. 
10  SeJSotW  see  on  fr.  1  ( b )  10. 

11  npu>KTe[  represents  an  unrecorded  word.  It  looks  as  if  it  might  be  a  jocular  invention,  but 
npocK,  irpoaK  also  might  produce  nptoK. 

12  Znnov:  perhaps  refers  to  the  same  beast  as  fr.  15  (a)  4  and  5  (?  also  3). 
13  k4v to  for  kcXcto  is  quoted  from  Aleman  and  I  take  Zkcvto  (though  scarcely  *hno)  to  be  theoreti¬ 

cally  possible  for  Epicharmus.  But  I  very  much  doubt  whether  it  is  to  be  recognized  here.  If  we 
articulate  to  rljvoc  (‘which  he  . . .’),  I  can  give  no  account  of  the  accent  on  kcv,  but  I  think  it  may  well have  been  deleted  and  there  is  no  difficulty  in  ]ckcv  (or  }okcv,  which  I  cannot  rule  out). 

Fr.  20  2  c]a<ft'  ol8‘  or[t  cf.  Epich.  fr.  254,  1  K. 

4  6  TTarrjp :  apparently  the  speaker  of  the  part  of  the  line  beginning  «al  irpocOa.  See  n.  on  fr.  1  q  (b)  8 5  drevee:  adverb,  Epich.  frr.  124,  1;  172,  4. 

No  form  lxdpo.ro  from  xa!par  is  attested  until  Quintus  Smyrnaeus  (yiipoi-™  vi  315),  but  there seems  no  escape  from  it  here. 

1  I  am  not,  of  course,  speaking  here  of  infinitives  in -p.cv,  -pciv. 
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Fr.  21  4  The  ij  is  difficult  in  conjunction  with  the  accent.  ac]rpdpr{v,[  would  be  expected  to  be 

-/3av.[ .  Hesych.  has  ypafldv  cKa<f>lov,  fiaOpov,  which  the  accent  as  well  as  the  ending  rule  out,  apart 
from  the  fact  that,  though  only  the  right-hand  parts  of  r  survive,  y  could  not,  in  my  opinion,  be  read. 

1  do  not  think  there  is  any  doubt  that  the  hand  is  that  of  the  Epicharmus. 

Fr.  22  6  vavta  fr.  148  K. 

Fr.  23  2  av]0paK([c  and  5  a]v9pa.K^c,  or  a  derivative. 

IO  ]/7ot€iSo[v. 

Fr.  24  (a)  1  The  traces  indicate  ]A<uwa«oc,  but  what  is  taken  as  the  tail  of  A  might  be  casual  ink. 
If  it  is,  there  is  no  problem. 

2  Since  Ap.  Dysc.  ir.  avr.  106  B  says  that  Epicharmus  habitually  uses  ip.fi  for  ipi,  it  is  not  too 
much  to  recognize  rtl  for  < 4  here,  though  Apollonius  quotes  only  Aleman  for  this  Doric  form  and  the 
regular  Epicharmean  form  is  rv  (not  rl).  I  suppose  tro\r  rel  (or  koJt  rti).  I  cannot  account  for  the 
variant  acute  accent  proposed. 

( b )  3  I  know  of  no  word  recorded  that  ends  in  a>Aic*dvw. 

Fr.  25  ( b )  1  Epicharmus  is  quoted  in  Katpacral  7}  Tlfaic roc  (frr.  84-86  K).  I  cannot  say  what 
relevance  this  fact  may  have.  The  name  might  well  have  occurred  in  the  JJvppa. 

2  rovret :  see  Bechtel,  Gr.  Dial,  ii  269. 

5  ?xa>  probable. 

Fr.  27  "Hf. fac  yafioc  or  Movca t? 

].  [  Traces 

] . op<apoc  ov8ex'-npi .[.].».[  ).oputpoc  oihe  x  V iua[p]rim{ 
]. . •<uvfidvpoveu(DXfovpeva>v  j.t’atm  Oupov  tvcoxfovpipcov 
] , KacOTm)v<f>avTiKaxnoTTavfXdv  j.tcac  onrrjp  <f>avri  /cal  hot  ra»>  lAov 

■Y- 

5  ]0*-«»r€t*#i»'^a,»Ao»'et/xctv/^6iSo#ceoj  ]0’,  iitfl  vtv  <j>avXov  tlptiv  xa  Soxiut 

] . ceAavavvypov€K^fPx°V*,«*°<  ]f  ceXdpap  vypov  iio/nSgav  vdxoc 

]rtc,o1)T<S8’ot0ftatTroTTavcAav  >te*  oin 3  S’  otopai  ttot  rap  iXav 
)<f'flp€ip. TjrrovripOTepovfTi  ]x'  ftpfiP,  rj  -rroprjporcpov  in 
] . tf>fAf y wtoj{ . ] . xopd  ].»c  Aeyai  rav[ . ] . xopa 

IO  ] .  oXeOpopKairaxpidTovXfVKapov  .«?vt . [  oXtOpov  xal  rd  xp*a  rov  Aevxdpov 

].  .P. PovyaTax'ZirOK  wpocacdfop  ]..p.»ovya  rdXa  ttok  wpocac  dcov 

] ,  tovxpi)8fTO)i{ ,  ycovpepaiPT'iicaiXtyw  3.  u>p-  xpy  §«  rdip  [e] ccovptPuiv  n  xai  Xiyciy 
jaraXoinaXetov.vBanefppuiK’dvirOKo.  ]a  rd  Xoivd  X4(ov.—S8an  6cppa>i  x'  ovnoxa 

3TC. . ] . TaPaXapfjidK'-fjcdvfvnvpoc  Kara  rAqcc.[,] .«.[  ]  C.  .].Ta  P*Xavrjid  k  tJc  avcv  nvpoc 

Fr.  27  2  Cf.  Epich.  fr.  52  K  There  is  a  spot  of  ink  above  and  to  the  right  of  c  which  may 

represent '  3  The  second  letter  may  be  1  (though,  perhaps  because  the  surface  is  damaged,  the 
upper  part  of  what  is  preserved  does  not  much  suggest  it),  in  which  case  the  dot  between  it  and  a  will 
be  the  right-hand  dot  of  a  trema  o  inserted  between  e  and  v  by  the  original  hand.  There  is  some 
unexplained  ink  above  and  to  right  of  the  e  but  I  do  not  think  e  has  been  cancelled  4  the 

upper  part  of  an  upright  6  Of  y  only  the  tips  of  the  left-hand  branch  and  the  tail  9  ]., 
apparently  the  middle  part  of  an  upright  [.],  in  the  gap  a  narrow  letter,  followed  by  a  trace  level 
with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  e.g.  [«]t ;  but  i)  would  also  suit  and  then  no  letter  would  be  missing  10 

3.,  the  top  of  an  upright  Marg.  Rubbed  and  perhaps  deleted.  Apparently  -o.pt  ii  J.., 
either  the  middle  of  the  curved  right-hand  stroke  of  a,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  the  tail  of  p, 
or  perhaps  a  single  v.  Between  p  and  v  the  middle  part  of  an  upright  which  because  of  the  spacing 

I  should  judge  more  probably  the  back  of  e  than  1  12  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  perhaps  6 ; 
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p  not  suggested  though  not  ruled  out  13  Of  ]a  only  the  tail  14  What  I  have  taken  for 
a  mark  of  quantity  might  be  a  trace  of  a  grave  accent  with  a  dot  to  its  right  (the  lower  dot  to  its  left 
being  lost)  Before  r  apparently  the  top  art  of  a  circle,  above  the  general  level  oc  made  out  of 

ov,  by  the  original  writer? 

Fr.  27  There  is  a  prima  facie  case  for  attributing  this  fragment  to  the  ’HfSac  yapoc  or  the  Movca 1, 
which  was  a  dtacxevtf  of  it,  since  the  two  kinds  of  bread  that  occur  in  v.  1  were  mentioned  along  with 

others  in  those  plays  (Athen.  nob).  But  it  must  be  remarked  that  in  Athenaeus’  list  these  two  names 
are  separated  from  each  other  by  others,  that  none  of  those  others  recurs  here,  and  that  these  two 
(and  one  of  the  others)  come  together  in  Sophron  fr.  27  K.  There  is  therefore  no  great  certainty  about 
the  identification.  Kinds  of  bread  are  likely  to  have  been  named  in  many  places.  See  n.  at  II.  13  seq. 

As  appears  clearly  from  v.  12  the  metre  is  the  trochaic  tetrameter. 

3  Mu'ra  dvpop  can  hardly  be  doubted,  in  spite  of  the  difficulty  of  being  sure  of  the  reading  of  the 
letter  before  a.  The  spelling  -xeou-  is  supported  by  irpopa9eovpcpoc  at  fr.  1  (b)  12,  where  -cou-  is  two 

syllables. 4  iXa  (Attic  etXr)  or  et'A??)  meaning  ‘blaze’,  of  the  sun,  is  attested  by  lexicographers  and  gram¬ 
marians  (Hesych.  in  iXa,  fiiXa,  yiXap,  yiXac,  and  derivatives,  Schol.  Aristoph.  Vesp.  772,  Eustath. 
667,  22  and  1573,  45),  but  is  here  for  the  first  time  preserved  in  a  literary  context,  though  recoverable 
in  Pind.  fr.  123, 10  (iXai  spelt  eAe-).  («Aj?  is  offered  by  R,  but  not  by  V,  at  Vesp.  l.c.  It  is  not  metrically 
guaranteed  and  is  in  conflict  with  the  rest  of  the  evidence.  At  Aristoph.  fr.  627  itpdc  ciX-tjP  IgOvcop 
(Min-qpbuav  may  be  noted.) 

] .  xac  might  be  either  subject  or  object,  e.g.  yvva}u<ac  or  «oAA]i*ac. 

5  Perhaps  64pcc]6’,  cf.  irpoc  tt/p  ciX-qp  dipccdai  Lucian  Lexiph.  2. 
If  we  accept  the  variant  ya,  we  must  reject  the  mark  of  length.  A  dactyl  in  the  same  place, 

e.g.  fr.  44  K ;  -4a>  as  two  syllables,  e.g.  fr.  35, 4  K,  78, 1  K.  (Contraction  or  scansion  as  one  syllable  is the  rarer,  kom  fr.  35,  14  K,  ib.  3.) 

6  hot]!  ceXdvap  ‘by  moon’?  If  there  is  a  contrast  with  hot  rav  iXap,  there  may  be  a  joke,  not  ‘by 
moonlight’  but  ‘by  moonheat’. 

•Iivxtip  and  its  compounds,  ava-,  ano-,  Sta-,  Kara-,  can  mean  ‘to  dry’,  though  cmftxttv  is  not  at¬ 
tested  in  this  sense.  The  Homeric  limitation  to  drying  in  a  draught  (Schol.  A  II.  xi  621)  is  not  kept  up 
by  later  authors,  ixipogoy  appears  to  be  what  was  originally  written  and  has  not  been  corrected, 
-X£Ul'  being  a  variant  not  a  correction.  I  have  no  satisfactory  explanation  of  it. 

9  Tap  clxova  naturally  suggests  itself  but  I  am  at  a  loss  to  account  for  the  additional  accent  on  va. 
10  No  Leucarus  figures  in  Greek  mythology.  There  is  a  probability  that  Epicharmus  called 

Deucalion  AcvxapiviP  (see  frr.  114  seqq.  tit.  K)  but  what  relation,  if  any,  the  name  Leucarus  has  to 
Leucarion  I  do  not  know.  See  on  1. 13. 

11  The  accentuation  rdxdnoKtopocac  appears  to  imply  Tax’  °">rd  k  djpocac  ‘you  would  perhaps 
have  solemnly  denied’  or  ‘abjured’.  The  alternative  is  presumably  to  be  interpreted  as  shown  but 

raga  is  not,  so  far  as  I  know,  in  accordance  with  any  ancient  theory ;  see  Chandler,  Gr.  Accent.11  p.  279. 
12  ‘Something  of  the  future  must  be  mentioned’  seems  preferable  to  ‘what  of  the  future  must  be 

mentioned?’  particularly  since  the  next  line  contains  the  words  (of  another  speaker?),  ‘tell  the  rest’. 
If  rt  were  accepted,  the  word  order  would  be  harsh. 

13  The  change  of  speaker  signalized  by  the  colon  is  a  warning  that  there  may  be  more  than  one 
speaker  represented  in  the  preceding  lines  also. 

The  sense  of  vv.  13  seq.  I  should  suppose  to  be  ‘There  would  have  been  no  hot  baths,  if  there 
were  not  fire’  but  I  find  a  difficulty  in  imagining  how  precisely  this  was  put.  From  the  occurrence  in 

the  marginal  note  of  some  part  or  derivative  of  KaTai/rAffi'  together  with  the  statement  ‘this  is  also  the 
Attic  use’  one  would  infer  that  some  part  or  derivative  of  KaTaprXetv  stood  at  the  beginning  of  v.  14, 
and  w8an  8cppu>i  KaravTXetp  n  can  be  said  as  well  as  5S top  Oeppov  KaravrXeip  nv6c  (see  e.g.  Galen,  in 

Hipp.  h.S.o.  iii  58),  but  how  does  /9aAavi}ia,  whether  in  the  sense  of  ‘bathing  establishments’  or  of 
‘baths’  come  into  this?  I  should  expect  ‘baths  would  not  be  provided  with  hot  water,  if  there  were 
not  fire’.  On  the  other  hand,  if  we  postulate  ot)8]e  rd  paXavfjia  ktX.,  how  is  ‘there  would  be  no  hot- 
water  douches’  to  be  expressed  in  the  space  available  at  the  beginning  of  1. 14?  ijc  xara^Actv?  I  cannot 
refrain  from  pointing  out  that  the  sentence,  however  precisely  expressed,  might  easily  be  uttered 
by  or  have  a  reference  to  Prometheus  and  there  are  other  lines  in  the  piece  which  could  be  interpreted 
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in  the  light  of  the  Prometheus  story.  V.  2  There  would  have  been  no  bread,  if  there  had  been  no  fire 

to  bake  it.  Vv.  4,  7  The  sun’s  heat  is  (was,  would  have  to  be)  used  by  people  without  fire.  V.  10  The 
form  Afuieaploiv  might  be  a  patronymic,  in  which  case  under  the  name  of  Atuxapoc  Prometheus  is 
actually  mentioned.  If  there  is  anything  in  this,  there  is  a  case  for  putting  this  fragment  with  frr. 

1-3  and  assigning  it  to  the  Pyrrha-Prometheus-Deucalion  play. 

Fr.  28 

i. 

i.].[ 

tjv8[ 

5  m.T[ 

Fr.  28  1  The  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright  3  ].[,  the  lower’part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  29 

]  _  8ie/cpore[ ]AAa7TOTp[ 

].[>«»[ 
5  JricatTTjcaf 

Fr.  29  1  .[,  a  small  curved  stroke  off  the  line,  perhaps  o  2  ].,  an  upright  close  to  8, 

pfobably  v  4  Some  traces  to  the  left  of  "  not  accounted  for  5  For  it  I  cannot  rule 
out  y.p  6  Between  1  and  w  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  .[,  part  of  an  upright 
with  a  dot  to  the  right,  e.g.  k,  v 

2427.  EPICHARMUS,  PLAYS Fr.  30 

R[ 

].  [ 

]eovrtm[ 
]TO)irnpOT[ 

] 

)A Fr.  31  (a) 

]. .  > [ 

].“  [ 

]pfioplOL  [ 

5  I'  [ 
Jr<  [ 

Fr.  31  (6) 

W 
 ’ 

\y6akdc'  6[ [ 
>•  c 

Fr.  32 

Col.  i  .  #  Col.  ii 

]  rpK€v[ 

]  /caira[ 

] 

]^_w[ 

5  J»  **  I  j™.[ 

]  aAA’feVt ]  ot/8e7r[ 

]  TTOTlfct 

]  idivvv[ 
it.  ]  IfrjSa/fl  5 

.  /cam8[ 

Fr.  33 

’  w 

]ap,TOLTj[ 

]dpa.Kairp'  4  4[ 

] ,  ap.av‘.  [ 

]At7ra/>ei  [ 

]ttlOolc‘  [ 

Frr.  30-33  may,  to  judge  from  their  appearance,  come  from  the  same  region.  I  should  guess 
that  frr.  30,  31  (a),  ( b )  contain  the  ends  of  lines  of  the  column  preceding  that  of  which  the  begin¬ 
nings  are  contained  in  fr.  32  and  that  fr.  33  contains  the  ends  of  lines  of  the  same  column  as  fr.  32  the beginnings 

Fr.  30  6  ].,  a  trace  compatible  with  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-bar,  of  which  the 
level  suggests  rather  than  y  or  r  7  ].,  a  trace  compatible  with  the  top  of  c 

Fr.  31  (a)  and  (b)  are  shown  by  the  fibres  of  the  back  to  have  stood  one  above  the  other,  but  I 
cannot  fix  their  order  or  interval 

(a)  1  ]...»  the  ink  representing  the  first  letter  now  resembles  ari  apostrophe  but  the  upper 
right-hand  arc  of  o  or  the  like  perhaps  more  likely;  this  is  followed  by  the  lower  parts  of  up¬ 
rights,  the  first  longer  than  the  second  3].,  the  foot  of  an  upright 

(8)  3  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  close  to  t,  e.g.  /t,  w 
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Fr.  32  col.  ii  i  Above  if  to  left  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  in  the  margin  descending  from  left 

Above  t  (inserted  later  by  the  original  hand)  the  base  of  a  circle  resembling  a  ‘short’ 

Fr.  33  3  a  trace  of  the  bottom  of  a  letter  off  the  line,  e.g.  o,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an 

Fr.  34  i  The  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descend-  Fr.  35  2  ].,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the 
ing  with  a  slight  curve  to  left  below  the  line,  letters  3  the  tail  of  a  stroke  descending 
followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  left,  perhaps  k  rather  than  A  .[,  a  dot 

4  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  e.g.  below  the  line,  perhaps  the  start  of  a  stroke 
/?  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right,  rising  to  right  4  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops 
a  probable  of  the  letters  For  y  perhaps  </.i  or  From 

.  .  the  position  of  **  it  would  be  inferred  that  w  was 
part  of  a  diphthong 

Fr.  38  2  ].,  an  upright 
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Fr.  39 

’  ][  ' 
] 

]  J>  (  ]  .4upov.[ 
[ 

5  Jori:  [ 
jrefMiv:  f 

]  [ 
].•  [ 

W*.[ 

Frr.  39-40  look  as  if  they  belonged  to  the 
same  neighbourhood  but  I  cannot  arrive  at  any 
conclusion  about  their  relative  positions 

Fr.  39  3  ].,  perhaps  the  base  of  o  but  the 
surface  is  damaged  and  there  may  be  parts  of  two 
letters  of  which  the  first  would  be  «  or  c  The 
loop  of  p  is  lost  and  v  is  not  ruled  out  4  ]., 
the  lower  part  of  an  upright  8  ]y  or  J7,  tyt 

Fr.  40 

Col.  i  .  #  Col.  ii  , 

]  ’  j 

]  *[..].[ 

]  f  OuSe7TOT0[ 
,  4cT€Kdfx[ 

5  ]  «.[...]*.[ 

lari 
Fr.  40  Col.  ii  4  There  is  a  dot  below  c  not 

accounted  for  5  ay{  or  an[  After  *  the 
top  left-hand  side  of  a,  8,  or  A 

Fr.  41 

Fr.  42 

_5T°.[ 

(occyoj[ 

5  ovfia{ 

aXXaj\ 

-)..I 

Fr.  42  t  .[» thel  eft-hand  edge  of  an  upright 
3  .f,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  7 
The  right-hand  stroke  of  a  or  A  followed  by  the 
apex  of  a,  8,  or  A  and  this  by  what  suggests  the 

upper  part  of  the  back  of  « 

]  t 
]  [ 

]!■  ♦[ 

]  .**[ 

s  s;[[ 

]v  4>Vr)*o.[ 
]  [ 

].  ■’">"».[ 

]Tt0iywv€va[ 
10  •”i[ 

Fr.  41  10  marg.  Before  t  perhaps  v  or  w 

After  «  apparently  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a 
circle  11  marg.  Above  r  an  upright,  part  of 

a  suspended  letter  y[  or  tt[  Perhaps  Kara 
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Fr.  44 

].» 

]/JareKa[ 

]7ratAAd4[ 

]  _at8e77a[ 
]."«?[ 

]  4  cro7raiSio[ ]Au7 T7ra^i[ 

Fr.  43  '2  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross- 
stroke  as  of  y,  r  3  ]}»  suggested,  but  ].f 
could  be  read 

5  ]cf)l\LOVl4[ 

Fr.  44  2  ].,  the  tip  of  a  tall  upright  3 

the  upper  part  of  an  upright  turning  over 
slightly  to  left,  perhaps  to  5  .[,  perhaps  the 
back  of  c 

Fr.  45 
Fr.  46 

].°A
[  ' 

W.[ 

].%»[ 
M 

].f«[ 

>7“[ ]w».t ].#: 

Fr.  45  2  the  left-hand  end  of  a  horizontal 
stroke  on  the  line 

Fr.  46  x  a  tail  as  of  a  or  A  3  .[,  the 
foot  of  an  upright 

Ft.  48 
'  ]  ’  [ 

]  [ 
]  [ 

]w*°[  ]?'...[][ 
5  >i-aux[Ja:  [ 

],pamov _eoc[]  [  ].[  o[ 
]rorraiSLoy  j 

].k.:w][  ]  [ 
]T7)V0CKad[  [ 

°  '  m..y-  [ 

Fr.  47 

'm  ’ 

]yovra[ 

W .[ KIM 
5  ].[ 

'  Fr.  47  3  ,[,  three  traces  in  a  vertical  line, 
perhaps  c 
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Fr.  50  1  The  lower  part  of  an  upright 

slanting  to  right  followed  by  the  lower  left-hand Fr.  49  (a),  ( b )  apparently  from  the  same  part  0f  c  or  a  similar  letter  3  the  upper 
neighbourhood  end  cf  a  strokc  descending  to  right 

Fr.  49  (a)  1  Of  the  first  two  letters  a  dot 
below  the  line  followed  by  the  middle  part  of 

a  stroke  descending  left  to  right,  of  the  second 

two  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  the  right- 
hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  its  top,  e.g. 

17,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to 

right 

Fr.  28  $  In  case  r[  represents  the  article,  it  may  be  remarked  that  vol  r 6v,  vol  pd  rov  and  val 

pi  without  t6v,  in  combination  with  a  god' 
Epicharmus  (fr.  81  K;  2427 

fr.  75  (ft)  9;  fr.  82  K,  2427  frr.  51  (d)  26,  53  (c)  6).  The  negative  form  similarly  ou  pi  (fr.  170,  5  K), 
oi  with  the  simple  accusative  (2427  frr.  8,  2,  53  (c)  9) ;  I  have  no  example  of  o«5  fid  t6p  or  ou  rov.  06 

at  2427  fr.  42,  5  is  ambiguous. 
Fr.  31  (a)  4  fiojpfidpan. 

(ft)  2  dpu]yS<iAac,  acc.  plur.,  as  Epich.  fr.  150  K. 
Fr.  32  ii  2  rot  elided,  as  at  fr.  r  (a)  ii  7? 

8  jroT»0«(:  so  noridtyuip  fr.  41,  8  seq.  But  wot0[,  fr.  40  ii  3.  I  cannot  account  for  the  variation, 
which  is  not  due  to  metrical  considerations.  At  Epich.  fr.  85  K  nonO.  not  vot6.  is  implied  by  the 

napdSocic  of  Apollonius  Dyscolus.  At  fr.  170,  8  and  10  K  nor (6.  of  the  napiSoc tc  of  Diogenes 

Laertius  may  be  considered  ambiguous. 

Fr.  33  I  see  nothing  to  preclude  the  possibility  that  these  line-endings  are  the  ends  of  the 
verses  of  which  fr.  32,  5-ro  are  the  beginnings.  Both  the  external  and  internal  indications  are,  so 
far  as  they  go,  consistent. 

2  toi7}[  prescribed  by  the  lection  signs,  but  jj  is  a  puzzle. 

Fr.  34  3  ]*«Ao/4 :  eKtXycaro,  eVe Aij[,  Epich.  frr.  71,  2;  99,  5  K. 

Fr.  40  Col.  ii  3  The  same  beginning  Epich.  fr.  85  K. 
4  i.e.  ecri  k  ap[  made  out  of  «r«  x&p[  (or,  less  probably,  ecre  y[). 

5  I  do  not  know  the  meaning  of  the  sign  like  a  large  circumflex  accent  to  the  left  of  this  line. 

It  does  not  resemble  any  part  of  a  coronis.  It  might  be  the  top  of  an  ‘ancora’  but  is  closer  than 
would  be  expected  to  the  beginnings  of  the  lines  and  part  of  the  shank  should  be  visible. 

Fr.  41  3  It  is  not  easy  to  imagine  how  this  line  can  have  ended  but  there  is  no  choice  about 
the  rough  breathing.  I  should  guess  oi  (e.g.  aurwt  re  oi  as  in  Epich.  fr.  77,  3  K). 

4  avv :  perhaps  a  note  that  a  line  has  been  omitted  here  and  supplied  in  the  upper  margin. Cf.  ya r“  fr.  54  i  5. 

8  See  n.  on  fr.  32  ii  8.  I  can  establish  no  relation  with  fr.  40  11  3. 

Fr.  44  1  ita iAAoc,  ‘a  male  child’,  attested  by  Hesychius  and  Tanagra  inscriptions.  The 
feminine  hitherto  not  recorded. 

Fr.  48  5  a«x[ev]a  appears  to  be  too  much  for  the  space. 
6  av]6pumou  deoc  probable  but  not  verifiable. 
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]a^fccai:77{ 
].fTowaAAWr*..[ 
]a.Kovcr)iK(ica<iii ,  [ 

5  3r’««[ . .  ]aiXfjv-  a  rap . ,  [ 
].*a.€*av<r-Tou8o{  (t 
] .  £ai:+tcyapeyo{ 
WM 

].  ,owaoc«£[ 

Io  ]^«wrac’oA»fac«f 
j .  vvf<rwvpiv[ 

>a:,.ya8ij[ 

]fc[ 

■5  ]..[  :w 
]:»•«.[ 

].«.„[ 
.  .M.  .  , 

V44 
20  ]£aii'ac«[ 

MJ..[ 

VIMMoc 

(*) . 

Jf™  ■«[] 

(<*).  .  . >«T.[ 

J..A€i»<  QpaKiav 

].7*[ ].[ W ].oc«>x<u:[ ].  .1 
~}p<pC€CVVTOL  '  .[ 

M.].avSp[ 
]i8a/4d)Cour[ >c*a'y’ec[ 

]pi»7rAdi'T,[ 
]arwpa0«p[ 

]vtcrioc’a[ ]owjr^a[ 
]oi7p«»<KAa[ 

jwS’aAAaef ]Acyf{[ 
]aqxa8ia  [ ]wf/xva.[ >oc  C 

]^i»aca.[ 

lc  t 

].M 

].iijtc-ou8[ 

]«‘K 

M 

Fr.  51  (p)-(J)  Their  general  similarity  of  appearance  suggests  that  these  fragments  come  from  the same  region.  With  regard  to  their  more  precise  location  there  is  the  following  evidence: 
..  6Je !  °f  ,fixtd  m  relatlon  to  (fl)  by  the  cross-fibres ;  its  interval  from  (a)  less  certainly, 
though  I  think  probably,  by  vertical  fibres  preserved  at  the  ends  of  (a)  4-5  and  the  beginnings  of  (b) 
13  ’ti  1  aif  r#\t,.only  tw5»  or  three  letters  are  missing  between  (a)  and  (b)  at  11.  13-14 The  level  of  (c)  is  fixed  in  relation  to  (b)  by  the  cross-fibres.  I  cannot  trace  in  the  fibres  of  its 
back  any  of  the  vertical  fibres  of  (a)  or  ( b )  but  I  believe  it  more  likely  that  it  stood  between  (a)  and  (b) 
than  to  the  left  of  (a)  or  the  right  of  (b).  (d)  and  (e)  are  virtually  one  fragment.  Besides  the  strongly marked  cross-fibres  the  internal  evidence  supplied  by  1.  24  fixes  their  level  relatively  to  one  another and  at  the  same  time  determines  the  interval  between  them.  The  level  of  (d)  +  (e)  is  fixed  in  relation 
to  (b)  by  cross-fibres,  some  of  them  the  same  as  those  appearing  in  (c),  and  in  relation  to  (/)  by  other cross-hbres.  There  is  nothing  to  show  their  distance.  The  position  of  (/)  below  the  right-hand  side  of (6)  is  m  harmony  both  with  vertical  ridges  seen  on  the  front  and  with  the  vertical  fibres  of  the  back 
but  I  cannot  say  is  absolutely  established  by  them 

,  „  3  l.-thefoot  of  an  upright  on  the  line  . two  traces,  one  on,  one  above  the  line,  e.g.  a, 
foUoyyed  by  the  extreme  lower  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  4  1  (after  v)  appears  to be  rewritten  on  an  original  t.  There  is  a  dot  below  the  line,  between  this  and  x  .[,  the  lower  left- 
hand  arc  ot  a  circle  5  Or  ]y  narrow  letters  . the  left-hand  tips  of  a,  8  or  A,  followed 
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by  the  top  of  a  circ)  6  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  slanting  slightly  to  right  Between  a  and  e 
traces  suiting  the  tips  of  the  tail  and  right-hand  end  of  the  bar  of  r  7  the  tail  of  a  or  A 
8  .[» the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  9  ], .,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 
followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ].[,  two  dots  on  the  line,  perhaps  parts  of  two  letters 
10  . the  foot  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  to  right  followed  by  the  top  of  a  circle ;  above  and  between 
them  apparently  two  dots  close  together  and  the  lower  end  of  an  acute  accent  11  ].,  the  tip 
of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  k  not  suggested  but  not  excluded  12  . . ,  the  top  of  an  upright  with  the 
start  of  a  cross-stroke  to  right  followed  by  a  dot  at  a  slightly  higher  level  and  this  at  an  interval  by  the 
upper  part  of  an  upright  13  ]. ,  the  tail  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  touch  the  foot  of  an 
upright  with  traces  of  a  cross-stroke  above,  possibly  Jar,  but  this  does  not  account  for  all  the  ink 
14  Between  1  and  r  very  faint  traces  compatible  with  the  ends  of  c  .[,  off  the  line  the  start  of  a 
stroke  slanting  slightly  to  right  15  ]. .,  the  tail  of  a  stroke  descending  with  a  slight  curve  from 

left,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  16  ].,  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  o  or  w  the 
lower  end  of  a  stroke  sloping  strongly  to  right  17  ]. ,  perhaps  the  overhang  of  c  but  the  surface  is 
damaged  and  e,  p  cannot  be  ruled  out  (b)  ] . ,  apparently  v  but  the  surface  is  damaged  and  p  cannot 
be  ruled  out  19  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  20  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 
followed  at  an  interval  by  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  concave  stroke  and  this  by  the  upper  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle,  perhaps  ]. . .  should  be  written,  e.g.  ].0jr  ].[,  a  nearly  horizontal  stroke  on 

the  line  21  ] . .[,  the  top  of  a  small  circle  followed  by  the  top  of  e  or  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  <0  ] , , 
the  top  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  e.g.  the  loop  of  p,  the  overhang  of  c,  or  the  like  22  , the 
upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  followed  at  an  interval  by  a  dot  below  the  line  on  a  single  fibre  ]. ,  a 

dot  off  the  line ;  perhaps  part  of  a  ‘colon’  23  . .  perhaps  pa,  but  the  ink  has  flaked  off  Between 
a  and  y  a  dot  on  the  line  consistent  with  1  24  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  26  (d)  .[,  a 
dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  perhaps  a  stop  ( e )  .[,  traces  consistent  with  the  back  of  c 

27  .[,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  29  the  tail  of  a  or  A  30  For  a>  possibly  v 

Fr.  52  2  interl.  Between  ?  and  a  a  letter  with  a  horizontal  stroke  for  its  top  but  prima  facie 
neither  v  nor  r  After  a  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  suggesting  r  4  ].,  an  upright 

Fr.  51  1  4(1):  Ap.  Dysc.  *.  ivr.  128  B,  cf.  122  C.  In  Epich.  fr.  109  K  the  napaZ o«c  of  Athenaeus 
has  failed  to  preserve  the  Syracusan  form. 

5  I  suppose  aVtcat.  The  paroxytone  instead  of  properispomenon  accentuation  of  the  first  aorist 
infinitive  is  specifically  Doric;  apvvat  Alcm.  Parth.  col.  ii  31,  axovcai  2387  fr.  1,  3,  KaraPpv^cdi  PSI 
1214  fr.  d,  2.  I  do  not  know  why  the  properispomenon  accent  should  be  given  alternatively  here  and 

apparently  exclusively  at  1.  xo  (reJAeuTac’). 6  xartVave:  cf.  PSI  1091,  4  seq. 

This  word  belongs  to  the  Doric  vocabulary,  from  which  Xenophon  has  taken  it. 
11  Kvvtc,  rwv  pivtc  .  .  .  atoAai.  If  a  ship  is  in  question  (see  note  on  1.  15),  these  may  be  fish;  cf. 

Epich.  frr.  47,  48,  68  K. 

13  If  TTjvdc  is  a  separate  word,  there  is  perhaps  a  parallel  to  the  perispomenon  accentuation  in 
2387  fr.  3  ii  21,  where  xr/vac  may  occur.  I  do  not  see  how  it  is  to  be  explained  either  here  or  there, 

except  possibly  by  analogy,  right  or  wrong,  with  the  attested  plurals,  -rqvdtv,  dAA<2i\  again  at 

1.  19.  At  1.  25  aAAfic,  but  this  might,  though  it  seems  improbable,  be  ‘sausage’. 
14  I  suppose  the  marginal  variant  is  best  understood  as  owe*’  <S(  ). 
15  r pomv  here  and  t] a>Ba<f>oc,  1.  18,  harmonize  with  vaoc,  1.  9,  and  dA*dc  (though  about  this  there 

are  other  possibilities),  1. 10.  But  to  me  at  least  this  group  brings  no  illumination  on  the  general  sense of  the  passage. 

The  marginal  note  appears  to  be  a  variant  and  complete  as  it  stands.  I  can  make  nothing  of 
it.  The  stroke  above  to  appears  to  be  slightly  farther  to  the  left  than  an  acute  accent  on  o  would  be 
expected  to  be,  t(cov),  for  example,  rather  than  to,  though  I  cannot  rule  to  out.  The  grave  accent  on 

vc  precludes  ‘pig’  and  ‘where’  (vcnep  Epich.  fr.  99,  5  K)  and  implies  that  vc  is  the  first  syllable  of 
a  longer  word  accented  farther  forward. 

16  xaxaic :  on  this  accentuation  see  Chandler  §  885  note  5. 

17  wepiwAedc :  the  short  to  denote  accusative  plural. 
23  Probably  at  y(a). 
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24  II.  ix  63  begins  with  the  words  a.<f>p^T<Dp  idiptcroc  dvlcrioc,  I  should  say  that  these  words 

adjusted  to  the  dialect  (t'cTuSvr’  Epich.  fr.  35,  4  K)  must  be  recognized  here,  though  they  do  not  go 
very  kindly  into  a  trochaic  tetrameter  but  are  presumably  an  interposed  hexameter.  (Another 
hexameter,  without  context,  perhaps  from  the  Cftprjvec,  Epich.  fr.  123  K.) 

Fr.  52  2  interl.  If  6  irar[rjpt  cf.  fr.  15  (b)  8  note. 

(a)  Col.  i 

]t  ]»<■•[ ]  [ 

]  [ 

]v  ofiec 

5  ].».[] 

]/X€[  ]  OUKT)VTOy«VTOK0* 

].**»: 

Fr.  53 

Col.  ii 

[ 
[ 

I 

“[ 

>.(*[ 

_]«*•«  [ 

T/uSero[ aAAam[ 

vaifiaS[ 

1-1 

riS’aya  [ 

(6)  .  . 
7T0.VTCL  [ 

]rou8a/u[ 

ou8iou/f[ 
JraSe  [ 

ro8e<cafc[ 
](ov8av[ 

TCDKaK  '  [ 

]artm[ 

T.lf 5  M 

aA.[ 

]...[ 
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Frr.  53  (o)  and  (c)  are  located  vertically  by  the  fibres  of  the  back.  I  see  no  means  of  determining 
the  interval  between  (a)  ii  2  and  (c)  1.  The  level  of  (b)  relatively  to  (c)  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres. 
I  do  not  recognize  any  of  the  fibres  of  the  back  of  (a)  in  ( b )  and  the  simultaneous  correspondence  in 

(b)  and  (c)  of  lines  of  writing  and  cross-fibres  is  in  favour  of  locating  (b)  on  the  right  of  (c) 
(a)  i  4  Between  y  and  o  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  possibly  8,  A  5  ].,  the  foot  of 

an  upright  slightly  hooked  to  left  the  middle  part  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  of  ink  to  right 
level  with  its  top  7  ].,  p  suggested  at  first  sight  but  the  loop  is  small  and  there  appears  to  be 
a  trace  on  the  left-hand  side  of  the  upright  ii  1  The  foot  of  an  upright 

(1 b )  4  Or  ]A  6  The  second  trace  consistent  with  ’ (c)  1  Between  y  and  o  the  foot  of  an  upright  2  ,[,  traces  of  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

4  marg.  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  followed  by  a  stroke  descending  with  a  curve  to  right,  neither  ij  nor  it 
suggested,  perhaps  o  7  .[,  an  upright  8  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right 
II  .[,  the  top  of  a  circle,  perhaps  o  12  ].[,  a  dot  above  the  general  level  13  .[,  the  lower 
end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  A  probable  but  a  equally  possible 

Fr.  57 

Fr.  54  ].«[ 

Col.  i .  .  .  .  Col.  ii .  .  .  ]8tjAoi{ 

]7toAu  ]rdcS€/c[ 

]  ]t(JJW€  _  [ 

].«:  !  [  5  .]tvoxod[ 

]  X  _?[  ]>“Te[ 
5  ]oil  tear"  cviMpop0  [  ]8eyu8[ 

[ 

]vup*j8iaip«c®Toa.apifpY  X  [ gXAaokov, .  .vAeytivp 

I* 

]  vcrcsi;aXXa0EoVJ  [ 

>  [  1  [ 
]  [  ]  [ 

]  [ 

Fr.  54  Col.  i  3  ] the  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  off  the  line ;  o,  p,  <f>  possible  7  marg. 
Between  a  and  a  what  looks  like  x  tilted  to  right  Between  v  and  v  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right,  the  top  arc  of  a  circle,  the  top  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  of  ink  below  the  tip  on  the  right-hand 

side  8  marg.  y’  or  r’  Col.  ii  5  The  left-hand  tip  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r 
Fr.  57  For  the  location  of  this  fr.  see  commentary  1  an  upright  4  .[,  the  lower 

end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  \  probable  but  A  and  even  a  not  ruled  out  6  ].,  the  tail  of  a 

stroke  descending  from  left  7  The  spacing  recommends  r  not  y,  but  the  left-hand  part  of  the 
cross-bar  would  have  to  be  supposed  totally  vanished 
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Fr.  55 
Fr.56 

’m’ 

jvoc.f 

]c«V[ 
]./“.[ 

]vAik[ 

]awc  k[ 

]«x°[ 
5  ]8tSa[ ]e*cat/ca[ Fr.  56  1  Of  f  only  the  lower  hook  .[,  the 

left-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line 

2  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  ascending  from 
left  ,[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  a 

probable 
Fr.  58 

Fr.  59 

].r
[  ‘ 

]TO,Sf.[ 
]M 

]~yara)[ ]A 
>arr.[ M 5  M 

Fr.  58  i  ].  and  .[,  the  feet  of  uprights  3  ].,  a  dot  well  below  the  line  4  .[,  the 
lower  part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  59  1  ]. ,  the  foot  of  an  upright  at  some  distance  from  r,  perhaps  r  3  ].,  an  upright  with 
a  trace  to  its  left  about  half-way  up ;  either  ],i  or  ]ij,  ]y. 

Fr.  53  (a)  Col.  i  6  marg.  I  take  this  more  probably  to  mean  ‘the  sign  \  was  not  in  Theon’s  copies’, 
i.e.  in  their  margin,  (cf.  e.g.  Schol.  Pind.  Pyth.  v  124  to  he  %  on  E,  to  he  cijpetov  on  D,  G,  Q)  than  ‘the 
letter  x  was  not’  in  their  text.  Examples  of  the  sign  in  these  fragments  at  fr.  54  ii  4,  7. 

(c)  2  .  Juytoi'.f  :  <f>pvyiov  IcTop-qcov  is  cited  from  the  Katpacral  of  Epicharmus  (Hesych.  in  v.,  fr.  86 
K),  but  I  see  no  great  likelihood  that  it  should  be  recognized  here.  The  accentuation  of  the  papyrus 
implies  a  diminutive  of  dactylic  form.  If  <f>pvylov  is  substituted  in  the  quotation,  an  unknown, 
though  perhaps  theoretically  possible,  noun  arises  in  company  with  which  icTopycov  has  no  evident 
suitability.  When  it  is  remembered  that  the  Kcopacrai  is  also  cited  as  Kco/iacrai  t)  A^auroc,  it  is 
a  reasonable  guess  that  the  joke  (irenatxev  Hesych.)  was  to  call  Hephaestus  <Pp6yioc. 

The  only  recorded  word  I  find  which  fits  the  indications  is  the  late  Z,evyLov  (for  Ivyov). 

3  Perhaps  ofye*’  o[.  If  I  have  rightly  located  frr.  51  (d),  (e),  (/),  there  is  no  possibility  that  this 
line  stood  on  the  left  opposite  fr.  51  (a)  14.  The  fibres  do  not  run  across,  but  this  by  itself  would  not  be 

enough  to  disprove  it,  since  there  might  have  been  a  ‘joint’  in  the  gap.  But  the  bottom  of  the  column 
falls  too  high. 

4  rjijhe;  cf.  fr.  28,  4.  I  suppose  rj  ot;8e  .  .  Similarly  -qvK  fr.  12  (a)  2. 

Fr.  54  i  3  Both  accents  seem  to  be  in  the  same  hand  and  nothing  denotes  a  preference  for  one 
over the  other.  Some  Doric  adverbs  (of  place),  perispomenon  according  to  ancient  grammatical  doc¬ 
trine,  are  reported  to  appear  as  oxytone  in,  medieval  MSS.  If  this  fact  has  any  significance,  I  should 

doubt  whether  it  had  any  relevance  here,  since  -oet  (-pet,  -</>ei)  can  hardly  be  one  of  them. 

5  cf.  fr.  41,  4. 

7  marg.  It  might  at  first  be  thought  that  pr,  huupetc6(ai)  to  a.  contained  a  recommendation  to 
take  the  complex  of  letters  at  the  end  of  the  line,  of  which  the  most  probable  reading  is  axapupy(  ), 
as  one  word.  But  little  as  I  can  make  of  the  first  part  of  this,  I  am  still  less  abl£  to  see  any  plausible 
alternative  articulation,  which  is  by  implication  rejected.  Besides,  in  ancient  grammatical  usage,  the 

opposite  of  htaipeiv  in  this  sense  is  ordinarily  expressed  not  by  oXov  but  by  ev,  ev  noteiv,  v<f>'  ev  amveiv, 
Had'  ev  avayiyvcaaceiv  or  the  like.  It  must  therefore  be  considered  whether  Siatpetc9ai  here  does  not 

mean  ‘construe  a  word  separately  from  its  immediate  neighbours’,  though  since  we  have  not  the 
context  this  interpretation  cannot  be  verified. 

On  any  theory  I  find  a  difficulty  in  understanding  the  form  of  the  sentence,  since  Siatp«tc0(<u) 

refers  to  the  activity  of  a  commentator,  whereas  rlAAa  oXov  . . .  vC(»>)  Xeyeiv,  ‘the  tenor  of  what  he  says 
in  this  passage’,  would  in  ordinary  grammatical  usage  refer  to  the  author. 

‘  I  cannot  make  any  guess  at  the  three  letters  after  oXov,  except  that  the  second  appears,  to  be  0 
or  p.  If  vu  is  not  vD(v),  they  might  attach  to  it.  Similarly  Xeyetvo  might  be  divided  A «fy«  vo,  but  what 
the  isolated  p,  for  which  there  is  room  after  0,  means  I  have  no  idea. 

8  6e  ou  are  presumably  part  of  the  reading.  If  Theon  were  being  quoted  for  a  reading,  the  order ovtio  Qetov  would  be  expected. 

ii  s  cvpfopoi  )  is  close  to  the  beginning  of  the  line  to  its  right,  in  the  position  where  the  name 
of  a  character  might  be  written.  It  appears  to  be  in  the  same  hand  as  the  marginal  note  at  i  8. 

Fr.  57  It  is  possible  that  these  beginnings  of  lines  are  part  of  fr.  54  ii.  The  fragment  can  be  so 
placed  that  the  tail  of  the  a  in  54  ii  4  is  found  in  the  ink  before  the  1  in  57,  6,  giving  alnire  in  this  line 
and,  e.g.,  rfojSe  in  the  next.  But  the  point  of  attachment  is  narrow  and  though  I  think  I  can  follow 
the  fibres  across  over  a  wider  front  I  cannot  be  sure  of  it.  I  do  not  know  what  could  be  made  of amare  so  accented. 
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Ft.  6o 

]  [ 

].c  ]«*  .«* ]SoK*ot[.>a«[ 

jpTraAty/corfJ  »>[ 

5  [ 

Ft.  60  Apparently  the  top  of  a  column  2  The  first  o  appears  to  have  a  stroke  across  it  and 
?  dot  above,  but  it  can  hardly  have  been  cancelled  3  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descend™; 
Erom  left ;  perhaps  o  most  likely  After  w  the  foot  and  tip  of  an  upright,  before  o  a  dot  below  the 

Fr.  61 

]$ccifi  eyiov'Tt) ,[ 
.ovdicTov[ 

].VT€Cfl[ 

Fr.  61  i  .[,  an  upright  with  a  trace  to  right  about  s 

1  Zr'  2  oyaUTOy,fn^  ovatcra  (fr.  51  (a)  13,  where  there  is  a  break  above  vo,  in  which  a  mark  of 
length  and  an  acute,  if  written,  would  have  disappeared)  may  be  explained  as  the  superlative  form 
of  the  word  of  which  ovatov  aptiov,  preserved  by  Hesychius,  is  the  comparative,  ovaoe  is  the  form 
given  by  the  lexica  as  the  positive  of  the  comparable  Ionic  ovrjicToc,  but  it  appears  only  to  be  a  de¬ duction  from  itacistic  spellings  in  grammatical  writings  (Hesych.,  Suid.,  Tzetz.  in  Lyc.  Alex.  621). 
ovr/iov  actually  found  at  [Nicander]  Alex.  627  is  ambiguous. 

The  accentuation  Sr-  in  fr.  51  implies  a  view  that  the  1  was  syllabic,  but  it  has  no  trema. 

Fr.  62 ]>  /  [ 

].an[].cicdp.[ 

[ 

Fr.  62  is  made  up  of  two  scraps  which  perhaps  were  farther  apart  than  I  have  placed  them, 
they  may  well  have  stood  (at  an  interval  not  to  be  determined)  below  the  right-hand  side  of  fr.  i  (b) 

J  J.,  a  slightly  sinuous  upright  2  ].,  the  tail  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  ].,  on  the 
Ime  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  left  .[,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  below  the  line 
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Fr.  63 

'].[ 

]A «c.[ 

].y£*[ 

Fr.  63  may  come  from  the  same  neighbour¬ 
hood  as  fr.  34,  abreast  of  II.  1-3,  but  I  cannot 
judge  whether  on  right  or  left 

1  An  upright  descending  well  below  the  line 
2  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  3]., 
a  dot  above  the  general  level 

Fr.  64  Vacant 

Fr.  65 

i.^ar[ 

],tK<UX[ 

]..[ 

Fr.  65  1  ].,  an  upright  2  the  edge 
of  an  upright  about  level  with  the  tops  of  the 
letters  3  A  small  circle,  perhaps  o  or  the 

loop  of  p,  followed  by  the  top  left-hand  arc  of a  small  circle 

Fr.  66 

].«.
[' 

EM 

]dyV.[ 

]atotS*€[ 

Fr.  66  1  an  upright  with  foot  hooked  to  right  and  a  trace  to  right  of  the  top;  whether  », 
v,  or  c  intended,  anomalous  .[  the  foot  of  an  upright  3  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke rising  to  right 

Fr.  67 

>««.[ 

]Mp[ 

Fr.  67  1  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  68  Vacant 
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2428.  Doric  Comedy 

Though  there  is  only  one  unambiguous  piece  of  evidence  that  the  following 
scraps  (shown  by  the  occurrence  of  the  ‘colon1  in  fr.  2  to  contain  dialogue)  are  in 
Doric,  namely,  the  accentuation  of  n] oiijcclc  in  fr.  1,  4 — a  second  probable  but  not 
certain  piece  is  tv  in  fr.  2,  5— not  much  hesitation  will  be  felt  about  attributing  them 
to  a  writer  of  Sicilian  comedy.  The  likeliest  I  suppose  to  be  Epicharmus  but  I  have 
not  identified  any  known  line  of  his. 

The  hand  is  a  well-executed  example  of  a  fairly  common  type  of  medium-sized 
upright  rounded  uncial,  represented  by,  e.g.,  1362,  P.  Ryl.  482,  &c„  and  attributable 
to  the  late  first  and  early  second  centuries.  I  should  place  this  specimen  in  the  second. 
The  lection  signs  may  be  by  the  writer,  as  the  correction  at  fr.  2, 4  appears  to  be. 
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Iv'.m i 

]8te7rAeKO^[ 

]va£iAeoi[ 

]oi^cetci8cu[ 
5  ]o\vV7)St)[ 

]....««£ 

w 

].!».[ 

Fr.  1  1  Between  v  and  n  a  flat  stroke  on  the  line ;  if  a  serif,  larger  and  flatter  than  most  Of  *>[ 

only  the  left-hand  stroke  6  ] _ ,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  in  a  slight  curve  to 
right,  the  top  of  an  upright  hooked  over  to  left,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  an 

isolated  dot  like  the  upper  dot  of  the  ‘colon'  dividing  speakers,  the  top  and  a  trace  of  the  foot  of 
an  upright  abnormally  close  to  t  ^  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  8  ].,  an 

upright  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  o  or  c 

Fr.  1  Perhaps  ends  of  lines,  e.g.  ZUh\*kov  (ttov,  •n-otrjcetc  tBciv,  uo\i>v  rjbrj  xpovov.  There  is  a 
certain  congruity  between  the  first  and  third  of  these  and  the  presumed  references  to  old  age  in 
fr.  2  but  I  see  no  external  evidence  which  points  to  their  having  belonged  to  the  same  column. 

Fr.  2 

].[ 

>oc:[ 

-  JM 

5  ].Tvyi»w.[.  „.]..<*>[ 

]p7j7T(liCTOt}TO  :TTj[ 

Fr.  2  5 ] .,  on  the  line  a  trace  like  the  turn-up  of  c  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
the  base  of  e  or  c,  followed  by  what  now  looks  like  a  complete  y  but  may  be  a  damaged  r  7  .[, 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright 

Fr.  2  4  seq.  Perhaps  h]oj  (£)c  to  y^\_pac  .  .  .  ]c  rv  yi)pac[-. 

7  Perhaps  7ro[ioc] ;  If  -v,  part  of  v  should  be  visible. B  7043  D 
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Fr.3 

U 

].yapr’ '
[' 

]epar[ 

5  ]airwr[ 

Fr*  3  i  The  toot  of  a  serifed  upright,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke 'rising  in  a’ curve  to 

r?j»ht,  probably  n  2  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  off  the  line "  4  t  or  pos- Fr.  4 

Fr.  5 

]««.
[' 

].«.
[  ' 

]7ToAAo[ w 

1  r 

upright 

Fr.  5  1  ].,  the  bottom  left-hand  1 

ire  of  a 

circle;  p  among  the  possibilities  .[, 
an  up- 

right  2  ] . ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cros 

s-stroke 

Fr.  6 

k[ 

W 

].«**[ 

Fr.  6  1  an  upright  2  .[,  o  or  c  3].*  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  7 

ja
  [‘

 

,5,  w 
Fr-  7  2  an  upright  or  slightly  concave  stroke 

8f| 

i 
3 

2429.  COMMEATTMRT  OAT  EP/CffriRAf  f/S,  ’OSvcceuc  a^oXoc  35 

2429.  Commentary  on  Epicharmus,  ’OSucceuc  auro^oAoc  and  another  play  ? 

In  Mitlheilungen  aus  den  Papyrus  Erzherzog  Rainer  v  there  was  published 

a  fragment  ascribed  on  internat  evidence  to  the  '08vccei>c  avrofio Aoc  of  Epicharmus. 
Tliis  ascription  is  now  confirmed  by  the  recurrence  among  the  lemmata  of  the 

commentary  published  below  of  lines  there  found  together  with  a  line  quoted  by 
Athenaeus  as  from  that  piece. 

The  relation  of  our  commentary  to  the  scholion  preserved  in  the  upper  margin  of 

the  Rainer  papyrus  is  touched  on  in  the  note  on  frr.  1  {a)  ii-J-i  (6)  24,  its  relation  to  the 

Epicharmus  commentary  of  Apollodorus  I  see  nothing  to  indicate.  It  is  not  certain 

that  the  whole  of  what  is  preserved  refers  to  the  same  piece.  Frr.  6  and  7  may  well refer  to  another. 

The  general  character  of  the  exposition  is  similar  to  what  is  ordinarily  found  in 

such  imofxvrjixara,  a  mixture  of  lexical,  critical,  and  interpretative  notes.  The  layout, 

that  is,  the  method  of  distinguishing  lemma  and  comment,  is  more  than  ordinarily 

elaborate,  though  none  of  its  single  features  and  perhaps  not  the  use  of  all  in  combina¬ 
tion  is  unique.  The  method  is  in  principle  as  follows :  Between  the  end  of  each  lemma 

and  the  beginning  of  the  comment  on  it  there  is  a  blank  space.  Between  the  end  of 

each  comment  and  the  beginning  of  the  next  lemma  there  is  a  colon  ( :,  cf.  e.g.  856.  In 

PRIMI  17  -7-,  in  2258:—,  is  used  instead).  Further,  every  lemma  occurring  at  the 

beginning  of  a  line  (whether  it  starts  there  or  runs  over  from  the  line  before)  is  marked 

by  making  it  project  slightly  to  the  left.  Every  lemma  starting  within  the  line  is 

marked  by  a  paragraphus  under  the  beginning  of  the  line  in  which  it  starts.  Quotations 
other  than  lemmata  are  not  distinguished. 

The  hand  is  small,  with  many  ligatured  letters  and  other  cursive  characteristics, 

of  a  type  often  found  in  marginalia.  It  may  be  compared  with  the  marginalia  in 

841, 1234  and  assigned  to  the  later  second  century. 
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L«iC.  ]. 
t.].eAc.[  ] 

]  KtiKov ,  poctfievaiv 

] .  T)ftfpaem<f>aiveTat 
J.JKWtaV.  t[.  .>/» 
JrouceAA^.  .]«tto 

3.p?jy«y«i{. .  .]co 

]  TQCQvftt .  .],p 

JljyOKt..  j.tfav 
].ov9 . J?TP- 

]j?CT1JC 

(6)  ]roo[  |  j.ij.aftotjAeyftvf 

l*W".[|]w*  oaptcro|o<oc[ 
C  3™$  |  ]a/x€Cowtr . A[ 
C  I  ].«wwjf.[.].«W.y^C 

i  [ 
“C-  •  •  •  •  ]  .[.].[ . 

wvL  .  .  .  .  ]  ffAav7}vtf>Xvaptav:TovT0VTi  oVwceytovriKatrvvrj:  [ 

.[.>=‘CoSo.c!,aTooir^o,tIvT7)[...i..«„ooo#9a»pou  [ )  o-rvaC.opcyojw.ijcni  aTyroTuyovpacTaavrotirVpyacai  [ 
.  .•aAAop«wrto>$u/)’ovtjjc  8iapecovr<m 

{up’avHjcf.  Jvya/>aAAo/}€<orotS«Ta)xatonreAac:a>ceawro  [ vrjparoe  oft . .  ]irovovci)patveio8'TovKaKoi)0iicydc[ 

JpW . ] iti? v8t aCToXrjvaptfctfioXiaetvai eav  [ 

J  •  •  •[ . ].[. . . . ]crt^ij7-atccTatovou[ , ]ovyapavovroicavv  [ 
JoSov  .oya.[.].otijc5at*ca«-of{ _ Jerowwcat/t.Q  [ 

jfletav/fCM/iijTrpocTrotijrttfcaAot 

Lat  yavvcaipt  oecTtdpqvTjcat 

]r iVTicaiptro-ji. .  .]Xoi7)cdatKOKOV 

. .]. .].[.  .].VT(ocey<o: 
].a»rej«uA«.[ . ]<pcpa8tv’« 
].tpotcepei{ . ]9iovnou 
]recepovctv .[ . ]raytvec9ai 

].«pa>VT«v.[.  .  .].[  JovcrpayiKovc 

.[.  JactvjjroroicSe 
] .  ivavapaitpocboKiaveacveyK^i 

Iqteicohoiev^apevovTtva 

].€OMfora»c,[J. . ,  .v&oKfi 
U  3. 

fr  I  Mill-1  iST  am  f  C,hed  bfeT‘t  Wahich  ?e  fibres  0f  the  fr°nt  show  is  *°  b=  placed  on  a  level  with 

ii  3  and  no  letter  is  to  be  supposed  missing  in  the  following  line  W  *  W 

suggests  ffi?  fofmed^rt”fftbi  fiT*  VS8:ae'  ̂   general  aPPearim“  both  front  and  back 

3  of  volttTtf  rrhf  ,hd 

hand^pper  branch  of*xkVe^  diily  *a  dot  whfch  might  rev’*  ̂0t  toachL^th^top  of^hehleft- 

Thfh^ft 
 v  stroke The  letter  after  a  also  appears  to  be  suspended  but  the  surface  is  rubbed  Before  <f>  a  dot  level  with 
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UK  Jr) •[•]  ] 

H«™c  ov  npocepevwv 

].  VF-<po-  cmjalvera t 

].XnP*Ti  pe 

]tooc  *£AAip{ac]  airo 
rr]po-qyayet{. .  ,]co 
]«  S’  CK  TOM*  [.  .  ,].ff<3v 

]roa[  )  a£iov  Aeyav [ 
]paTa,.[]va«(  )  6  Apt errffcvoc  [ 

[  >0C  S[  ]a  peeov  V . A[ 

[  ].../?[  J .  eireveyft .  ]v  dAA’  ?y€?[ 5  [  }afctvwe/».[...]rrai[ 
k[  ]  imtuXt/Tip  [cJtvtttt. .[].[ . ]tca  mr(w)  ijSop. .[ 
ttA[Av  ]irAavijK,  <f>Xvaptav.  Tourovt]  ou(tmc)  <oc  eytvvij  /cat  rvvq. 

a[  ]euovGoputc  oIAvncp  ctti,  ,  _  cuvTUywv  drro  twp 
«[v]  -rate  o8otc  Kara  ana^ioiciv  _  _  ]  _  fleet  tov  o<f>9aXpov 

io  ac-na^opevtov,  h  oti  c1v(ti  tou)  rj  to  Twyov.  patera  av  tout’  ipyacal- 

pr)V  Tj  to  r\yxo\v.  aAX’  op4o>'  ri  ui^up*  avi^ic ;  Sta  pecov  to  ‘tI 
fup’  [‘o]i5  yap  dAA’  opeoi,  rolSc  Tfltyatot  iriX ac’,  wc  e<i)  tto- 

vt|p<oT>aTOC  o  p(kv)  [toi>  em]irovov  cqpalvet  6  8(e)  tov  KaKo-qd-q  e’ySe- 
Xcrat  /cal  e[  ].  A eyet  'aAt8 faic  wovijpdc’,  o?ov  ai WapKcoc. 

15  o]u  yap  eprra[\iv  y’  avucjaip*  ourtoc  AAoirjcOai  kukov  SuVarat 
/jievo[  7rep]t  ttjv  StacroAi^v  ap<f>tfioXia  efvat.  eav 

/xev  [yap  to  o]C[t(oc]  erl^rat  ecrai  o’  vov[c]-  00  yap  av  outwc  dvv- 
]o8ov.  to  yap  [a]Aoi7?c0ai  /ca/cov.  [e’av  8]4  to  avveatpt 

] . [  ]ou  yap  av  avveatpt  tjjv  o8dv,  to 20  /car*  aXr/jdetav  /cat  prj  npocrrot^Tcvc  aXot- 

rjcOat  kokov.  ]»eat  yavu'eatpc  o  e’cTi  dpqvqeat- 
pt  Op]qwqcatpc  to  y[ap  a]Aoti}cdat  kokov 

evGwv  T€i8c  0ukt|]cu  re  Kal  Ae|[oGp’  Strjuc  ̂ aifiiv’  el- 
25  peiv  xauTa  Kal  toic  Sc|i(i>]Tepoic  epeu[c _ cAJffdiv  nov 

]t€C  e’potJav,  [ . JraytvecOat 

]r^pa>v  t«v,[,  .  .].[t]ovc  rpaytKovc 

]  .edvrj  TT' ,[,  Jactv  rj  to  ‘role  8e- 
guoTepoic  epeuc'  ] ,  ? va  rrapd  irpochoKtav  e’wev4y«rjt, 

30  «c  eplv  SoKeiTe  rrayxu  Kal  ]  koto  Tpoaov  Kal  coikotuc  4- 
ireu|ac0’,  ai  tic  evGupeiv  ya  Afji  t]ou0’  o  erepoc  tojv  v-rrOKpira/v 

]ijt  etcdSaa  ev£apevov  rtva 

]  eoiKOToie  <!>f  fmv  8o«rei- 
re  ].[  ]. 

the  tops  of  the  letters  10  ]?p  suggested  but  ]ap  not  excluded  12  ]to  or  ]vo  probable 
After  o  the  top  of  a  stroke  with  a  shallow  curve  above  and  to  right  of  it  which  should  perhaps  be 
combined  with  the  following  sign,  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  to  give  a  suspended  77 ;  if  so, 

op7’  would  be  a  natural  interpretation  of  the  remains  There  follow  the  foot  of  a  stroke  with  a  hook 
to  right  on  the  line,  a  space  for  one  letter  containing  no  trace  of  ink,  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke 
descending  well  below  the  line,  a  dot  on  the  line  The  suspended  o  is  abnormally  made,  but  I  see 

nothing  more  probable  14  ].,  a  dot  on  the  edge  of  the  break,  above  the  level  of  the  letters 
15  ].,  traces  compatible  with  a,  A,  p  18  ].,  the  top  of  a  stroke  above  the  general  level,  e.g.  t,  v 
Apparently  tA”  was  first  written  and  A  converted  into  a  by  means  of  a  stroke  joining  the  left-hand  tips 

19  ].,  a  dot  near  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r 

Frr.  1  (8)+l  (a)  ii  x  Of  o[  only  the  lower  left-hand  arc  ].,  a  loop  with  faint  traces  of  ink 
below,  <f>  or  perhaps  p  Against  the  right-hand  stroke  of  77  the  tail  of  a  suspended  letter  2 
an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line ;  p  suggested,  not  <f>  3  After  ov  the  surface  is  rubbed 
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ff . 3>  «i» «'.[ 
acuv^cTovccrwourf 

A »opo.rf 

f<«ooWou8f«o9oWo[ 

jfuovo  KaA^acoSuccet .  [ 
TotceTrccflat  roic8oAotoj7[ 

w^vAax0at*awapaTT?/)«[ 

■napop^pij  novncKatT  _[ 
TaLCo><f>puivp.VTTovTlcKa<l 

J..[ 
io/t«vowf«aj 
].w«o%)^t[ 
]e/toiKaiava.[ 
jflaccov  crpa# 

]aAAayijvtu:to[ 
]7rOTpftWfTOW»p[ 
]acotovXo>pt<{ 
].AetfT  vfavil 

].  .yaptOpuul ]*o«*.  .:*«.[ 
]«av«atToc^j[ 

Jvp^^arotcajj.C 

]  .  OvSoTWOiCT/Hof 

]^37«*8ec  8v{<[ 

Ifav^cvpaKf 
].«  -C..JC. 

15  oiSoriKalx'axacxapov^ 

fh?  wLPreSe?^P^ara\Cf  the  ,nk  Tl  be  decePtive-  7  is  followed  by  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of the  letters  and  this  by  a  blank  space  of  about  one  letter.  The  next  would  naturally  be  taken  for 
imrair  n  1  t  W£^a  ̂   SpaC?  lf  the  succeeding  sign  is  the  upper  angle  of  €  but  not  if  it  is  the 
UJPlpa.ngle  °l  “  ?r,^  4  ]..  .,an  angle  like  that  of  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  a  followed 
by  ‘he  topS  of  two  strokes,  the  first  slanting  upwards  from  left  to  right,  the  second  nearly  vertical y  the  "°P»  «  unusually  sma11  Before  «r  two  dots  one  above  the  other ;  not  ap¬ 
parently  :  «[.Jv  the  lost  letter  must  have  been  very  small  or  narrow  I  cannot  rule  out  ay 
of  a/nm-Lht  Jw  -v  J.can^ot  rul®  °ut  )<*>  6  After  ”  a  dot  on  the  line  and  at  an  interval  the  tail ot  an  upright  descending  below  the  line;  these  appear  too  far  apart  for  combinations  like  «,  aP Alter  apparently  the  extreme  bottom  of  a  loop,  as  of  a,  e,  &c.,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising to  right,;  7  Above  the  lme,  between  o  and  v,  there  is  ink  which  is  perhaps  to  be  interpreted  as  an a  u  e  on  o  with  its  upper  end  touching  the  tail  of  a  letter  descending  from  the  previous  line  8 . . a  short  horizontal  stroke,  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  with  a  trace  of  a  stroke  descending 
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Joptvovc  «at[ ],i*a  d6vppar{a 

xai  dvo.[ 

5  ]0accov  crpa# jaXXayrjvai.  w[ a\noTp<UKTov  ir/>[ ]ac  otov  ̂ wpto[ 

3 .  A«fT6^1JVJj[ 

10  ]vfV  dpt9pai\_ 
]«rouf. .  ira.[ 
]«av  xal  to  c ml 

:uppoAareuei]v  p’  ?<|>a  rote  Axa[ioic 
].ov  S’  oTt  rote  Tpdia. 

15  ]icAt|  ci'8ec  Su(^[ 
]0o>v  T]  Cupax[ 

]«* 

].aTOVOucp[ 

ff . ].<* I*<  «  «Pt[o|J 
acvvSerdv  t’ert  tov t[o 

5  tfii)Tai.  xad'  ?v  otlv  a«5[ 
Xa  «}>avTi  Oqpeiv  -napoip[i 

pec ov  yap  ov8c  xad'  rOpi)pc[v £uov  6  KaXXac  ’08wcc«,[ toic  cnccOai  rote  SoAotc  rj  r[ 

10  ircjtvXaxOai  xal  iraparr/pet[y 

■nap'  '  Op.rj(piai)  'pi j  rrov  tic  xal  Tp[a>ac 

rai  Cw<f>pu>v  'pq  rrov  tic  Kat[ 
ic  alexpov  atjSrj  rj  toj>  oihc[ 

7)  Kal  rrapa  rrpocSoxlav  irrffcvtyxt 

15  ol8’  8n  Kai  k’  Skocxo  pou[ Sokijiuv  ti  8taj3o[ 

c 

from  its  right-hand  end,  a  similar  stroke  with  a  trace  of  a  stroke  descending  from  its  left-hand  end, 
after  an  interval  the  top  of  an  upright ;  if  the  last  is  t, .  ,[,]i  should  be  written  9  ].,  the  top  of  an 

upright  slightly  above  the  general  letter-level ;  of  the  following  jj  only  the  tops  of  the  uprights  14 
].,  a  curved  stroke  like  the  upper  right-hand  part  of  a,  «  16  Of  o[  only  the  top  arc;  e  not  ruled 
out  17  Though  the  u  of  aw  is  suspended  this  is  no  guarantee  that  the  word  was  not  completed 
in  the  next  line,  cf.  the  end  of  1 .  29,  where  rj  is  suspended,  though  the  word  is  complete  19  Of  the 
letters  at  the  beginning  only  the  tops  remain  and  the  signs  may  be  combined  in  various  ways.  The 
first  is  a  stroke  above  the  general  level,  slanting  upwards  from  left  to  right,  resembling  an  acute  accent 
or  a  sign  of  contraction  but  not,  I  think,  either;  next,  an  apex,  as  of  a  or  A,  followed  by  the  upper 
part  of  a  stroke  with  a  slight  slope  to  right ;  next,  the  tips  of  two  strokes ;  next,  the  top  of  an  upright 

with  a  cross-stroke  slightly  below  the  general  level,  going  to  right ;  next,  the  top  of  a  small  loop  fol¬ 
lowed  by  a  short  horizontal  stroke  and  this,  at  an  interval,  by  the  top  left-hand  side  of  another  loop 
at  a  higher  level  23  ]..[,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  followed  by  the  top  of  a  loop 
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above  that  level,  perhaps  /9  or  0  .  ] .[,  the  top  of  an  upright  :  after  ey«i  looks  more  like  t,  cf.  1.  29 
24  seq.  Fr.  99  K  1  seq.  26  .[,  the  tail  of  a  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line  27  a 
trace  compatible  with  e,  o  ] .  [,  apparently  the  lower  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line, 
but  possibly  the  left-hand  dot  of  a  trema  over  t  in  1.  28  28  ].,  a  stroke  descending  in  a  curve 
from  left  to  right  with  a  trace  of  a  stroke,  ascending  from  left  to  right,  touching  its  left-hand  side 
about  the  middle ;  p  suggested,  k  perhaps  not  excluded  . .[,  the  bottom  of  a  small  loop  on  the  line, 
followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  it  29  ].,  the  middle  part  of  an 
upright  30  seq.  Fr.  99  K  3  seq.  33  ] . ,  the  right-hand  side  of  an  upright  of  which  the  top  is 
a  little  below  the  general  level;  Ko}t  possible  34  an  upright  with  a  hook  downwards  on  the 
left-hand  side  of  its  top 

Fr.  1  (c)  3  ].,  the  top  of  a  stroke,  rising  from  left  to  right,  touching  the  top  of  t  4  .[,  a 
sloping,  slightly  curved  stroke,  e.g.  the  left-hand  side  of  y,  it  9  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  in  the  middle  position ;  if  «,  one  would  expect  to  see  part  of  the  top  For  j}[  I  cannot  abso¬ 
lutely  exclude  u[,  but  it  would  be  anomalously  made  n  Perhaps  f[J. .  or  even  <.].[.].  should 
be  written  After  f  a  large  loop  suggesting  the  lower  part  of  a  ligatured  to  some  other  letter 
.[,  an  upright  ligatured  to  «  13  Fr.  100  K  3  seq.  14  Below  the  first  o  is  a  dot  of  ink 
IS  ]w  perhaps  an  alternative 

Fr.  1  (a)  Col.  iii  1  ].,  the  right-hand  side  of  the  loop  of  p  or  j>  2  ].,  the  right-hand  side  of 
*  or  f*  suggested  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  the  line  3  ...[,  the  left-hand 
curve  of  «  or  the  like,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  below  the  line,  the  base  of  a  circle 
8  .[,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle 

Fr.  1  (a)  i  16  foppav :  there  may  be  a  reference  to  the  contemporary  of  Epicharmus,  whose  name 
is  given  both  as  <P6ppoc  and  as  <P6ppic,  or  <}>opp6v  may  be  the  common  noun,  as  in  the  joke  reported 
from  Ctdpoiv,  Epich.  fr.  125  K. 

Fr.  1  (a)  ii+ 1  ( b )  2  -v«*(  )  strongly  suggests  fW«(  ),  but  if  8[t]a  is  to  be  recognized  in  the 
next  line  there  does  not  appear  to  be  room  for  $[A]  in  this  and  <f>  itself  seems  irreooncilable  with  the 
indications. 

Aptcro^evoc :  possibly  the  poet,  'A.  6  CVAtvoiWtoc,  referred  to  by  Epicharmus  in  Adyoc  xai  Aoyiva 
(fr.  88  K).  But  the  same  name  occurs  in  the  scholion  written  in  the  upper  margin  of  the  Vienna  frag¬ 
ment  (1.  4  ],Tt  p(4v)  ran  Apicrotevwi  tTpoc4xeiv  dxqxoevai  8(^)[),  where  the  verbs  dispose  one  to  see  a 
commentator. 

6  A  word  beginning  with  x  and  meaning  ‘one  who  looks  after  (something  to  do  with)  tow’  might 
be  a  derivative  or  compound  of  xdvvafac.  It  would  have  to  have  been  abbreviated  to  find  room  in  the 
space  available. 

(irt  TU>V  7]8ofiei{a)v  seems  indicated ;  the  text  contained  a  word  ‘used  of  those  who  are  pleased’. 
7  irX[avov  seems  to  me  rather  more  probable  than  nX[dvav.  If  rovrov-q  is  masculine  and  belongs  to 

it,  the  question  is,  of  course,  settled,  rovrov-q  is  parallel  to  iytdv-q,  4piv-q  Tiv-q.  But  I  do  not  under¬ 
stand  the  nature  of  the  v  in  rvvq  sufficiently  to  be  able  to  judge  whether  there  is  a  possibility  that 
TovTovr)  might  be  neuter. 

8  ] evovdopwc:  presumably  an  adverb  meaning  something  like  ‘with  a  leer’,  to  judge  by  the  ex¬ 
planation  in  the  next  line.  Against  the  articulation  ] evovO'  (say,  pcox] evovO’)  opi S  c’  there  are  the 
objections  that  6P4a>  would  be  expected  (as  e.g.  in  1.  n),  that  the  accusative  of  tv  is  ™  (though  we 
have  no  examples  of  the  form  in  elision),  that  olovncp  . . .  cuvrvXdvTa  would  be  more  natural.  But  I  do 
not  understand  the  structure  of  Jet lovdopcoc. 

ewt. . . ;  iv  o'Sok  would  be  expected.  At  a  pinch  4v  could  be  read  for  4m,  though  v  would  be  ano¬ 
malously  made,  o'StSt  is  out  of  the  question,  emovn  would  give  the  same  sense,  but  is  metrically 
unacceptable  and  not  readily  reconcilable  with  the  traces,  though  not  like  o'StSt  impossible. 

9  ‘They  show  their  disdain  by  greeting  their  acquaintance  with  —  of  the  eye’,  I  can  think  of 
nothing  better  than  xi]yqcei  but  should  expect  a  less  general  word. 

if  If  the  paraphrase  implies  the  text  patera  xa  tovt’  epya.ca.lp.av,  note  the  neglect  of  the  f.  But 
alternative  possibilities  are  easily  thought  of.. 

4  ort  ‘or  whatever  it  might  be’,  on  S4(irore). 
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ix  ri  <ii£vp’  avtijic;  implies  the  presence  on  the  stage  of  two  actors  (presumably  Odysseus  and 

another),  which  appears  to  be  explicitly  stated  in  11.  13,  31.  ‘Solus’  in  Kaibel’s  note  CGF I  i  p.  109 is  therefore  mistaken. 

12  seq.  ‘Which  puts  me  in  a  wretched  fix.’  For  <!tc  (final,  Sophron  48  K)  eo>  in  the  sense  of  toe  re  p 
chat  see  Kuhner-Gerth  ii  379  n.  3.  For  novqpos,  4nl  toG  cmirovov  . .  .  *al  Sucro^oCc  cf.  comm.  anon,  in 
Aristot.  Eth.  Nic.  iii  7  (p.  155  H),  quoting  Ilesiod  and  Epich.  fr.  78  K. 

14  E.g.  i[iTi<f>€pu>]v  ‘with  an  addition  (viz.  of  the  adverb  dAiSicoc)’.  dAiSuoc  not  attested  except  in 
Hesychius,  where  it  is  out  of  its  alphabetical  position  and  is  given  a  smooth  breathing.  It  is  there 
explained  as  ixavdjc,  perpltoc,  which  suits  with  ainapxdic  well  enough,  since  avrapxwc  occurs  elsewhere 
where  one  might  have  expected  ipxovvn oc. 

15  seqq.  The  general  sense  of  the  comment  is  clear :  There  may  be  a  question  raised  how  the 

line  oil  yap  . .  .  xaxov  should  be  punctuated.  If  the  stop  is  put  after  ootoic,  the  sense  will  be,  ‘I’m  not 
inclined  just  to  go  back  to  camp.  For  to  get  a  thrashing  is  unpleasant.’  If  after  avvcatpi,  it  will  be, 
‘I’m  not  inclined  to  go  back  to  camp.  For  a  thrashing  is  unpleasant  and  no  mistake.’  There  is  also 

a  reading  xavvcaipi  instead  of  x'  dweatpr,*!  should  regret  it.  For  a  thrashing  is  unpleasant.  .  .  .’ 
But  there  are  obscurities  in  detail:  (i)  piv  ovv  does  not  seem  quite  what  one  would  expect  at  the 

beginning  of  1. 16  and  I  doubt  if  [Wep]  would  fill  the  space,  (ii)  I  am  not  sure  if  the  suspended  v  at  the 
end  of  1. 17  denotes  that  awcaipi  was  there  contracted ;  in  1.  29  the  q  of  cveveyxq  is  suspended  though 
the  word  is  complete.  If  catpi  was  written  at  the  beginning  of  1. 18,  it  appears  to  be  on  the  short  side, 
if  caipt  tt)v,  on  the  long,  (iii)  I  can  come  to  no  satisfactory  conclusion  about  the  form  of  the  argument 
in  11.  19  seq.  (iv)  With  the  reading  Xavvcaipi,  what  is  the  optative?  xa  has  disappeared,  airoOdvotc  in 
Epich.  fr.  21  K  might  be  comparable,  but  is  itself  called  in  question.  And  ov  yap  tpnaXiv  would  be  left 

by  itself  to  mean  ‘no  going  back  to  camp’,  though  it  is  easy  to  conceive  a  context  in  which  this  would 
be  possible.  ‘Here  are  the  Greeks.  Where  must  I  go  now  ?  Not  back  to  camp.  I  should  rue  it.  A 
thrashing  is  unpleasant.’  (v)  Both  the  form  eya>  and  the  colon  at  the  end  of  1.  23  show  that  this  is  still 
commentary  not  lemma.  I  can  make  no  suggestion  for  filling  it  up. 

17  Since  the  constructions  used  with  cr  few  (and  «otocti£«v)  and  equivalents  are  very  inadequately 
reported  in  LSJ,  I  call  attention  to  the  facts  collected  in  Friedlander,  Nicanoris  , .  .  reliqq.  ch.  2. 

21  The  sense  is  clearly  ypdfara  1  (<f>4pera  1)  8«  /cal  yavvcaipi,  but  there  is  room  for  this  only  if  we 
suppose  that  xaxov  did  not  here  follow  d\oi\rjcdai  but  preceded  somewhere  in  1.  20. 

^(ret)  in  the  right-hand  margin  no  doubt  has  reference  to  the  questionable  character  of  xavtf- 
c atpi.  ‘Look  it  up!’ 

24  seqq.  The  Rainer  fragment  starts  at  the  top  of  a  column  with  the  lines  which  form  the  lemma 
here.  In  the  upper  margin  there  is  a  scholion  which  might  have  thrown  some  light  on  our  commentary, 
but  apart  from  the  words  irapd  npocboxlav  cocci  cXeyev  *al  rote  dpaOecTaroic,  corresponding  to  28  seq.,  TTpoc 

rove  Tpayixovc  X4yerai  eirel  eSoxovv  cxctvoi,  which  may  correspond  to  1.  27,  -opcvo(  )  avacrpcfaiv,  which, 

it  is  possible,  refer  to  1.  15  ( epnaXtv  x  avvcaipi),  and  ov?]noppo>  xaOehoGpai  K-at  TTpocTroirjcopai  irdyra 
SianenpdxOai,  paraphrasing  the  text,  I  can  see  no  relation  between  them. 

24  seq.  Xt£ovp’  d-noic  . . .  Apeiv  I  suppose  to  be  equivalent  to  Ae'fto  ort  icrlv  (or  Jjv).  For  examples  of 
this  mixture  of  constructions  see  Kuhner-Gerth  ii  357  n.  3(b). 

‘I’ll  say  that  this  was  easy  even  for  cleverer  men  than  I’,  ‘this’  being  ‘what  I  was  told  to  do’  and 
‘cleverer  men  than  I’  being  a  surprise  for  ‘perfect  fools’.  As  the  paraphrase  (see  above)  shows, 
‘I  will  make  out  that  my  mission  has  been  completely  carried  out’  is  what  is  meant. 

patStKoc  has  escaped  the  lexica  though  not  unattested ;  tov  paiBivioc  Xa<pijt  tv  Epich.  fr.  34,  2  K 
(paSftmc  cod.  Athenaei). 

For  the  ending  perhaps  compare  irovrivat  Sophr.  fr.  52  K  (but  novnot  Epich.  fr.  55  K  codd. 
Athenaei). 

27  seq.  t €«»«  (or  some  other  form  of  reivetv)  ic  rove  Tpayixovc  seems  indicated  but  I  cannot  reconcile 
this  reading  with  the  trace  below  the  line  two  letters  before  the  o  of  rove,  errjt  would  be  possible  but  I 
should  say  was  not  so  likely  from  the  point  of  view  of  usage.  If  the  trace  is  part  of  a  trema  over  the  t  of 
tv  in.h  28,  another  difficulty  arises.  Iv  ift  to  xtX.  seems  ruled  out  by  the  following  tva  .  .  .  ineveyxrp. 

30  seq.  It  would  appear  from  the  words  t oG$,  o  ercpoc  r<Sv  v-rroxpircov  with  which  it  would  be 
natural  to  supply  X4yei  that  the  third  and  fourth  verses  of  the  Rainer  fragment,  which  form  the 
lemma  here,  belong  to  a  different  speaker  from  the  first  and  second.  If  the  one  was  Odysseus,  the 
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other  might  well  be  Diomedes.  The  plural  subject  of  Wre  can  hardly  be  other  than  the  Achaeans (wno  are  near  at  hand  above,  1.  12).  Whether  the  first  speaker  resumes  with  line  5  of  the  Rainer 
fragment  I  cannot  make  out.  The  language  recalls  11.  x  205-12  (*Ae'oc  Belov  •  far ovpdvtov  kXIoc 

:  r*  Tr"rr9fhr:^,i'':  1  >*««* «  ̂   ̂   ; 

into  the  Trojan™™4™  ****  *  *  W€aC  e™01  aCKV^Vc)>  from  Nestor’s  speech  proposing  to  send  spies 

Fr;  1  <«)  5  The  gap  after  ]$accov  probably  should  be  taken  to  show  that  this  is  part  of  a  lemma. 
7  aTTOTpmKTov  curtailment’,  said  to  have  been  invented  by  Epicharmus  (An.  Bekk.  381,  1, 

fTSww  Jn  /  \ee  ?p3-ch’  fr; 223  K)’,from  whom  we  are  quoted  the  examples  AC  =  A  lav  (now  found 
.“‘•.JS  W,  4),  Cvpaxot  mm  CvpdKovcai,  some  form  of  which  (though  it  is  to  be  suspected  by 

mere  coincidence)  occurred  in  1. 16  below.  *  3 
13  The  quotation  has  8ij  pe  cvppoXareveiv  e<fa.  When  pc  is  transferred  to  the  position  it  holds  in 

the  lemma,  a  syllable  will  be  wanting  before  cp/JcW.vW,  but  I  see  no  guidance  in  the  commentary now  the  first  part  of  the  line  should  be  written.  3 
15  eiSec  cf.  ei‘8«  fr.  7,  17. 

Fr.  1  (a)  col.  iii  2  seq.  These  two  lines  have  an  alinement  of  their  own,  not  so  far  to  the  left  as 
the  outer  aluiement  of  the  series  6  seq.,  9, 13, 15  seq.,  but  farther  to  the  left  than  the  inner  alinement 
ot  the  series  4  seq.,  8, 10  seqq.,  14.  It  seems  evident  that  1.  3  belongs  to  the  second  series  and  should 
he  alined  with  it.  I  am  not  so  certain  about  1.  2,  but  to  judge  by  the  absence  of  a  paragraphs 
under  its  beginning  and  the  space  left  after  ]>  it  starts  with  a  lemma  running  over  from  the  pre¬ ceding  line  and  should  therefore  be  alined  with  the  first  series.  F 

5  Or  KU0’  ev.  Ka9’  ev  in  Epich.  fr.  172  K  (perhaps  from  the  same  play). 6  rrapoLfj.[i  seems  to  indicate  the  articulation  <favrl  but  which  results  is  mysterious.  The 
aonst  infimtive  of  Tt0,pt  is  Blpeiv  (Epich.  frr.  71, 170  K).  However,  nothing  is  gained  by  postulating  an 

Epich  afr°ioo]K)h  W°U  ̂   produce  ri9V^lv  since  the  present  infinitive  would  be  ndepeiv  (irpoSidopeiv 
7  This  has  not  the  appearance  of  a  lemma  continued  from  the  previous  line  and,  if  it  is  not,  udcou ought  to  be  on  the  inner  alinement.  On  the  other  hand,  the  paragraphs  under  the  beginning  of  the 

previous  line  implies  that  a  lemma  began  within  it  and  it  is  not  impossible,  in  spite  of  first  appearances, that  1,  7  contains  its  continuation,  -pcc  ov  is  another  possible  articulation. 
11  The  words  of  warning  spoken  in  the  vvKreycpcid  by  Athena  to  Diomedes,  11.  x  311.  Schol.  T says  that  they  became  proverbial, 
I  suppose  fupti |rai  Cdxfpwv  or  the  like. 

Fr.  2 

].roc,[ 

W 

Fr.  3 

h».l. 
]*.[ 

]8cwM[ 

Frr.  2-5  may  all  come  from  the  neighbour- 
hood  of  fr.  1  (a)  ii. 

Fr.  2  1  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  followed  by 
a  curved  stroke  starting  above  the  line  to  its  right 
and  descending  through  its  upper  part;  v  not 
suggest^  but  I  see  nothing  better  2 
the  top  -of  a  loop,  e  or  c,  o,  p  possible  4  ] . , 
a  dot  above  the  line  .[,  a  dot  below  the  line 

5  ].orr.[ ].urf 

Fr.  3  1  the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending 
to  right,  e.g.  A  2  .[,  a  small  loop  on  the 

^ne  5  ] .  >  the  tip  of  a  stroke  above  the  general 
level ;  v  one  possibility  the  left-hand  side  of 
a  round  letter,  perhaps  <0  the  likeliest  6  Be¬ 
low  there  appears  to  be  the  top  of  a  loop 
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Fr.  5  The  fibres  and  lines  appear  to  corre- 

Fr.  4  1  l  the  foot  of  a  stroke  rising  from  PT* 1°  th
ose  of  f1’,1  <“>  “  ,S~19  but  1  cannot 

the  line  with  a  slight  slant  to  right  s  ].,the  lo
cate  ,t  more  prectsely upper  part  of  a  stroke  slanting  to  right,  perhaps,  0r  o  ’  ForV  perhaps  possible  UIe  °* 

.[,  an  angle  on  the  line,  8  or  perhaps  c  would  suit  p  ^  P  P  °L  P 

I ].t 
].[ 

].?.[ ~\ayeLpocecp![ . ],  ,o»  otA.[ 

5  ]. ctyirpociroiovyraiovSevocye  I 

].v<£iTXi)pr)cojv:aKpa}cdp'-iipiatv t ,[ 
] .  cacoux,avreAey€c:oDTOiirept8i8[ 
].f  oifiey<f>aciirepiTivof' .  ,w.[ 

].[. . .  M . }.  f<xftt^(TiunpocT{ ,  ]ucct>.  [ 

] .  aiovciqentXeyot^ ,  Jtocc <f9opoy[ 

] .  poX  o%o  co7t[  Jaivt  acq  payl, 

] .  BtKoyncpiTT) ,  aT\avriKT)v<o ,  [ 

15  ^napayooplhfpigacevXarffrjvuii .  [ 
]yKevioTexeipei .  VKOKOicmai^et^ ,  [ 

]cr/>ayaAotc$7rai£€taAAaa»Kotcotovoo8[ 

20  •  ]payaAoiT[.J..tfKW.[ 
].OC«TT€V.pVU,[ 

U....
W' 

].[ 
M 

].s°x«.[  ]r«.[ 
p]iy«ipoc  «Ip[ . ]..ou  oiA.[ 
].ctv  ■npocnoiovvra.i  odSevoc  yc,[ 

].u  a^rt  too)  irXrjp-qc  atv.  aicpwc  ap'  qpaiv, . [ 
J.cac  ovk  avreXeyec.  oflroi  trcpi8i8[ 
]  .  c  ot  pev  if  act  irepl  rtFOC  . .  .a»p[ 

].[. .  .MJ.  coififaai  irpoc  r[o]oc  cu.[ 
Jftoc  irepl  nvoc.  ra[ , .  ] .  joy  [ 

J.atooct  q  €irtAe'yoo[ct]  to  '<e  <f9opov’[ 
] ,  Ktov  *  0p.7](p  )  ‘otijv  Ik  paneuiv  6 
P]a>p.oX6xoc  aw[.]oivi'ac  q  pa^[ 
],0t»C(Jy  irepl  rf/v  ArXavrtKrjv  a>,[ 

]jrapa  to  '  OpqijWKov)  '<fpl£ac  ev  Xoiftrjv’  tot 
eirfive\yKev  ' (urexeipei mv  KaKolc  .  wal^ei  8?[ 

] .  ouS’  «lc  viv  etfie  tt«J»tto(ko)  xat  tovto  irapa 
ovk  ajcrpayaXoic  <f(i}cl)  nai^ei  aAAd  coVotc,  otov  < 

]8d[o]aTat  8e  «al  Kar  a\ij9eiai[ 

acrjpdyaAoi  r[d>]o  cvk<uv[ ].«««■.«.[ 
].[.... W 
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Fit.  6,  7  may  well  come  from  the  same  neighbourhood 

k  ,  .T'A1  ]-  “  ‘ra?  bel?W  th'  Hne  ‘  11Batured  to  ‘  ™  P  .[,  apparently  the  cross-stroke  of  r 
but  the  fibres  are  m  disorder  2  ].,  probably  ligatured  at  or  a,  but  this  does  not  account  for 
a  short  cross-stroke  running  right  to  touch  the  middle  of  «  a  dot  on  the  line  *  1  a  tail running  up  to  the  top  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  w;  M  acceptable  .[,  on  the  line  the  start  of a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  ] . ,  a  tail  descending  from  left ;  A,  p  among  the  possibilities  6  The teet  ot  letters  of  which  the  second  and  fourth  have  hooks  to  right  7  ].,  v  or  .?  suggested  o 

a  loop1  7  pr°bable  10  the  foot  of  an  upright  thickened  at  the  bottom  ’  ’  n  The  top  of 

• Fr’  7  3,  V  ,on  \  si.ngle  fibre> level  with  the  t0Ps  of  the  Otters  a  cross-stroke  followed  by  a  dot 
against  the  left-hand  side  of  p  After  <  the  left-hand  side  of  a  small  circle  on  the  line  4  1 a  dot  on  the  line  and  at  an  interval  a  tail  curving  from  left  to  right  off  the  line ;  both  might  be  part  of 
one  ft  .[,  the  base  of  a  small  loop  or  hook  5  ].,  the  middle  of  a  stroke  slanting  up  from  left to  nght  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  6  ]. ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the 
tops  of  the  letters  [,  the  base  of  a  small  loop  or  hook  on  the  line  followed  by  the  extreme  tip  of 
a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  7  1. ,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  and  another,  on  the line,  to  the  left  of  it,  v  possible  8  The  traces  before  to  are  mostly  preserved  on  a  single  fibre: would  suit  but  other  ways  of  interpreting  them  are  open  9  [,  a  stroke  rising  to  right with  indications  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  from  its  top  10  1  t',  possibly  W  nl  the oop  of  P,  as  formed  when  ligatured  with  a  preceding  a  or  e,  or  p  suggested  12  ]  ,  an  angular 
loop  open  to  left;  perhaps  the  top  of  t  ligatured  to  a  preceding  «  13  Some  ink'  over  ]to  not accounted  for  14  ,  [,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  round  letter  1 5  Over  fov  washed  out  letters  ? 
16  I  cannot  interpret  the  ink  between  «  and  r;  co  perhaps  possible  though  anomalous  or  part  of  it may  be  combined  with  f.  to  make  p,  but  the  remainder  suggests  no  letter  17  ].,  apparently  the 
upper  right-hand  part  of  €  not  c  21  ].,  the  curved  tail  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  Be¬ tween  v  and  v  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  .[,  the  upper  part  of  a  loop 

,  ,^r*  ®  ,and  7*  I  see  nothing  which  shows  that  these  two  fragments  also  contain  commentary  on 
the  OSucccuc  avr6po\oc.  If  the  quotations  from  the  Odyssey  (fr.  7,  12  and  15)  were  to  be  taken  to 
imply  that  a  play  relating  to  Odysseus  was  in  question,  Epicharmus  wrote  at  least  one  other,  'O. vavayoc.  But  it  is  not  possible  to  say  what  these  quotations  were  intended  to  illustrate  and  I  see 
"u  i^u10  thC  ]emmata  whlch  would  ]ead  one  to  suppose  that  Odysseus  was  concerned  at  all.  It 
should  be  remarked  that  the  lemmata  in  fr.  7  appear  to  be  iambic  trimeters,  not,  like  those  in  fr.  1, trochaic  tetrameters. 

Fr.  7  4  I  mention,  though  I  suppose  it  unlikely  to  be  relevant,  that  the  Cyclops  is  called  3hSou payeipo c  in  Eur.  Cycl.  397. 

6  1  should  guess  that  some  part  of  paiv^Otu  is  to  be  recognized.  If  £kP<oc  goes  with  it,  it  pre¬ 
sumably  means  ‘completely’  not  ‘slightly’. 

9  See  on  1.  16. 

12  Od.  xviii  74,  of  the  disguised  Odysseus. 
15  Od.  xix  446,  of  the  boar  which  gave  Odysseus  his  scar. 

,  .  comment  implies  that  c vkoic  must  be  supplemented  somewhere  after  irai£ct.  rove  cv  [, 
which  might  be  «[,  in  1.  9,  combined  with  the  mention  of  crfkotc  here,  suggests  the  possibility  that cvKo$avTVc  (or  a  derivative)  was  referred  to  in  the  text.  I  cannot  estimate  the  likelihood  of  this  for .Lpicnarmus. 
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2430.  Choral  Lyric  in  the  Doric  Dialect  ( ?  Simonides) 

The  fragments  assembled  under  this  head  are  a  selection  from  a  larger  number, 

among  which  the  remnants  of  at  least  five  unrelated  texts  may  be  distinguished  and 

more  may  remain  unrecognized.  Though  they  appear  to  be  the  work  of  a  single 

copyist,  there  are  wide  variations,  sometimes  more  easily  perceived  than  defined,  in 

the  general  appearance  of  the  script  and  measurable  differences  in  the  size  of  the 

letters  and  the  spacing  of  the  lines.  Apart,  therefore,  from  the  possibility  that,  in 

dealing  with  those  fragments  of  which  the  affiliation  is  not  established  by  internal 

evidence,  I  may  sometimes  have  included  what  is  not  and  excluded  what  is  the  choral 

lyric  with  which  I  am  concerned,  there  is  the  further  possibility  to  be  envisaged  that 

not  all  the  fragments  indubitably  containing  choral  lyric  are  parts  of  one  and  the  same 

corpus.  Generalizations  about  the  collection  must  be  read  with  these  reservations  in 
mind. 

There  are  reasonable  grounds  for  assuming  that  representatives  of  two  out  of  the 

various  kinds  of  choral  composition  classified  by  ancient  scholars  may  be  safely 

identified.  There  may  well  be  more,  to  the  identification  of  which  I  have  observed 

no  clue,  but  the  ascription  of  fr.  92  to  an  epinician  and  of  fr.  35,  on  the  strength  of  the 

resemblance  of  the  title  to  that  of  Pindar’s  Paeans  (and  Prosodia ?),  to  paeans  (or 

prosodia)  will  hardly  be  disputed.1  In  what  direction  should  we  look  for  the  author  of 
such  compositions?  The  two  who  have  been  most  often  found  in  the  papyri  are 

Pindar  and  Bacchylides.  We  do  not  possess  a  single  category  of  their  poems  in  its 

entirety  (even  Pindar's  Epinicians  are  defective  at  the  end  of  the  Isthmians),  but 
there  is,  published  or  unpublished,  a  considerable  bulk  of  material,  though  very 

unevenly  distributed,  from  all  parts  of  their  writings,  and  it  must  be  judged  improbable 

that  as  much  new  as  is  printed  below  could  be  searched  without  there  being  discoverable 

a  single  coincidence  with  the  known,  if  either  Pindar  or  Bacchylides  was  the  answer 

to  the  question.  The  next  most  natural  name  to  put  forward  is  Simonides,  of  equal 

fame  in  antiquity  though  apparently  not  so  widely  read  in  Egypt.2  I  have  stated  the 

1  Some  further  indications  of  the  presence  of  epinicians  may  perhaps  be  seen  in :  fr.  1  ii  6  fJUac ; 
fr.  4  ii  2  seqq.  epiKTvn[ov  .  .  .  vma<e[  .  .  .  €v8eicAo[v  .  .  . ;  fr.  53,  8  ’OXvpnta  ? ;  fr.  79,  10  seq.  apecOai 
kGSoc,  cvtovvitov\  Nixac] ;  fr.  85  ]to8po|^-  ]  ;  fr.  92,  3  craStov  rcAeccatc ;  fr.  96,  3  era] 810V  T«rvi*a[;  fr.  99, 
2  cra]8t ov  yvap.[m-  ;  fr.  131,  4  eV  AX<f>eian,  6  ’OAuj/iirtat  ?  Of  paeans  in:  fr.  55,  2  seq  tij[»-  (  }£ar€  AaXUav 
6vyar[ ;  fr.  61,  3  naiav  ?  ;  fr.  78  i  4  irat-jtov  io  tijhj. 

2  It  has  been  proposed  to  recognize  Simonides  in  PSI  1181  (see  J.  A.  Davison,  C.R.  xiviii  205 
seqq.)  and  in  P.  Strasb.  Inv.  gr.  1406-9  (see  B.  Snell,  Hermes  Einzelsch.  v  98  seqq.).  Of  the  first 
I  will  say  no  more  than  that  it  would  take  very  strong  evidence  to  persuade  me  that  the  style  is 
Simonidean,  of  the  second,  that  what  is  offered  as  proof  that  this  text  contains  epinicians  (which 
since  they  are  neither  Pindaric  nor  Bacchylidean  must  be  Simonidean),  seems  to  me  to  rest  on  a 
misconception  in  regard  to  1407  col.  ii  17-18.  Since  1.  18  cra8ie[  is  alined  with  the  text  it  cannot 
be  the  second  line  of  the  title,  which  is  indented,  1.  17  ri/xo[.  Besides,  as  I  believe  can  be  shown,  in 
MSS.  of  Simonides  we  are  to  expect  that  the  indication  of  the  event  will  precede  the  name  of  the 
victor. 
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case  for  recognizing  an  ancient  quotation  from  him  in  fr.  79,  but  alteration  is  involved 
and  I  have  found  no  other  corroboration  of  this  attribution.  Even  if  it  is  correct, 
disappointingly  little  is  added  to  our  knowledge  of  his  work,  since  not  a  single  piece 
has  been  able  to  be  reconstituted  wide  enough  to  display  the  whole  of  a  verse  and 
hardly  anything  specific  can  be  learnt  about  either  the  style  or  the  metre. 

The  hand  is  an  excellent  specimen  of  a  not  uncommon  type  of  rounded  uncial  to 
be  compared  with,  e.g.,  1233.  I  am  now  disposed  to  believe  that  the  dating  I  have 
elsewhere  suggested  may  require  modification  in  that  the  latter  part  of  the  first century  is  not  to  be  ruled  out. 

At  least  two  pens,  of  which  one  may  be  that  of  the  writer  of  the  text,  appear  to 
be  distinguishable  in  the  lection  signs;  at  least  four  in  the  marginal  additions,  which 
I  take  to  be  of  the  second  century. 

Fr.  1 

Col.  ii  ... 

]€(LVOJV7t[ 
]€U(f>pOVaKOJ{x[ 
TO$€COvddrjTo[ 

iavdeojv 

.v'^ynY  't«<HTOtpifo£oa[  5 
XaiT«7ric[.]cs.[ 

n.n.w 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  1  of  the  first  letter  only  traces  on  the  under  layer,  of  the  second  the  right-hand 
part  of  the  cross-bar  and  part  of  the  stem  of  y  or  r  Of  rf  only  the  left-hand  tip  of  the  cross-stroke  • lor  tr  1  cannot  rule  out  y  3  marg.  In  the  first  cimp.  the  v  seems  to  have  been  omitted  and  sub- 
sequently  inserted  by  the  same  writer  Between  A  and  %  apparently  A 

Col.  ii  6  .[,  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  £  or  the  like  7  -The  first  letter  a  large  6  or  o 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  3  marg.  I  take  11.  2  seq.  of  this  note  to  assert  that  'dapdv  re  7 re<W«J(  )  was  the 
reading  (of  the  exemplar)’  and  to  imply  that  these  words  stood  in  the  text  lost  on  the  left,  (uap&v'm 1.  1  is  naturally  understood  as  evapav  divested  of  its  dialectal  characteristic,  but  what  follows  I  have 
not  succeeded  in  making  out.  The  obvious  choices  seem  to  be  either  a  word  giving  the  meaning  of tvaptov  or  a  word  (noun)  which  it  qualifies.  xeP“>v  leaves  three  letters  unaccounted  for. 

tiapav  is  perhaps  to  be  compared  with  x^odpay,  -ay  Pind.  Isthm.  v  41,  iii/iv  81,  x<pt apav  Pyth. v  35>  yp^vaapaic  Bacchyl.  xvii  118.  Hesychius  tvapijc-  evoirroc  appears  to  require  correction  and  to  have no  relevance.1 

,F°r  'tap'*?  of  with  a  simPle  genitive  (if  that  is  the  construction  implied  here)  cf. Od.  1  18,  Soph.  Philoct.  1044.  7 
Col.  ii  2  Ku>fj[pv  one  possibility. 

thltIitrrepresIentsUW  h,ave  possibilities  that  (imp-  represents  ey,p-,  or 

difficulties  none  is  consistent  with  the  hypothesis  that  (impel  Is  th^ll'n-'dhUMffil'eqSvSimt'ol 

Col.  i 

]..“W[ 

V* 

]  cuapojyaA  xepuv 
]  cuap^vTcirc^eu  y° 

]  far 
5  ] 

] 
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4  The  marginal  note  apparently  refers  to  the  coronis,  which  ‘was  not  in  my  exemplar’.  The writer  is  different  from  the  writer  of  the  note  in  col.  i. 

5  fu£ofi6ac  of  the  dithyramb  Aesch.  fr.  355. 

5  seq.  Perhaps  ittv\ xal  T€  IJic[a]c.  TO  Tlicac  .  .  .  cucraAreW  .  .  .  ovtw  Se  ol  ncpl  IJivSapov  Kai  Cipw- 
v&ijv  (fr.  247).  Bacchylides  also  shortens  the  1,  v  182. 

Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

’ 

w 

Vk 

J.1)To[ 

Fr.  2  1  The  extreme  lower  end  of  an  upright  followed  by  a  nearly  horizontal  stroke  just  off  the 
base  line  3  ].,  the  tip  of  an  upright 

Fr.  4 

Col.  i  .  Col.  ii  . 

’W[ 

]  epwmijr[ 
•*  j  vucace  [ 

^  j.  ̂  
 €v8teAo[ 

j  civrea[  S 

7TOtdtf[ 

cuveuS .  [ 

aeicav-i[ 

J  M 

]wat.[ 

]  Fap[ 

]V[ ].[ 

Fr.  4  Col.  i  1  ap  (above  which  there  is  a  spot  of  ink  which  may  represent  a  letter  in  the  pre¬ 
ceding  line)  is  written  much  smaller  than  the  rest  though  in  the  same  hand  3  The  lower 
part  of  an  upright  with  a  spot  of  ink  to  its  right,  perhaps  two  letters 

Col.  ii  1  The  surface  is  blank  after  p  but  this  appears  to  be  due  to  damage.  The  same  remark 
applies  to  the  space  after  €,  1.  3  The  high  dot  after  p  may  be  part  of  an  interlinear  letter  or 
sign.  It  seems  too  high  for  a  stop  7  .[,  a  trace  suiting  the  extreme  lower  end  of  the  loop 

of  a  •  10  .[,  a  trace  off  the  line  12  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  13  Apparently  part  of 
an  accent  not  a  letter 

Fr.  4  Col.  ii  2  seqq.  One  may  suspect  something  of  the  same  kind  as  Simon,  fr.  13,  2  seq.,  Pind. 
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01.  i  no  seq.  If  so,  an  epinician  is  indicated,  perhaps  even,  since  eplKri 
thet  only  of  Poseidon  (Hes.  Bay.  456,  930),  an  Isthmian. 

]oSot'_  [ 

M..M  (6)  .  . 
]/tOlO(COp!U  [ 

S  >aiotjtev  [  ]exa[ 

foviaiva  [  JAcio.f 

L'W  [  ]  fa yfi 

Frr.  6  (a)  (b)  certainly  stood  at  the  relative  levels  shown  and,  I  am  fairly  confident  con- tamed  ends  and  beginnings  of  verses  in  consecutive  columns 

i")  1  B.etTfn  “  and  !ra  I01'  Presu“ably  representing  an  accent,  whether  acute  or  circumflex 
not  determinable  2  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  3  [,  on  the  line  the  foot of  an  upright  and  the  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left;  perhaps  two  letters  6  Of  ,  only 
the  extreme  top  7  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  y 

(P)  3  an  upright,  perhaps  slightly  convex 

]  ocoir.f  jvyot  [ 

].  «W[  ]cStS[ 

5  ]  oAflou[  ]'Sac  [ 

Ute».[ 

M 

Fr,  6  The  cross-fibres  indicate  that  (6)  stood  on  the  right  of  (a)  at  the  level  shown  and  a  con- siderable  though  not  exactly  determinable  interval 

.  (<?>;. 1  ■[»  perhaps  the  top  and  boltom  ,of  the  left-hand  part  of  n  3  [,  the  foot  of  an 
u  tI'T°Ldots’  onerabo,ve  the  other  6  a  stroke  ascending  left  to  right  fol¬ 

lowed  by  what  would  be  taken  for  the  top  hook  of  a  coronis,  if  a  coronis  would  not  apparently  be 
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out  of  place  in  this  position  .[,  an  upright  curving  slightly  to  right  as  it  descends;  c  or  the  like not  ruled  out 

(b)  2  .[,  a  sinuous  upright;  e  one  possibility  4  ].,  the  right-hand  edge  of  an  upright,  o  not 
ruled  out  After  c  faint  traces  of  a  stroke  at  mid-letter  sloping  left  to  right 

Fr.  7  1  The  lower  part  of  0  or  o  2  .  [,  an 

upright  3  .[,  the  left-hand  side  of  o,  o>,  or 
perhaps  c  4  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of 
the  letters,  suitable  to  r 

Ft.  7  The  accentuation  suggests  the  possi¬ 

bility  of  the  proper  name  rXavKoc.  There  is  reason 
to  suppose  that  Simonides  wrote  a  poem  in 
honour  of  the  famous  boxer  of  that  name  from 
Carystus.  See  Lucian  I  mag.  19  (Simon,  fr.  8, 

anonymous),  Quintil.  xi  2,  14.  But  alternative 
possibilities  can  easily  be  thought  of. 

Fr.  8  The  cross-fibres  show  that  the  lower 

tip  of  the  coronis  in  fr.  13  ( b )  was  level  with  the 
middle  of  the  interlinear  space  between  fr.  8,  2-3 

x  ]..,  the  lower  part  of  e  or  c  followed  by  the 
lower  part  of  an  upright  2  . the  lower 
part  of  an  upright  followed  by  the  foot  of  a 
stroke  hooked  to  right  with  a  cancelling  dot 

below  it;  y  or  r  [[e]]  probable  4  .[,  the  foot 

of  an  upright  with  a  trace  to  its  left  level  with 
the  tops  of  the  letters;  apparently  not  i,  per- 

ayuDvrefiwfi^ 

rf 

Fr.  9  Col.  ii  1  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 
.[,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 
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3  After  «?  the  foot  of  an  upright  descending  slightly  below  the  line 

of  8  or  possibly  f  4  After  f  a  dot  on  the  line;  A  a  possibility 
of  01  seems  likeliest,  but  anomalous  5  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a 
traces  compatible  with  the  top  left-hand  angle  of  v 

X  the  left-hand  angle 
X  the  left-hand  stroke convex  upright  10  X 

Fr.  10 

M 
Fr.  11 

]f"v[ 

]to8€k[ 

] 
]fH 

]fra[ 1  U 

Fr.  10  3  For  i  y  or  t  cannot  be  ruled  out, 
though  either  would  be  cramped 

Frr.  11  (a),  ( b )  The  interval  between  these 
cannot  be  determined 

(&)  1  .[,  a  trace  above  the  level  of  the  tops  of the  letters 

Fr.  12 

]  ai8a\a  [ 

,  ,Fr*  I  :•  •[»  the  lower  Part  of  an  upright  slightly  convex  stroke  probably  c,  followed  by 
the  foot,  slightly  hooked  to  right,  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  and  a  trace  suggesting the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  2  ].,  a  short  stroke  ascending  left  to  right  near  the 
bottom  of  the  loop  of  a,  presumably  8  .[,  the  foot,  hooked  to  right,  of  an  upright  descending 
below  the  fine  3  ]..»  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  followed  by  the  upper  right- hand  arc  of  a  circle  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  from  the  cross-stroke  of 
t;  ofirv  would  suit,  but  there  are  plenty  of  alternatives 

]...[ 
1 ««.[ w  . 
m».[ 

lie 

Jse 

Jl“c 
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Fr.  13  The  levels  of  (a),  (b)  are  fixed  relatively  to  one  another  by  cross-fibres.  See  also  on  fr.  8 

(a)  1  The  extreme  lower  tip  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  the  foot  of  an  upright 
on  the  line,  the  lower  left-hand  part  of  «,  8,  c,  o,  or  to  3  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  starting 
below  the  general  level  of  the  tops  of  the  letters  and  descending  to  right;  perhaps  ip 

(b)  The  marginal  notes  are  in  different  hands;  the  upper  might  be  from  the  same  pen  as  the 

text 
Fr.  13  ( b )  The  asterisk,  to  mark  the  end  of  a  piece,  is  sometimes  written  in,  sometimes,  as 

here,  in  the  left-hand  margin  of,  the  column.  Contrast  1792  fr.  47  (Pind.  Pae .)  with  B.M.  733 
col.  12  (Bacchyl.  Epinic.). 

Fr.  14 

i  »A
 [’ 

Fr.  15 

j  []«..[ 

]  Aovp[ ].«.[ 

Fr.  15  .  X  tails  of  two  uprights,  the  first 
descending  slightly  below  the  line,  the  second 
into  the  top  of  the  next  line  3  ].,  two  dots 
close  together  above  the  general  level,  9  possible 

.[,  perhaps  the  upper  left-hand  side  of  y 

Fr.  18 

i.t 

]!tC 
]lO'CT€(f>av[ 

.  ]*>  [ 

5  ]a8eyfao[ 

Fr.  20 

kt
  ’

 

M 

Fr.  16 
n 
M 

Fr.  17 

>.<*-[  
’ 

Fr.  17  Between  «  and  <a  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright 

Fr.  19 

'  w 

]  W.].[ 

]  wcfie\f[ 

Fr.  19  1  .[,  an  upright 

Fr.  21 

] . [ 

Fr.  21  3  Tops  of  letters  of  which  the  last 
two  are  perhaps  oA,  6X  or  the  like 
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Fr.  22 

]  [ 

]aia/xo[ 

]ofXOTlflOv[ 

]rjV€iov[ 

s  I 

Fr.  22  3  ].,  c  rather  than  r,  though  the  presumed  top  of  c  is  more  horizontal  than  in  the 
other  exx.  v  cancelled  by  both  a  stroke  through  it  and  dots  above  and  below,  of  which 
that  below  is  lost 

Fr.  22  2  ofionpov  v.l,  t]c6nftov? 

4  J7]ijvetow. 

Fr.  23  Fr.  24 

'  W.k  '[ 
]£am>AAo[  ]ta^»t€ic  [ 

]  jiatr6v[  ].otE  ! 

[]v,Teirr)  [  ]Ae  | 

Fr.  23  4  .[,  an  upright  5  ]..[][ 

Fr.  24  1  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

3  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right 

JXXom  Of 

]KaXML 

l.w&IIWl 

Fr..  25  Col.  ii  1  .[,  the  lower  half  of  c  or  c 
2  Or 

Fr.  25  For  the  asterisk  as  here  cf.  fr.  13  (b). 

Fr.  26 

’  m 

>alc}[ 

>  ayyl 
]*<*  [ 

Fr.  26  1  .[>  perhaps  the  bottom  of  the  loop 
of  a 
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Fr.  27  
Fr-  28 

1.0LI 

]omv8pco[ 

>£08.  [ 

Fr.  27  1  An  upright  followed,  at  an  interval 

greater  than  the  normal  space  between  letters 
but  not  sufficient  for  a  whole  letter,  by  another 

upright  with  a  short  stroke  rising  from  left  to 
right  through  its  top  and  a  dot  vertically  below  it 
3  On  either  side  of  f  the  top  of  a  circle 

Fr.  29 

5  ]A.vf[ 

Fr.  29  3  a  dot  on  the  line  followed  by 
the  foot  of  tor  c.  A  completely  obliterated  t 
could  have  stood  between  this  and  <c  4  ]. .» 

the  lower  parts  of  uprights,  perhaps  only  one 

letter  5  For  A  perhaps  8  Of  the  next 
letter  there  are  traces  compatible  with  the  top 
and  left-hand  side  of  c  or  the  like 

Fr.  28  i  ].,  the  surface  is  rubbed  and  all that  remains  is  a  short  vertical  stroke  not  quite 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  faint  dot 
below  and  slightly  to  left  of  it  .[,  the.  lower 
left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  .[,  the  tip  of  an 

upright  3  ], . ,  a  dot  at  the  level  of  the  
top 

of  the  letters  followed  by  what  appear  to  be  the 

middles  of  two  converging  lines,  e.g.  o'  Of  c 

only  the  top  half,  e  could  not  be  ruled  out 

.[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  30 

w 

]’>.[ 

]..[ Fr.  30  2).,  the  tail  of  A  or  n  probable  ■  ,[,a 

dot  against  the  upright  of  v,  probably  the  left-hand end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r  or  ̂   3  A  dot 

level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  followed  by  the 
left-hand  apex  of  p  or  the  top  of  0 

Fr.  31 

]...?! 
]apren[ 

Fr.  31  The  size  of  a  suggests  that  these  may  be  beginnings  of
  lines 

I  Of  the  first  letter  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line,  suggesting  
£  1  this  is  followed  by  what  I  can 

interpret  only  as  «  but  it  is  not  normally  made.  Perhaps
  these  two  letters  should  be  taken  as  S« 

Of  the  third  letter  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  bel
ow  the  line,  e.g.  p  .[,  the  foot  of an  upright 
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Fr.  32 

jcrparoCKaiaya,  [ 

]apE0r|Kavouvo .  [ 

]  .TawTa«von»)[ 

] ,  KaOoTrXt^opcvuv[ 

Fr.  33  Blank  upper  margin  sufficient  for 

5  U.,  then : y 
] 

^VTOKdpuivaXiafiojv  [ 

}<pi\^o]\e6paKaXovecrdcav[ 

]\€ifj,ajvac''q8rjyapdi86l[ 

]'dpvvovw[']v€caijc€  [  Fr.  34 

5  }\vocadav['  Jpc^/ee  [  *  ' 

]\>0ifj,oiac .  ,  ]o>c ,  #  [  lv  L ]«l«C.[ 

3c«ioio[  Fr.  34  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a 

].#..[  Circle 

Fr.  32  Upper  margin .  1  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  2  .[,  an  upright  with  a  hook  to 
right  at  the  foot  3  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  high  upright  4  ] . ,  a  middle  cross-stroke  touch¬ 
ing  an  upright  a  little  above  the  centre,  perhaps  v,  or  two  letters  of  which  the  second  would  be  t 

T ext.  1  .[,  an  angle  open  to  right,  apparently  not  a,  8,  <j>  4  two  dots  below  the  line,  not 
suggesting  p  but  not  excluding  it  .[,  an  upright  or  slightly  convex  stroke,  e.g.  the  left-hand  side 
of  o,  to  ].,  paTt  of  an  accent  or  interlinear  letter  A  stop  may  have  been  intended  above  and  to 

right  of  the  first  c  6  .[,  the  left-hand  angle  of  tr  or  y  f  might  be  o ;  it  is  followed  by  the  tips 
of  two  strokes  a  little  above  the  general  level  7  marg.  ( is  larger  and  thicker  and  has  been  written 
on  another  letter ;  it  is  followed  by  a  short  upright  curving  to  right  at  its  foot,  e.g.  o  %  is  preceded 
by  a  loop  open  to  left,  e.g.  a  high  P,  and  followed  by  what  might  be  the  top  of  a  and  the  upper  left- hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  32  The  general  appearance  is  very  like  that  of  fr.  35  (b)  and  the  two  were  probably  not  far 
apart  in  the  roll. 

Upper  margin.  I  see  no  certain  reference  to  the  text  and  the  relevant  part  may  have  stood 
below  what  is  preserved.  In  view  of  the  occurrence  of  cvotttj  here  and  crondv  in  fr.  35  ( b )  9  it  may  be 
well  to  state  that  frr.  32  and  35  ( b )  cannot  be  ascribed  to  the  same  column. 

1  ]erparoc  *ol  aya.[  perhaps  proper  names.  'Aya6[  could  be  read. 
3  The  proximity  of  on  a  and  tvomj  makes  it  worth  while  to  recall  the  fact  (though  I  do  not  think 

it  can  be  relevant)  that  ivoitatc  is  quoted  from  Sophocles  in  the  meaning  ‘earrings’  ano  rov  rate  r&v 
ontov  onaic  KcicOai  (Et.  Mag.  in  v.,  Hesych.  in  eVtoratc). 

Text.  2  dp]<f>i  pied  pa,  the  name  of  a  river  having  presumably  preceded.  In  connexion  with 
Carians  one  would  think  of  the  Maeandrus,  but  see  on  1.  4. 

3  atSotcu  v.l.  aiSoiat  apparently  implied. 

4  (tyfiapvvov  hardly  avoidable,  co[St]vec  acceptable,  though  rather  cramped.  ‘She  cried  out,  for 

now  the  august  pangs  were  heavy  on  her’  might  be  said  of  a  goddess,  and  in  a  paean,  as  this  appears 
to  be  (see  on  fr.  35),  would  be  likely  to  refer  to  Leto.  Apollo  was  bom  in  Delos  w  'Ivamoio  pdOpoic 
according  to  h.  Horn,  iii  18;  other  rivers  associated  with  his  birth  are  the  Klyxpioc  near  Ephesus 
(at  ooe  time  inhabited  by  Carians  and  Leleges),  Strabo  639,  and  the  Lycian  Xanthus,  Ant.  Lib. 
Metam.  xxxv.  But  I  cannot  pretend  to  follow  the  connexion  of  thought  (particularly  that  between 
II.  1-3  and  11.  3-5)  and  other  possibilities  will  readily  occur  to  the  reader. 
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c  seems  likely  but  I  do  not  see  the  appropriateness  of  any
  of  the  not  very  numeroiK 

list  of  feminines  in  -A«.  Though  the  A  is  damaged,  it  i
s  not  pnma  facie :  possible  totnake  !ofthe 

remaining  ink,  but  nevertheless,  if  I  am  not  far  astray 
 in  what  I  propose  for  1.  4,  •’l]*"”'  »  what 

Hkel4.“  from ^“oHrom  r^.?  If  the  first,  perhaps  of  the  child  not  the  mother,  and  this  alte
rnative 

must  also  be  kept  in  mind  in  regard  to  the  subject  
of  at,C€- 

6  *A]v0i  looks  a  better  guess  than  a]!i6t  in  view  of  the  fol
lowing  pot. 

(*)  .  - 

]  Tpofi 

)  «».[ 

]apvrj0oc[.]7ro£a[ 
]'8oica7ToAAov  [ 

]ol  oadavac  [ 

]0a8e«;/i€V€i^pcv ,  [ 

]amovotmap«Tiea/>* .  [ 

]ovonmo/Ai/xvo/x€[ 

]avopeihpopovapr€piv[ 

]d€vu<av‘Kaiceavat;€Ka$[ 

]  €Tai€p.€voi€vo7Tavayavotc{v[ 

]ev(f)ap.ovaTTO(f)pevocop.oppo6o[ 

]  c 

]  avSpwnc  eicirvOu)  [ 

]px>ta[  w]ctovKe\aBeicap<f>L ,  [ 

(c).  . 

]wvxapiv[ 

V  [ 

[ 

]  Tuva0nva,wvwtlp[ 

Fr.  35  The  horizontal  positions  of  (»),  (b),  (d),  (0  app
ear  to  be  fixed  by  the 

their  vertical  positions  I  can  make  no  statement  e
xcept  that  the  writing  is  m  a  different  position 

Stively  to  the  fibres  in  (d)  from  what  it  is  in  (
a)  ,<»),  so  that  <d)  must  be  presumed Ac,  ome  f

om 

a  different  column.  The  level  of  (r)  relatively  to  (ft)  may  be  that  shown, .but 
 I _am  not^ure  ̂   ̂ 

otherrfbuf  I^arT form'noTeTtled^pinion  about  a  Lfe
pre^L  location,  though  I  cannot  dismiss  the 

possibility  that  it  stood  abreast  of  (b)  11.  4-7  m  the  pre
ceding  column 

(a)  2  the  upper  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  at  an 
 interval  which  suggests  8,  but  A,  and 

0thCT(|HE«fm  l^k  of  length  '  ̂   £ 

S°ithe  1Ctr  ;mSettf:f%\7.he  of4r,' hand  *  J,  §  foot  of  an .  upright  hooked  I  to  right ; . 

not  suggested  5  .[,  a  slightly  convex  upright  
with  a  thickened  foot  9  J.. 

line  id)  r  ]13,  ti“  Resting  a  stroke  descending  from  left  a  .[,  an  upright  with  a  thickened 

'°P’m '/Below  the  trace  of  the  first  letter  there  is  a  dot  which  apparently  
indicates  cancellation ;  of 

the  nil  two  biters  tee  are  remains  on  the  line  whi
ch  suggest  .  followed  by  e  or  e;  the  followmg 

traces  may  be  combined  in  different  ways,  the  ending  
was  perhaps  iov 
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a  ̂   l?6  t*t^e  at  ̂   12  *s  t^e  ̂orm  f°,in^  in  Pindar  papyri  prefixed  to  paeans  and  the  address 
to  Apollo  m  11.  2, 8  are  congruous  with  the  same  class  of  composition.  We  may  therefore  adopt  for  the 
time  being  the  hypothesis  that  what  we  have  in  fr.  35  are  parts  of  paeans.  I  should  judge  from  the similarity  of  its  appearance  that  fr.  32  stood  not  far  away  in  the  roll  and  consequently  is  likewise part  of  a  paean. 

■  1  or  C"]™  {«[0«ac  is  a  reasonable  guess  and  the  mention  of  Pames  together 
with  that  of  Athena  in  1.  3  suggests  the  possibility  that  this  was  a  piece  written  for  the  Athenians, 
lhey  are  named  in  (/)  4  schol.  and  Delos  in  (e)  schol.  4  (which  may  very  well  have  related  to  (b)  1 
and/or  the  verses  about  it),  but  I  can  say  no  more  for  the  Conjecture  that  this  may  be  the  end  of 
a  paean  Afyvaiot c  «’c  AfjAov  than  that  it  is  a  possibility  to  be  borne  in  mind. 
.  Since  the  collocation  £a$ea c  rpo^ov,  apparently  as  a  qualification  of  a  mountain,  actually  occurs 
m  a  t  aean  of  Pindar’s  (ii  61  seqq.,  leg.  itipw  it  is  to  be  remarked  that  there  is  no  likelihood 
that  t pof[  ((a)  1)  can  be  located  so  as  to  follow  £a[.  Fibres  wander  but  the  width  of  the  column 

deduced  from  ( b )  9  seq.  is  insufficient  to  allow  of  their  having  risen  from  between  (a)  1-2  to  between 

3  The  scriptio  plena ,  -010,  has  been  corrected  out  here  as  at  fr.  55, 6.  In  other  places  it  has  been 
left,  as  in  the  next  line  and  at  fr.  79,  4,  fr.  120  (b)  5. 

4  Pindar  s  usage  in  regard  to  the  digamma  of  avSdmv  is  to  allow  it  to  preclude  hiatus  ( Pytk .  vi 
51,  Isthm.  iv  15,  viii  18,  Pytk.  i  29)  but  not  to  make  position  (01.  vii  17,  Pylh.  ii  96).  If  aSe  is  to  be 
recognized  here,  it  is  fairly  certain  that  there  was  an  elision  before  it,  W.  This  may  be  an  argument 
for  preferring  ]0dSe,  e.g.  o-JtfdSc. 

‘W  would  naturally  occur  to  the  mind  (e Spevet  vion  of  divinities,  Pind.  Pytk.  viii  18, 
Pae.  v  45),  but  t  is  by  no  means  what  is  suggested  by  the  remains  of  the  last  letter. 

5  I  do  not  see  the  drift. 

Prescribed  accent  of  the  compound  is  irdpcm,  at  any  rate  in  the  Attic  equivalent  wdp««. 
lhe  alternative  tin  can  only  be  accounted  for  by  postulating  a  separate  napa,  which  will  be  in 

anastrophe,  nap'.  I  see  no  great  probability  that  this  is  preferable  to  the  straightforward  interpreta¬ 
tion  spring  does  not  pass,  come  to  an  end’,  though  this  can  evidently  not  have  been  made  as  a  state¬ 
ment  of  fact  without  qualification.  The  dialectal  3rd  person  singular  in  -n  is  not  elsewhere  exemplified 
from  this  verb.  To  obviate  hiatus  Pindar  has  tlciv  at  Dith.  ii  19,  to  admit  elision  he  has  tic  at  fr.  137 
and  similarly  Simonides  at  fr.  78  (ex  corr.),  though  apparently  he  elides  the  1  of  <f>ari  at  fr.  5, 9. 

6  Perhaps  n]6vov  inopifivop^y.  The  poet,  or  the  chorus,  ‘shoulder  the  (pleasing)  burden’  of  singing 
the  praises  of  Artemis  and  Apollo? 

7  dpcibpopov :  the  same  accentuation,  instead  of  the  regular  paroxytone,  at  Pind.  Pae.  vii  6.  Again 
m  this  MS.  at  fr.  37, 4.  ^ 8  irap]OcviK<lv. 

8  seq.  Although  e^eAenjc  is  a  variation  on  eV^/JoAoc,  ixa-rq^oXoc,  eWijfcAerifc  (all  three  attested 
from  Homer  onwards)  hitherto  recorded  only  once,  in  an  Orphic  fragment  (297  Kem),  I  am  inclined 
to  instate  €*a/l[e|  AeVa  here.  If  this  is  right,  the  first  letters  of  Aera  and  tv<f>apov  mark  the  left-hand  edge 
of  the  column  and  approximately  establish  a  limit  within  which  the  written  length  of  supplements  of 
the  beginnings  of  11.  i-8  must  fall.  But  I  must  admit  that  other  readings  besides  A«ra  are  possible, for  instance,  piya. 

9  Uftevot  for  itVrec  is,  so  far  as  I  can  discover,  without  parallel,  but  there  seems  no  room  for  doubt 

that  emitting’  is  what  is  intended.  Other  unique  middles  for  actives  turn  up  from  time  to  time, e.g.  dvoitfpevoL  Pind.  Pae.  viii  n. 

10  airo  <f>pevoc  6popp60c{v,  ‘with  minds  in  unison’.  Similarly  eV,  as  e.g.  ii  eu/ievtuv  cripvoiv  8e*€c0<u Soph.  OC  486. 

12  For  a  similar  title  similarly  written  as  part  of  the  text  cf.  Pind.  Pae.  vii  (in  PSI 147). 
Another  title  below,  fr.  120  ( b )  3. 

13  Probably  d[t ]««>»>,  but  theoretically  a[u]ct ov  (Ibyc.  12),  presumably  preceded  by  a  negative, 
could  not  be  ruled  out,  if  the  accent,  instead  of  which  the  paroxytone  is  also  found,  can  be  accepted ; 
or  a[p]ci6v,  known  only  from  Hesychius’  entry  apctov  SUaiov. 
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’  «t  ’ y.[ 

Fr.  36  2  The  surface  is  damaged  and  what 
I  have  taken  as  a  large  v  may  be  E  It  is 
followed  by  an  angle  on  the  line  which  may represent  £  or  i 

Fr.  38 

Fr-  39 

’].[  ’ W[ 

w 

Fr.  37 

’ 

]  _  <hc«”oAa[ 

Ji-7rprjcSa[ 

1  )^alcoplSpopn\ 
5  W  ]  [ 

Fr.  37  1  The  bases  of  letters,  of  which  the 

second  might  be  k  or  A,  the  next  to  the  last  6  or  o 

2  ] . ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touch¬ 
ing  the  top  of  o  4  ].,  perhaps  the  lower 
right-hand  arc  of  the  loop  of  p,  but  rather  high, 
and  the  right-hand  arm  of  v  may  be  preferable 

Fr.  40 

i.
[ 
 ' 

]a8ef8eva7T€i/5.[ 

]fMtTTetj}plK€Vfj[ 

]at\vi<[ 

5  W 

Fr.  40  2  Of  ]a  only  the  end  of  the  tail 

Of  .[  only  a  trace  of  the  left-hand  stroke 

Fr.  41 

<«)  .  .  .  - 
]T€fU^OCT€^a0y[ 
]oVT€TO^OV  [ 

]afa7ro7raccaAp[  (b)  m 

JcvoikohSioc  _[  ] ,  dav[ 

5  ]  afiarcLKO  _  [  ]c  ‘aiS[ 

’  ■  ■ 

Fr.  41  The  level  of  ( b )  is  fixed  relatively  to  (a)  by  the  cross-fibres.  I  think  it  probable  that 
nothing  is  missing  in  1.  4,  in  which  case  c.  3  letters  are  lost  in  1.  5 

(a)  1  Of  v[  only  the  end  of  the  stem,  p  possible  5  .[,  a  trace  just  below  the  level  of  the 

tops  of  the  letters 
(b)  1  ].,  a  short  stroke  rising  from  the  line  to  right,  at  first  sight  suggesting  a  mark  of 

separation 
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Fr.  41  Apparently  consistent  with  the  beginning  of  a  piece. 

i  seqq.  If  the  two  re  correspond,  Ap\refu 8oc  re  might  be  expected  to  be  followed  by  something 
like  0oi/3«]oi>  re.  Apollo  is  probably  to  be  recognized  again  in  av]a£. 

3  cbrd  7raccdAo[u.  I  should  guess  that  what  comes  ‘off  the  peg’  is  the  <J>oppiy£,  not  the  bow. 
4  Possibly  eV  otieon  Aioc  aOdt^aroi  (in  which  case  the  sign  before  0  cannot  be  the  comma  of 

separation). 

5  cjapara  are  musical  notes  Pind.  Pyth.  i  3,  but  many  other  guesses  could  be  made. 

If  <u'5[  is  rightly  deciphered,  /coii[po(t)]c  is  a  possibility  which  offers  itself,  but  I  cannot  verify  w. 

Fr.  42 

> 
 t 

' 

].“  [ 

]oVT€c[ 

Fr.  42  2  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  suiting  y  or  r 

Fr.  44 

Kw[ 
]ocy«.[ 

].«■*.[ 

]SVc.[ 

5  ]vtKav[ 
]6aXea  [ 

]_TOvav[ 

]  _  va8ei[ 

Fr.  44  1  After  a  a  headless  upright,  1  prob¬ 
able  but  p,  v  perhaps  not  ruled  out  2  .[, 
faint  traces  of  an  upright  3  the  tail  of 
a  or  A  a  slightly  convex  upright,  e.g.  p 
4  .[,  the  tail  of  an  upright  descending  below  the 
line  5  the  foot  of  an  upright  on  the  line 
6  .[,  below  the  line  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 
right,  eig.  x  7  a  trace  of  a  dot  in  the 
middle  position  8  ].,  a  dot  off  the  liue, 
perhaps  the  tip  of  the  tail  of  a 

Fr.  43 

>OT< 

]•[ 
Fr.  43 1  The  lower  parts  of  letters  suggesting 

yeip  (or  reip)  or  irrp 

Fr.  45 

]...««“[ 

]?an-a[ 
M. 5  ]a7T€pdvg[ 

Ft.  45  4  ].t  might  perhaps  represent  only 
one  letter,  e.g.  w  .[>  the  thickened  lower  end 
of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  6  If  ]?  is  right, 

the  cross-stroke  has  entirely  disappeared,  but 
though  ]i.  would  more  naturally  be  read,  I  do 
not  know  what  could  be  made  of  the  second  stroke 

After  earn  might  be  accommodated  in  the  gap 
before  the  next  letter,  which  was  perhaps  p 

]. .[,  the  tops  of  a  small  loop  and  of  an  upright; 
possibly  only  one  letter,  e.g.  p 
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Fr.  46  3  Between  c  and  o  perhaps  traces  of 

the  base  of  8  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a circle 

Fr.  47  1  .[,  traces  of  the  upper  part  of  an 
upright  2  Perhaps  simply  ]oV,  but  there  is 
a  horizontal  stroke  larger  than  the  usual  hook 

touching  the  top  of  e,  which  this  would  leave  un¬ accounted  for 

Fr.  48  1  ].[,  a  thickened  horizontal  stroke 
on  the  line,  t,  or  |  rather  than  8  3  ] . ,  the  tip 

of  an  upright  For  f  perhaps  y  For  p[  pos¬ 

sibly  c[ 

Fr.  49  1  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

.[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  ij;  might  be  read 

s  a  stop 

Fr.  50  Not  certainly  this  MS.  If  so,  perhaps  to  be  placed  level  with  fr.  45,  2 

1  .[,  perhaps  the  bottom  of  the  loop  of  o  2  .[,  the  start  of  k  or  of  w  possible 

F  51  1  the  right-hand  edge  of  an  upright  2  .[,  perhaps  traces  of  an  upright 
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Fr.  52 

M  '].[ >*.LM 

]€occwca,[ 

lfa¥7iXP€[ 

5  JS/Jocoevf 

Jlayerawf 
]€^aroyetr[ 

]oin/aA*[ 

Fr.  52  1  ],[,  the  tip  of  a  stroke  well  below  the  line  2  Between  e  and  [.]  perhaps  the  lower 
parts  of  A  3  .[,  three  dots  on  a  single  fibre,  suiting  n  6  Above  ].a  the  mark  of  length 
and  accent  may  not  account  for  all  the  traces  8  what  I  have  taken  for  the  upper  end 
of  an  acute  may  be  part  of  an  interlinear  letter 

Fr.  52  2  *eA[a]8t[  not  particularly  suggested  but  perhaps  not  ruled  out. 
3  ]coc  dfca/x[aT*  possible. 

6  Probably  aybav,  but  not  apj^o-  or  ]Aa-,  still  less  crpajra-.  The  letter  before  ay,  if  represented 
at  all— and  dirt  makes  it  difficult  to  be  certain— was  most  likely  an  upright,  e.g.  £e]»-,  kv]v-.  I 
mention  this  because  of  the  possibility  that  the  next  line,  in  which  a  natural  conjecture  is  («’)8]«'£aTo 
y«'r[wv  or  -ova,  might  suggest  some  such  proposal. 

Fr-  53 

Room  for  4  11. 

5  M 

]f«J '/**.[ Jerdcr.  ./i  a_[ 

m[ 

Fr.  53  Above  1.  7  the  surface  is  stripped.  The  horizontal  fibres  revealed  belong  to  a  piece 
of  papyrus  stuck  on  the  back  of  the  roll 

7  seqq.  The  right-hand  side  has  a  rubbed  patch  in  which  the  letters  are  either  very  faint 
or  represented  by  dots  8  roXvpmac  possible  but  the  traces  may  be  combined  in  other  ways 

the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  9  ]■>  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  8  possible, 
but  no.  base  line  visible  Perhaps  myr  with  no  letter  missing  Possibly  cot  10  Above  the 
first  1  a  dot  of  ink  Between  c  and  r  the  lower  part  of  a  letter  I  cannot  interpret ;  perhaps  struck 
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Fr.  55 

Fr-  54 

M
 
 ‘ 

M 

}y.[ 

]rvxai\vKiov%[ 

]ca#caAAiCTOVi>iot',i^[ 
]^aTeSa\uovdvyar[ 

]cVV€VC€^€L'  [ 

5

 

 

Jrr’amuSeyaioSwcaf 

] jx  e7r Aa^ta Aoto  a.7ra  [  (6) 

[  ]ap}j.6\ir)i‘7TOTVia  _  [  ]com§[ 

]aeiSoi/recoAj9p[  _  [ 

]a.c  ̂ 

]  <  OlCV7TO(ieVo[ 
10  ]efapo  ■{ 

61 

Fr.  54  Beginnings  of  lines,  indicated  by  the  size  of  the  initial  letters  3  ] . ,  the  top  left-hand 
side  of  e,  o,  or  the  like  .[,  a  slightly  convex  upright 

Fr.  55  I  am  fairly  confident  that  the  level  of  ( b )  relatively  to  (a)  is  as  shown.  There  is  no  external 
clue  to  their  interval 

(a)  1  .[,  traces  of  an  upright  or  slightly  convex  stroke  7  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

8  ].[,  the  top  of  a  tall  upright,  e.g.  <f>  9  ].,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

Fr.  55  1  seq.  There  may  be  an  allusion  to  the  birth  of  Apollo  in  Delos.  If  ir]rvx«l  is  restored 
(which  can  be  only  nominative  or  vocative  plural,  not  dative  singular,  since  the  singular  of  tttvxv 
is  absent  from  authors  of  the  best  period,  a  remark  which  is  relevant  to  fr.  40, 4  where  the  collocation 
of  letters  ]aiAu/f[  again  occurs),  the  reference  is  perhaps  to  Cynthus.  Avkiop  .[  |  ]ca  xaAAtcrov  ulov  may 
be  said  of  Leto,  -ca  being  the  end  of  a  feminine  participle. 

2  mj[  :  I  suppose,  l-q  or  some  extension  or  derivative  of  it. 
3  I  should  guess,  an  exhortation  to  the  chorus  Q^arc,  A.  dvyar[p€ c,  cf.  Pind.  Pae.  vi  121  seq.) 

rather  than  a  description  of  their  action,  but  there  are  still  other  alternatives. 

6  TrXagidXoi’  new ;  it  might  be  an  epithet  of  an  oarsman  or  an  oar,  or  of  a  wind,  or  (like  opccaAwi 
Bacchyl.  xvi  19,  also  a  a na£  eiprj/teVov)  of  Poseidon. 

Internal  rough  breathing  written  as  at  2432  8. 

7  ']ap  is  likely  to  be  lap  or  /clap,  though  there  is  a  number  of  remoter  possibilities.  It  may  be 

worth  saying  that  oap  singular  is  only  a  grammarian's  word. 
7roTvia.[  ]wm  almost  certainly  vocative.  The  traces  admit  y[Aav/f]<3fft  but  y  cannot  be  estab¬ 

lished  and  y[aAvjf]<57u  or  *[uav] w?n  is  equally  possible.  So  are,  e.g.,  .[  «u-,  x/iucJwTrt. 
Though  a  dative  norvia f  [  ]<Swi  is  theoretically  acceptable,  I  doubt  whether  the  dative  of iro-rna  is  ever  found  in  fact. 
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Fr.56 

J^roAAJ 

]ota#ta[ 
]'I«H 

Fr.  56  1  0  or  ai  probable  3  interl. 
].»  apparently  the  end  of  a  stroke  descending 
from  left 

Fr.  56  3  I  presume  was  written  by 
mistake  for  ]m$omKu»>  and  the  omission  made 
good  by  writing  aSom  above  the  line  and  cancel¬ 

ling  the  now  superfluous  a  in  the  line,  this  pro¬ 
cedure  fixing  with  precision  where  the  insertion 
is  to  be  made.  But  I  cannot  verify  a  before  the 
superscribed  8. 

Fr.  57 

Fr.58 

.!.•>.[ 

JXJl*xi>»[. 
M.]..o  ».[ 

W.]..«  «*.[ 
]  [ 
]  [ 
]  [ 

Fr.  58  1  Above  ]t  traces  of  an  interlinear 
addition  2  interl.  rjy  seems  to  be  in  a 
different  hand;  it  may  be  a  correction  of  the 
letter  (or  letters)  below,  e.g.  A«ye  into  Aijy< 
]. .  o,  the  traces  are  compatible  with  ]nro  3 
ri  though  apparently  part  of  the  text  are  written 
at  a  lower  level 

Fr.  60  The  level  of  (i)  is  fixed  relatively  to  (a)  by  cross-fibres.  There  is  no  external  indication  of their  interval 

(a)  ]a  one  possibility  .[,  the  left-hand  lower  part  of  a  circle 

(b)  2  There  is  a  dot  above  the  line  to  left  of  v  5  a  trace  resembling  a  comma  level  with 
the  tops  of  the  letters  6  ].,  the  tip  of  an  upright  preceded  by  a  trace  compatible  with  the  upper 
end  of  a  stroke  descending  left  to  right  j  ].»  rather  than  v  suggested 

Fr.  60  (a)  0]aXaccla  y{ap). 

(b)  4  XijnapocKijn^Tpo,  -cxawjVo,  new. 
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Fr.  62 

Fr.  61 

(«)  .  .  .  (*)  .  - 

1°4 
]  ■ovravevdtvaixiA.  ]oupav[ 
]muai\  [  ]  [ 

]&3[. .  j7rdAAa>m*r[ 
5  ].[  ]«*«:.[ 

]  _  a£wo[ 

icono.t 

Fr.  61  The  relative  levels  of  (a),  (b)  are  established  by  the  cross-fibres  and  judging  by  the  ap¬ 
pearance  of  the  backs  I  think  there  is  not  much  doubt  that  (b)  stood  on  the  right  of  (a).  There  is 
nothing  to  show  their  interval 

1  ].,  the  foot  of  a  stroke,  hooked  to  right,  descending  below  the  line  5  Below  d>  a  trace  of 

interlinear  ink,  perhaps  the  upper  end  of  an  accent  .[,  apparently  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross- stroke  with  ink  below  6  ].»  an  upright,  v  possible 

Fr.  62  The  level  of  (b)  is  fixed  relatively  to  (a)  by  cross-fibres  but  since  the  writing  is  at  a  dif¬ 
ferent  level  it  cannot  be  presumed  to  come  from  the  same  column  and  I  see  nothing  to  show  whether 
it  should  be  placed  before  or  after 

(a)  1  f[,  perhaps  v  might  be  read  6  ].,  a  small  piece  of  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle. 
Well  above  the  line  to  right  of  this  letter  is  a  trace  which  may  represent  an  accent 

Fr.  61  2  ovt’  avtvdfv  <u*/i[ac.  In  view  of  Pind.  Pyth.  ix  I  may  as  well  remark  that  ]o  could  be  taken 
as  p  or  8,  but  k  cannot  be  read. 

4  -Sw[v  ̂ JiroAAoiva  would  be  adequate  to  the  space. 

Fr.  62  (a)  2  fpoW  c rp[ar-. 
3  cafiavTof^:  capavTopi  at  the  beginning  of  a  line  ‘Pind/  Pae.  xiii  (a)  24. 

Fr.  63  Fr.  64 

]f"“p[  Kt 

Fr.  64  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright Fr.  65  perhaps  slightly  convex 

i  [ w 

Fr.  65  2  the  middle  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right 

Fr.  66 

M 

W 
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that  frr.  70-72  come  from  the  preceding  column.  Since  the  text  hand  does  not  appear  in  fr.  72  there  is 
no  certainty  that  it  is  to  be  assigned  to  this  MS. 

Fr.  70  2  Of  ]tto  only  the  cross-stroke  and  the  top  of  a  circle 

Fr.  71  1  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

Fr.  72  1  ]>pi  possible,  but  v.  comm.  2  After  $  the  tail  of  a  suspended  letter.  Though  the 
accent  on  «  is  puzzling  9  cannot  be  o  .[,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle,  c  suggested  3  .[,  an 
upright  with  ink  to  right  of  its  top  4  ].,  a  cross-stroke  and  traces  of  ink  descending  from  its left-hand  end 

Fr.  73  (a)  1  the  middle  of  an  upright  or  slightly  convex  stroke  with  a  trace  at  some  interval 
to  right  of  its  top;  perhaps  only  one  letter  represented  2  For  y  perhaps  p  possible  .[,  the 
lower  part  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right  descending  below  the  line,  p  would  suit 

(b)  1  ].,  a  cross-stroke  about  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  with  traces  of  an  upright  through 
its  left-hand  end ;  perhaps  c,  as  ir  would  be  rather  close  to  t  2  After  v  the  extreme  lower  end  of 
an  upright  descending  below  the  line  followed  by  the  upper  and  lower  parts  of  an  upright  swinging 
slightly  to  left  as  it  descends  but  its  foot  hooked  to  right,  prima  facie  t  a  trace  level  with  the 
tops  of  the  letters-,  perhaps  to  be  combined  with  i  to  give  v 

(c)  1  .[,  the  extreme  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  see  above  2  After 
v  a  trace  opposite  its  middle  and  another  to  the  left  of  the  top  of  t  4  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  o 
probable  5  .[,  probably  the  left-hand  parts  and  traces  of  the  second  apex  of  p  but  possibly  A,[ 
should  be  written  After  v  the  upper  part  of  an  upright,  prima  facie  1  or  to  Before  v  the  foot  of 

£  or  c,  after  it  traces  compatible  with  the  tops  of  the  left-  and  right-hand  strokes  of  <0  but  possibly 
parts  of  two  letters  6  After  k  the  start  of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right  After  v  the  start  of 

a  stroke  opposite  its  middle  ascending  to  right  ' 

Fr.  75  1  The  lower  part  of  e  or  c  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  3  A  small  loop  above  the 

general  level 
Fr.  72  schol.  1  If  6]<piyovo(  ),  can  have  no  relation  to  fr.  92,  6,  where  the  same  word  recurs.  But 

for  ]<pt  it  is  possible  to  read  a  suspended  ij,  ]ij(  )  yovo(  ),  and  there  are  no  doubt  other  possibilities 
as  well. 

ptftval  could  be  reconciled  with  the  traces  but  cannot  be  verified. 
2  pepvacO.  is  shown  by  the  accent  and  dialectal  a  to  be  a  lemma  but  I  cannot  recognize  what  part 

of  the  verb  is  meant.  pipvacO(t)  followed  by  a  suspended  rj  does  not  strike  me  as  at  all  a  likely 
interpretation. 

3  ‘there  follows  in  the  text’. 
4  No  doubt  P(X]T€tov  Si  7-d  7J p6re[pov,  ‘the  first  (view,  or  the  like)  is  to  be  preferred’. 

Fr.  73  ( b )  1  The  antisigma  against  this  line  must  be  supposed  to  stand  in  some  relation  to  that 
against  the  line  added  below  (c)  5,  but  it  cannot  now  be  made  out  whether  it  denotes  displacement  or 
contradiction  (which  is  said  to  have  been  its  signification  in  texts  of  Homer)  or  is  employed  for  some 
other  purpose. 

3  irei96neva[i  indicated. 
(c)  2  Ovcidtov :  the  genitive  plural  in  -auv  instead  of  -av  must  be  very  rare,  if  indeed  it  occurs  at  all, 

in  Pindar  or  Bacchylides.  It  is  not  certain  that  it  occurs  here,  since  the  articulation  -due  ’ Idtov  is  open, 
but  it  is  at  first  sight  the  likeliest  view. 
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Fr.  76 

]o««[ 

Fr.  77 

(*)  . 

W 

]eaptrtSac  o[  ( b ) 

}cr4ava,v[ 

]irepmwT[  >aror[  ]?T«c[ 

5  ]refipvaiVTTo[  ]oLcr<f>€paivT€7r[ t  t]>pia7r[ 

] .  A^'/juAAtt/.r  ,]arocf7Aa0^S[ 
]p.aciX6ovo[  .... 

Frr.  76-77  Though  I  believe  that  these  come  from  the  same  neighbourhood,  I  cannot  bring 
them  into  any  precise  relation.  Fr.  77  ( b )  is  fixed  by  cross-fibres  at  the  level  shown  relatively  to 
fr  77  (a)  but  [  see  no  external  evidence  to  show  whether  it  should  be  placed  to  left  or  to  right  of  it. 
I  have  chosen  the  right  on  account  of  some  apparent  congruities  in  the  contents.  The  interval  is uncertain 

Fr.  76  a  Of  w[  only  the  upper  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  3  The  feet  of  two  uprights  and a  thick  dot  on  the  line 

Fr.  77  5  the  right-hand  part  of  0  or  w  6  ].,  a  faint  dot  slightly  below  the  line  -  For 
A  I  cannot  quite  rule  out  v  ,[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  77  2  The  papyrus  is  broken  off  above  all  the  letters  before  8,  so  that  it  is  not  known  whether 
any  accents  were  written  besides  that  over  the  second  t,  itself  represented  only  by  the  upper  and 
lower  tips.  I  know  of  no  meaning  which  could  be  attributed  to  iapnU  (or,  for  that  matter,  to  the  more 
intelligible  eapinc)  and  find  no  support  for  a  proper  noun  'Eapnlhac. 

5  seqq.  The  following  congruities,  referred  to  above,  may  be  remarked : 
re  Ppvwv  .  .  .  <j>epa)v  re ; 

ppvcov . . .  -otct ;  flpveiv  (not  in  Pindar)  is  a  favourite  verb  of  Bacchylides,  in  whom  it  is  three  times 
accompanied  by  a  dative. 

J/orjtSJavoc  . . .  S[a>aci'x0ovo[c;  Zap.acLxOoiv  is  otherwise  recorded  only  at  Bacchyl.  xvi  19,  where  it 
is  applied  to  Poseidon,  of  whose  name  the  dialectal  form  presumed  here  is  employed  by  Pindar  at  01. 
xiii  5  and  40,  apparently  because  that  ode  is  for  a  Corinthian. 

Less  obvious  possibilities  are  7ro[AA]ot«  and  j9[t<u]  .  .  .  inMQr). 

6  On  general  grounds  I  should  prefer  to  presume  > a,  and  I  cannot  say  it  was  not  written,  but  it  is 
not  the  first  interpretation  of  the  ink  one  would  choose. 
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Fr.  77* 

’  ].*i 

,]mvrpi[ 

[rjpivpz  [ 

5  ].
«M  ’ 

>£DX°.[ 

Fr.  77*  1  below  the  line  the  foot  of  an 

upright  with  a  trace  on  its  left  .[,  the  lower 
part  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  forward  2 

]t‘,  V  not  ruled  out  4  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the 
tops  of  the  letters  5  ].,  the  spacing  sug¬ 

gests  1 

Fr.  77** 

>■«-[ 

wt 

]  [ 

Fr.  77**  1  ].,  A  or  p.  .[,  the  lower  half  of 
c  or  another  «  2  ] . ,  a  dot  on  the  line 

Fr.  78 

Col.  i  .  ,  ,  .  .  .  Col.  ii  . ' 

]  C  ]  fl 
]<w  [  ]  .[ 
]ir<uriiov.  ,  [ 

5  JoSeccir  T  [ 

]ari  aSia<}>iAiavpp9[  ]  A[ 

]/jLCLTU)V  , 

]9.cv  [ JfcaAcucev  [ 

IO  ]yfJ,V0lC‘l7)L7)  [ 

Fr.  78  Col.  i  1  marg.  ]oi>  or  ]u>v  would  suit  4  There  is  ink  over  a>  like  a  second  shorter  and 
thicker  acute  accent  8  Between  6  and  «  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right  and  the  lower 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle ;  perhaps  k  but  two  letters  might  be  represented.  Not  prima  facie  ]oi« 
Col.  ii  2  Perhaps  y  or  tt  but  1  followed  by  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  e.g.  r,  might  be 

made  of  it  3  The  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.78  Col.  i  4  -nairiwv:  so  Bacchyl.  xvi  8  and  (beside  naiav)  Pind.  Pae.  vi  121,  127,  fr.  140  (6)  9. 
Pind.  fr.  343  (Traujova  1. 3)  I  believe  should  be  transferred  to  Bacchylides.  [Now  Bacchyl.  Dith.  xxv 

3  sn7.] 

Col.  ii  4  Against  this  line  is  the  ‘ancora’,  presumably  indicating  an  omission  made  good  in  the lower  margin. 
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Fr.  79 

(#)  . 

]ap  5M 

]  l 

]%c§ef}poT(jJV  «v.[ 
]wr €eflfiOpei>  5*1.  [ 

]t\J\enpu>fi€vov  [ 

]tavarovKat[  J  5*1a[ 

(A)  .  .  .  ]'fA€tTa)xafxat[ 

]nafiira[ 
]  _  fiaAcov  *7ToA€[ ]qm(x)V€vxoy[  ] 

!...[.  ]pa7TOCTa£<M  [ 
]wv-apccB[ J/cuSoceucuvu/zoy 

M 
]  a  PovtccI  ] 

]«4 ]ov€cfj.€yav96pev 

]8t/notc[ 

( 
 ].
 

].[ 

]a/>t>crarov[ 

tyaflav-Zl 

5 

Fr.  79  Although  the  fibres  are  hard  to  follow  with  certainty,  I  think  it  probable  that  (A),  (c),  (J) 
stood  in  the  vertical  relation  shown  and  that  (A),  (c)  are  at  the  correct  level  relatively  to  (a).  The 
distance  of  (A),  (c)  from  (a)  I  cannot  determine— it  is  not  impossible  that  the  ink  at  the  end  of  (A)  2 
belongs  to  the  same  letter  as  that  at  the  beginning  of  (a)  9— nor  the  level  of  ( d ),  which  for  all  I  see 
might  have  stood  somewhere  above  (A).  I  show  the  result  of  locating  (d)  in  what  I  believe  to  be  an 
alternatively  possible  position  above  (A) : 

)  .  -  .  .  («)  5  seqq.  . 

]opUCToroi<[  lavarovKa 

]$a/iavf[  ].pei-r<o,xapai[ 
W 

]fl>Dovf.  Itrapwaf  ] .  pa\a>viro\4[ 
]ttnr<ovevxoA], .  .[JparrocTafai  K-. 

i SM 

3  two  traces  on  the  line;  may  be  parts  of  different  letters,  e.g.  n  6  ].,  apparently  the 
lower  part  of  an  upright.;  perhaps  the  lower  right-hand  part  of  0  but  not  at  all  suggesting  it  The 
following  o  has  traces  of  ink  above  it,  perhaps  an  erased  accent  .  [,  traces  compatible  with  the  ends 
of  the  left-hand  side  of  A  7  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  to  right  8  Of  7 
only  the  foot  of  the  right-hand  upright  a  trace  compatible  with  the  right-hand  side  of  o,  u> 
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9  ]...[>  the  number  of  letters  represented  may  be  four  or  even  five ;  if  there  are  only  three  the  second 
might  be  a.  A,  or  v,  the  third  it.  See  comm.  13  .[,  an  apex  as  of  a  or  the  like  14  ]. .» two 
traces  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  possibly  v,  followed  by  a  curved  stroke,  at  the  same  level, 
which  can  belong  to  no  vowel  but  a  or  w  either  of  which  would  be  anomalously  made  .[,  the  top 
of  o  or  0  likely  but  there  are  other  possibilities  15  The  foot  of  an  upright,  possibly  the  second 

upright  of  the  first  v  in  1. 14  18  There  may  be  a  trace  of  the  next  letter  touching  the  right-hand end  of  the  overhang  of  f 

Fr.  79  Simonides  is  reported  to  have  implied  a  derivation  of  NiVij  from  cvl  eiKct  (i.e.  cvl  iiroxtopei) 

in  a  line  which  can  be  assumed  with  substantial  certainty  to  have  been  quoted  as  cvl  S'  oiwi  «V« 
0€£t  fieyav  etc  8l<f>pov  (Bodl.  cod.  Auct.  T  ii  It  ap.  Cramer  AP  iv  186 ;  cod.  Lips.  Tischend.  17  ap.  Reitzen- 
stein,  Gesch.  d.  gr.  Etym.  309).  The  meaning  that  these  words  must  have  been  intended  to  have  is 

hardly  open  to  doubt :  only  one  man  can  be  the  winner,  ‘for  one  man  only  does  the  goddess  (Victory) 
make  way  into  her  great  chariot’.  But  can  the  Greek  express  that?  My  own  opinion  is  that  it  cannot. 
The  natural  translation  of  it  is :  Before  only  one  man  does  the  goddess  retire  into  her  great  chariot. 

The  natural  way  of  expressing  what  is  wanted  is  shown,  e.g.,  by  Od.  v  332  (ri)v  vavv)  ESpoc  Ze<fvpu u 
ti$acKe  Suoitetv,  the  epexegetic  infinitive  being  an  indispensable  component.  If  this  is  correct,  I  pro¬ 
pose  for  serious  consideration  the  hypothesis  that  the  fragment  of  Simonides  (80  A  Bergk  =  39 

Diehl)  should  be  identified  in  1.  12  below  in  the  form:  8’  01W)  etV«  0[ea  Si ’<f>p]ov  4c  pi yav  Qopi». 
Considerable  changes  are  involved  but  some  corroborative  evidence  may  be  found  in  the  context. 

4  eppopiv :  the  second  accent  presumably  implies  that  eppop'  cv  or  4v-  is  meant.  (It  would  hardly 
be  necessary  to  signify  that  the  following  verse  began  with  an  enclitic.)  popiv  (see  1. 12  below)  is  the 
infinitive  which  would  correspond  to  the  indicative  cppope(v).  kppopiv  (but  not  eppopcv)  is  theoretically 

possible,  but  cppcipopac  is  unattested  and  inherently  improbable. 
6  seq.  If  the  alternative  location  of  ( d)  is  right,  d]8dvarov  . . .  <f>ipav  is  a  reasonable  guess. 

7  evd]vpelr<i>. 7  seq.  ■  the  accent  presumably  denotes  that  x<*pat  is  part  of  a  compound.  Otherwise  (and 
perhaps  even  if  so)  there  would  be  a  certain  attractiveness  in  cvdvpclTto,  xat*ai  ■  •  •  v  •  •  •  P*X<&v, 

‘let  him  be  of  good  heart,  having  cast  (say,  envy)  utterly  beneath  his  feet’.  The  form  of  the  sentence 
seems  to  be  the  same  as  at  Pind.  Pae.  i  2  seq.  .  .  .  nc  cvOvpiat  c/ctaCcrcu  vo-qpa  . .  .  i8wv. 

If  6[ca8t<f>p]oi>,  1. 12,  fixes  the  interval,  there  is  room  for  about  5  letters  between  irapira[  and  ] ,  paXotv. 

8  seq.  iroAc[on' .  .  .  dv0p]c}ir<uv} ,  ‘of  many  men’. 
9  Again  if  6[ea8uf>p]o»  fixes  the  interval,  no  complete  letter  will  be  missing,  but  I  can  make  no 

satisfactory  combination  of  the  traces  between  evgov  and  vaiw.  euxovrai  could  be  accepted  but  it 
leaves  [Jv  before  an ocraftu.  An  alternative  is  cvxovr  (or  possibly  even  €ux<kt,  though  I  think  this 

extremely  unlikely)  ayav  anocrafa,  from  which  a  sense  can  be  elicited,  ‘they  pray  envy  may  distil 

away’  (cf.  Soph.  Antig.  959),  suitable  but  involving  an  exceptional  sense  of  airocrdletv,  or  ‘they  pray 
admiration  may  distil’. 

10  Perhaps  dp«c0[cuTt;]/cO§oc,  the  infinitive  (like  the  preceding  dnocTagat)  to  be  dependent  on 
cugoy-.  I  cannot  say  whether  or  not  the  proposed  supplement  is  exactly  suitable  to  the  space.  Four 
letters  are  at  first  sight  too  much,  but  I  do  not  think  these  four  are  ruled  out,  and  I  can  see  no 
alternative  nearly  as  likely. 

1

0

 

 

seq.  If  1. 12  is  what  I  have  supposed,  the  name  of  NIkij  would  suitably  have  preceded,  evwvvpov 

NUac  
in  company  

with  a  word  
ending  

in  pa  and  a  participle  
equivalent  

to  fiavTec,  
when  

followed  
by 

hippo v  ic  piyav  
Oopcv,  

suggests  
something  

of  the  form  
4c  or  e<j>'  appa  

(pd)vrec,  
a  result  

which  
bears  

a notable  
resemblance  

to  the  last  line  of  the  epigram  
attributed  

to  Simonides  
Anth.  

Pal.  vi  213  eu8d£ov 
NiKTjc  

ayXaov  
app'  eW/fye.  

Although  
there  

is  something  
of  the  circular  

in  the  argument,  
the  proposals seem  

to  me  to  afford  
one  another  

support. 
12  Bopiv :  there  are  in  Pindar  and  Bacchylides  a  few  examples  of  the  present  infinitive  with  Doric 

-o»  for  -ciy;  they  are  paroxytone.  There  are,  I  think,  none  of  -ev  for  -civ,  but  the  ancient  doctrine  is 

that  they  are  oxytone  and  this  is  exemplified  in  the  Louvre  papyrus  of  Aleman’s  Parthenion,  ewaWv 
Col.  iii  9.  No  doubt  the  aorist  infinitive  in  -o'  for  -eu>  followed  the  same  rule. 

A  verb  meaning  ‘jump’  is  used  as  freely  as  the  more  colourless  ‘step’  of  Homeric  characters 
when  getting  into  a  chariot.  The  actual  word  Bopeiv  seems  to  occur  only  as  a  description  of  getting 
out  of  it. 
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7° 
Fr.  81 

Fr.  80 

it 

[  ]  f 
]7racac  ‘Kaiyapvv v[ 

5  ]vcTe<f>ava>v  vpavt[ 

]ocavr)pyev€cdai  vcai[ 

]..<*?[ 

Fr.  80  2  ].,  perhaps  o  rather  than  9,  though 
there  is  a  trace  on  the  inside  of  the  curve  .[, 
an  upright  with  its  foot  curving  to  right;  j8? 
3  .[,  traces  of  an  upright  ].[,  the  feet  of  two 
uprights,  perhaps  belonging  to  different  letters 
5  Between  v  and  v  traces  of  a  cross-stroke  sug¬ 
gesting  y  but  presumably  r  with  the  left-hand 
part  of  the  cross-stroke  destroyed  .[,  traces 
of  an  upright  apparently  turning  to  right  at  the 
foot  7  ].,  the  lower  tip  of  a  stroke  de¬ 
scending  below  the  line  followed  by  what  may  be 
the  foot  and  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke 

°f  c  8  ].,  y  or  the  right-hand  part  of  r 

Fr.  80  4  ]^racac :  I  do  not  know  why  irdcac, 

‘all’,  should  have  been  thought  to  require  an 
accent.  On  the  other  hand,  I  should  have  ex¬ 
pected  an  aorist  participle,  e.g.  ondcac,  to  have 
appeared  in  the  form  -ate  (cf.  fr,  92,  3). 

7  seq.  These  two  lines  are  on  a  separate 
scrap  which  I  am  not  sure  I  have  been  right  in 
attaching  here.  Since  1.  8  may  contain  the 
syllable  Jyditff,  I  take  the  opportunity  of  sug¬ 
gesting  that  what  Simonides  wrote  in  fr.  65  was 
not  4>vyoixdxov  but  <j>vyaixfiav . 

].*..*€ 

Fr.  81  1  ].,  a  tall  upright  slanting  slightly 
to  right  as  it  descends  Between  it  and  k  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright  followed  by  a  trace 
suiting  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
2  .[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  82  . 

'  ].[ ' ].X<ucw[ 

]toc-1 Fr.  82  2  perhaps  a  sign  of  division,  not 
part  of  a  letter  The  top  half  of  x  lost  but  A 
less  probable 

Fr.  83 

jAAe/crop'^ 

]. .Soiou[ ]aTacair[ 

5 ].[ 

Fr.  83  1  .[,  perhaps  the  top  and  bottom  of 
an  upright  2  Of  ]A  only  the  tail,  a  not 
ruled  out  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 
hooked  to  right  3  ]. the  tops  of  a  stroke 
descending  to  right  and  an  upright,  at  acceptable 
but  not  verifiable  o  is  corrected  from  a 

5  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  or 
perhaps  the  right-hand  side  of  the  loop  of  p 
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Fr.  84 

]o/Xl6t>  _  [ ~\fipoTav[ 

]p,rjV7T€r[ 

]ju.i  vavr/p .  [ 

5  ]deiSi7ioimva,c[ 
]cevc9eipaK '[ 

]li€T€pav[ 

]^
.i
' 

]cokoim6[ 

r  o  ]fj,€WTTiva>v[ 

]ceS’eya»[ 

w 

w..[ 5  ]  [  ]  [ 

].«>?[ 
Fr.  84  1  .[>  an  upright  4  .[,  traces  compatible  with  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  left-hand 

part  of  e,  but  many  other  possibilities  6  .[,  the  left-hand  edge  of  a  or  A  7  .[,  the  top  of 

a  tall  upright,  <f>  suggested  by  the  spacing  8  Between  a  and  7  it  would  be  possible  to  ac¬ 
commodate  £a  but  the  traces  are  too  exiguous  to  verify  them  7  might  be  y  followed  by  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright  n  an  upright  12  Of  c  only  the  overhang  14  ..[,  an 

upright  curving  to  right  at  top  and  bottom  followed  by  the  extreme  end  of  an  upright  descending 
below  the  line,  e.g.  ep  16  ].,  a  trace  of  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  ascending  from  left  to  right 

Fr.  84  1  ]o/uo>.[  may  be  many  things  but  it  seems  worth  recalling  the  name  of  Chromius,  for 

whose  victory  with  the  chariot  in  the  Pythia  at  Sicyon  Pindar’s  ninth  Nemean  was  composed.  The 
name  of  Sicyon  is  found  in  frr.  115,  117  below,  but  I  can  bring  them  into  no  relation  with  this fragment.  , 

2  d/x]/3poTav[  a  v.l.  at  Pind.  fr.  75,  16;  otherwise  compounds  of  -pfipoToc  are  of  two  endings  in 
Pindar  and  Bacchylides. 

3  The  dialectal  t)  suggests  pyv  or  one  of  the  few  nouns  in  -p-qv. 
otct[,  if  rightly  read,  may  also  be  many  things  and  I  recall  the  name  of  the  Thessalian 

nerpata  (Bacchyl.  xiv  tit.)  only  because  the  lexica  and  works  of  reference  have  not  yet  caught  up with  it.  , 

6  eviOeipa :  hitherto  only  in  Anacr.  76.  Supplemented  by  Maas  in  Bacchyl.  Enc.  20  A  20, cucfetjpay. 

9  xpujcoKOfta :  in  Pindar  and  Bacchylides  always  of  Apollo. 

10  seq.  irivtav  .  .  .  v8wp :  perhaps  the  name  of  a  river  intervened  and  the  sense  was  ‘dwelling 
by  the  .  .  .’,  but  Pind.  01.  vi  85  suggests  at  least  one  other  possibility. 

11  to8[,  i.e.  to  Se  . . .  not  roSe. 
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Fr.85 

'  m' 
].«"[ w 

[ 
5  ]  [ 

]lTOtfCt[ 

Fr.  85  2  ].,  y  or  the  right-hand  part  of  r 
7  y  or  r,  a  or  S,  S  or  A,  are  the  prima  facie  prob- abilities 

Fr.  85  4  Perhaps  craS]io8po|(jt-  is  the  likeliest 
guess,  in  view  of  frr.  92,  3 ;  96,  3 ;  99,  2,  though 
I  cannot  bring  this  scrap  into  relation  with  them. 
oraSioSpofioc  in  the  epigram  by  Simonides  Anth. 

Pal.  xiii  14.  But  *OAw/x77]to8/>o|[/i-  is  an  alterna¬ 
tive  suggested  by  Bacchyl.  iii  3  and  there  are 
others.  If  i,  which  is  close  to  the  edge  of  the  break, 
is  part  of  another  letter,  the  articulation  be¬ 

comes  equivocal  and  the  range  of  choice  is  greatly 
widened. 

■  Fr.  86 

L[
 ' 

]ufiV€oy[ 

K  [ 

W 

5  ]  __  8topfAt[ 

].W'.[ 
U 

Fr.  86  1  The  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 

ing  from  left,  the  foot  of  c  or  c,  the  foot  of  an 
upright  4  Above  the  left-hand  arc  of  a 
small  circle  5  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand 
ends  of  i  6  ] . ,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright. 
The  stop  may  be  casual  ink  .[,  the  lower  part 
of  a  slightly  convex  upright  7  perhaps 

the  upper  right-hand  stroke  of  w  ’  .[,  per¬ haps  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  the  loop  of  p 

Fr.  86  5  If  ]u8<o/)  ’/Ai[c(c)-,  it  may  be  noted 
that  fr.  120  ( b )  3  seqq.  may  have  been  written 
for  an  Athenian,  but  I  can  see  no  connexion 
between  that  fragment  and  this.  I  do  not  think 

that  «At[,  e.g.  <Atcc-,  «At can  be  contemplated  as 
a  possible  reading. 

Fr.  87 

J^yera  c_[ 
]ovycp[ 

Fr.  87  1  a  short  arc  from  the  lower  right- 
hand  side  of  a  circle  .[,  an  upright  curving 

to  right'  in  its  lower  part,  perhaps  a>  3  Of 
]f  only  the  top;  v  perhaps  possible  4  ].., 
perhaps  the  upper  part  of  the  upper  arm  of  k 

Fr.  88 

>-.
[ 

' 

]MC
62r

[ 

] 
 
[ ].[

 

Fr.  88  1  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 
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Fr.  89 

w 
]*“r[ 

]  [ 
M 

Fr.  89  1  Of  t[  only  the  left-hand  end  of  the 
cross-stroke 

Fr.  90 

w
 

' 

]«S°[ 
Fr.  90  1  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  part  of  c  or the  like 

Fr.  91 

]•»*.[ 
]aptyt[ 

W 
5  W4 

Fr.  91  2  .[,  traces  suggesting  the  foot  of  an  upright  3  For  yt  possibly  an  anomalously 

written  it  5  Below  the  tail  of  ]a  a  dot,  perhaps  fortuitous ;  not  the  usual  ‘divider’ 

Fr.  92 

Col.  i  . Co1*  »  . 
].[ 

]ecci7reptcr[[eI]tx°iSe  [ 

^TTOTaiviovcTaLkovreXeccaic  [ 

]wvioc€V(f)p(Dv[ . ]p,e\[']icav  [ 

5  >eAAorrocoA£ou-TovS’€[  ]  [  '""‘JpTjJiSi  “'™'' ' 1 ' 1  ’ ' 1  ’ 1 ' [  1  .  [ 

] fia  [  ]x<upcov&*ap.<f>L7raxvv,(x>c6*vu0tp,aTT)poifji,  a[ 

]_  yiievojcex0*'  «XWTT0^euv  CX“’  .[ 

]ovae[ . . . ]v . [7']$efuvf3[c.  7  lettersjvoc -eSe  [ 

Fr.  92  Col.  i  2  Of  ««  only  the  feet  6  .0,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright ;  if  nothing  mis¬ 
sing,  if  t,  room  for  one  letter  between  it  and  x  7  ] .  -  >  traces  consistent  with  a  stroke  descending 
from  left  to  right,  followed  by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  right,  A  a  acceptable  8 

After  >  prima  facie  i',  the  trema  added  by  a  different  hand ;  but  perhaps  a  better  interpretation  is 
]i»  followed  by  a  high  stop  and  1  with  a  dot  above  it  signifying  cancellation 

Fr.  92  Col.  i  2  The  alteration  of  to  -ctlX-  may  be  explicable  as  a  change  of  present  to  aorist 

or  as  a  reflexion  of  the  view  (as  old  as  Aristarchus)  that  there  existed  a  present  stem  -ct»x* ;  see 
schol.  Od.  i v  277,  Hesych.  in  ™pi cr^o.  (cf.  Phot.  ==  Suid.  in  v.),  et  al.  This  relates  to  a  verb 
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meaning  ‘walk  (round)’.  But  in  the  marginal  note  against  1. 5  v(<pi)ctIxoi  is  followed  by  datives  and,  if 
these  are  dependent  on  it,  must  be  presumed  to  mean  ‘place  round’.  No  such  use  is  otherwise  re¬ 
corded.  (ffcptcrixtfro  Aesch.  Agam.  1383  is  likewise  unique  and  unexplained.) 

3  seq.  I  should  guess  that  -onius  is  the  end  of  the  name  of  a  victor,  who  rejoicing  at  his  recent 
success  in  the  two  hundred  yards  is  recommended  to  do  something  in  regard  to  Orrichidas. 

4  /ieAj»ca v  seems  likely  but  there  are  other  possibilities,  especially  as  A[.]t  is  not  certain  and  Xy 
might  be  substituted. 

5  seq.  I  suppose  the  general  sense  to  be  ‘I  welcome  him’  but  I  do  not  venture  to  supplement  c’|y<£ 
or  any  specific  verb,  such  as  S4/<o]pai,  since  there  is  a  considerable  choice  of  detail  by  which  the  notion 
might  be  expressed. 

Marg.  'Oppixftai:  the  name  does  not  recur.  I  suppose  it  implies  "Opagoc  (as  at  IG  iv  1484, 10), 
with  -/>/>-  for  -pc-  as,  e.g.,  in  the  name  of  the  Megarian  "Oppmnoc  (IG  vii  52),  who  started  the  custom of  running  naked. 

6  Cf.  Simon,  fr.  37  ap4>l . . .  Uepcel  fidXXt  <f>t\av  g4pa  (sc.  his  mother  Danae). 

<5c0’:  were  of  comparison  is  properly  an  Ionic  characteristic,  but  since  it  is  found  as  a  variant 
of  the  Doric  tore  in  MSS.  of  Pindar  (were  and  wire  once  each  in  Bacchylides),  no  inferences  are  to  be 
drawn  from  its  occurrence  here. 

<5"«  ' '  ‘  :  cf*  xxi“  V83  rfryp  <3c. 
»«<  •  •  •  6xfn\y6vuti] :  cf.  Horn.  h.  Dent.  165,  219  seq.,  2359  fr.  1  i  2. 
7  Apparently  an  adverb  formed  from  a  perfect  participle.  I  should  have  said  that  such  adverbs 

were  both  prosy  and  apt  to  be  of  a  later  date  than  would  be  ascribed  to  these  remains. 

The  marginal  note  apparently  records  a  variant  punctuation.  The  text  stops  a  clause  at  egto. 
The  variant  presumably  ran  on  as  far  as  >  in  the  next  line,  if  there  is  a  stop  there  (see  app.  crit.),  or 
beyond. 

8  noX4wv  ]opae[  ]v :  no  X4wv  I  should  say  was  more  probably  the  genitive  plural  of  no  Xvc 
than  the  participle  of  noXetv,  but  it  must  be  remarked  that  d<f[0A«>,  which  might  be  thought  of, seems  too  long. 

.[rJSeptv :  .[OS*  pw  looks  overwhelmingly  probable.  Though  there  are  other  possibilities,  I  can 
see  none  which  will  account  for  the  ink  between  >  and  (.],  unless  indeed  it  is  a  letter  which  has  been 
cancelled. 

Fr.  93 

Fr.  94 

.]...^?[  ]p£crlm[ 

]  IporAuf 
] 

Fr.  93  1  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  slightly 
hooked  to  right  This  is  followed  by  the  foot  Fr*  84  2  se(l-  Kipwtoa*.  The  text  may  have 
of  «  or  c  and  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  been  of  the  same  general  nature  as  Pind.  01.  vi 

29  seq.  d  701  IJoCfiSdtovi  peiX9eica  Kpovlon 

Fr.  93  Perhaps  from  the  same  column  as  X4yer<u  naiha  . . .  rexeptv  (which  I  adduce  merely 
fr.  92  i.  as  a  curiosity,  the  indispensable  components 

1  cjTrel  Se  .  .  ,  one  possibility.  being  only  a  part  of  ritcreiv  and  the  dative 
1  seq.  ano]\npo9ev.  of  the  father). 
3  peXap<f>vXXoe  applied  to  trees  with  dark 

leaves,  ttr  places  dark  with  leaves,  as  a  proper 
name  to  a  place  in  Abdera  (Pind.  Pae.  ii  69  =  841 
Col.  vi  4  seq.  c.  schol.). 
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Fr.  95 

’  ]...[ 

]7r07TTU ,  [ 

]p7)ca[ 

w 

Fr.  95  1  The  base  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright ;  the  remains  of  the 
third  letter  suggest  a  but  €  or  c,  w  and  other  choices  are  possible  2  .[,  perhaps  the 
extreme  ends  of  the  upper  and  lower  left-hand  strokes  of  x,  but  £  perhaps  not  ruled  out  4  Of 
T  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke,  y  equally  possible 

Fr.  96 

‘  ]...[ 

kf.UM 

]8«WeviKa[ 

]aTiraAAeiv-7r[ 

5  ]€VcevaKj[[]cai9€p[ 

]  _  9in7]ira\aceic  • .  [ 
]avourotvi^o/xe[ 

].ec/xeAV,[ 

Fr.  96  1  The  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  the  left-hand  side  of  a 
circle,  traces  on  the  line  compatible  with  the  base  of  a  circle  or  loop  2  After  o  the  lower 

part  of  an  upright,  thickened  as  if  twice  written  ;  after  f  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  left 
Of  A  only  the  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke,  but  p  less  probable  5  Of  p[  only  the  lower 

part  of  the  tail  6] . ,  an  upright  with  a  trace  sloping  up  to  the  right  at  its  top ;  v  not  verifiable 
Above  «  traces  of  an  interlinear  letter  with  a  dot  to  its  right,  perhaps  -]y  .[,  an  apex  suggest¬ 

ing  the  left-hand  apex  of  p;  v  I  think  ruled  out  8  ].,  perhaps  the  extreme  right-hand  end  of 
the  cross-bar  of  y  or  a  like  letter  touching  the  back  of  e  Of  y[  only  the  tip  of  the  left-hand  branch 

Fr.  96  3  crajSidF  re  .  .  .  Perhaps  a  clause  of  the  same  kind  as  craStov  nparycac  Bacch.  vi  15, 
crahiov  W kmv  8 popov  Pind.  01.  xiii  30,  but  aTtrdXXeiv  in  the  next  line  suggests  the  possibility  of  a 

future,  viKacovra,  rather  than  an  aorist. 
5  The  superscript  ]cev  indicates  the  articulation  What  follows  might  at  first  sight  be 

taken  for  Slkt[C]c  or  d^rfajc  followed  by  some  case  or  derivative  of  al9yp.  But  since,  if  the  letters 

are  so  articulated,  the  acute  accent  implies  that  a  clause  ended  after  c  and  one  would  have  ex¬ 
pected  this  to  be  shown  unambiguously  by  a  stop,  the  alternative  d/cr[d]cat  6ep[  must  be  considered 

in  theory  more  probable.  (For  the  verb  or  verbs  dfcrd^eiv  see  Cronert’s  Passow  s.vv.) 6  waAacetc :  I  have  found  no  plausible  explanation  of  this  word  as  it  stands.  There  is  no  trace 
of  waAdto  for  naXaia)  and  txnaXec  Ilippoc.  Art.  53  shows  that  the  recorded  forms  referred  to  rraAecu  are 

rightly  so  referred  though  they  are  in  themselves  ambiguous.  I  therefore  suggest  that  there  may 
be  a  simple  error  and  that  neXaceic  is  meant. 

There  is  no  reason  why  -cetc  should  not  be  an  aorist  subjunctive — the  short-vowel  subjunctive 
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of  the  c-  aorist  is  metrically  guaranteed  for  Pindar  by  01.  i  7,  fr.  133,  2— but  the  dialectal  form 
has  not  in  general  been  preserved,  when  not  metrically  safeguarded,  in  MSS.  of  Pindar  and 
Bacchylides,  and  it  may  have  had  the  common  jj  superscribed  here.  Or  it  may  be  the  future. 

Fr.  97 

lyvowal 

Frr.  97-98  For  a  possible  relation  between 
these  two  see  comm. 

Fr.  97  1  For  y  possibly  k  2  What  I 

have  taken  for  *"  perhaps  part  of  an  interlinear 
letter.  There  is  ink  not  accounted  for  between 

this  and  the  right-hand  end  of  ” 

Fr.  99 

W 
]8io*yi*at[ 

5  ]oCT€tf[ ]  [ 

Fr.  99  1  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  end  of 

the  cross-stroke- of  e  2  .[,  an  upright  with 
the  start  of  a  stroke  crossing  its  top,  p  possible 
but  not  suggested  3  Of  c  only  the  lower 
part,  e  equally  possible  After  j?  only  the 
tops  of  letters,  of  which  the  fourth  is  e  or  c;  after 
this  the  tip  of  an  upright  against  the  left-hand 

end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r  4  ].[,  the  top 
of  an  upright  followed  by  a  high  stop  or  the  end 
of  an  acute  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 
descending  left  to  right 

Fr.  99  2  Perhaps  eraJStov  again. 

Yv «.[  can  hardly  be  other  than  yvap[, 
though  the  ink  does  not  particularly  suggest  it, 
but  the  ctaStov  itself  was  not  yvapm&v,  so  that 
there  is  no  guidance  how  to  continue,  StcraStov 
does  not  appear  to  be  in  use  for  StavAoc. 

Fr.  98 

]aW[ 

Fr.  98  For  pA  I  cannot  rule  out  p  Of  f 

only  the  lower  part;  />,  r,  v  are  other  choices 

open 
Frr.  97-98  I  am  not  sure,  though  I  cannot 

follow  the  cross-fibres  with  certainty  and  there 
is  no  guidance  in  the  back,  which  is  stripped,  that 

fr.  98  does  not  join  fr.  97,  2  to  give  ]yvwv'K\iK, «[. 
There  is  an  unexplained  short  horizontal  stroke 

above  the  right-hand  end  of  ”,  the  presumed 
rough  breathing  (apparently,  with  the  in 
a  different  hand  from  the  rest)  might  be  taken 
as  the  central  part  of  «.  It  would  appear  that 
the  forms  or  derivatives  of  <£Ai£  on  the  one  hand 
and  of  aAc  on  the  other  may  be  dismissed  from 
consideration,  since  there  could  hardly  be  two 
views  about  the  quantity  of  a  in  these.  But  I 
have  no  plausible  positive  suggestion  to  make 
and  it  may  well  be  that  the  combination  is 
mistaken. 

Fr.  100 

]a8oA[ 

]Aa8et[ 

Fr.  101 

].[
’ 

w 
].[ 

Fr.  101  1  The  base  of  a  circle  with  the  foot 

of  an  upright  touching  it  on  right  2  ],, 
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Fr.  1 12 

w.t 

],pa  yeAia[ 

n.'.n.M 

Fr.  114  i  Perhaps  tt[  but  the  surface  is  both 
damaged  and  dirty  3  ].,  an  upright  with 
ink  (some  perhaps  casual)  to  the  left  of  its  foot 
and  the  right  of  its  top;  possibly  ].[[«]]  The 

ink  between  a  and  y  is  clear  but  I  cannot  inter¬ 
pret  it  satisfactorily;  first  comes  A,  with  traces 

Fr.  113  Col.  i  mare.  3  For  J.i  perhaps  >  1 1  .  ,  7  ,  ’ ,  . 

4  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  Col.  ii  of  lnlf,  al?out  »  that  m
ay.  denote  alteration 

,  r  „  Qiniinii<;  nnricrhf  c  r  „  slloo„f(io  cancellation,  then  e,  on  the  upper  part  of  wh 3  .[,  a  sinuous  upright  5  .[,  v  suggested 
6  .[,  t  not  suggested  but  the  surface  is  damaged 

cancellation,  then  e,  on  the  upper  part  of  which 
the  original  hand  has  superposed  y ;  ayye A10  may 
be  intended  4  The  first  letter  had  a  flat  top 

Before  [.)  either  p.  or  o  (or  9)  and  the  tip  of  an 
upright 

Fr.  115  Apparently  the  top  of  a  column 

,  perhaps  r  but  may  be  an  upright  from  which  ink  has  run  along  a  fibre 
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Fr.  117 

Col.  i  .  .  .  .  Col.  ii 

n*
 

]vycov 

k\eo[  ]..vuop 

Y«vec0a[  ]ev8aiwi 

npoc-f .  [  l.Ktiuvi ] 

[ 
[ 

[. 

4 

«{ 

>[ 

Fr.  117  Col.  i  4  tnarg.  2  The  ink  now  looks  like  «0  or  c0,  not  ec8,  but  I  think  this  must  be 
because  I  have  made  a  bad  join  of  8a,  which  was  detached 

Col.  ii  6  Prima  facie  the  cross-stroke  of  t,  but  there  is  ink  not  accounted  for  under  the  left- hand  end 

'  Fr.  117  Col.  i  4  tnarg.  y€v4c9a[i,  M]ev%alan  and  C]ucu< ovi  seem  fairly  secure,  but  I  can  suggest  no 
supplements  which  give  a  satisfactory  running  sense. 

Fr.  118  1  A  dot  on  the  line  followed  by  another  to  right  of  which  is  a  stroke  descending 

from  left  to  right;  ].8  suggested  but  perhaps  ].«  3  ].,  apparently  the  upper  end  of  an  acute, 

not  part  of  a  letter  4  ].,  an  upright  6  Besides  the  letter  or  letters  on  the  line— the  ink 
looks  like  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  the  upper  left-hand  side  of  a 
circle — there  is  a  short  upright  above  and  to  right,  apparently  1  tnarg.  1  ave/j.  would  fill 

the  space  and  suit  the  traces  2  Or  w[ 

Fr.  118  3  tnarg.  -qroi  tov  jS oi/j-oO  r-rjc  'Ecr[lac  |  7repip[ai]vofievov  rj  rov  [rav\rr]c  ayaXfiaroc. 
I  do  not  know  whether  it  may  be  assumed  from  the  spelling  that  some  form  of  ireptpalve tv 

also  occurred  in  the  text. 

6  tnarg.  If  noSavepov  is  right,  it  is  to  be  said  that  there  is  no  relation  that  I  can  see  to  fr.  131. 
Perhaps  the  note  contained  the  statement  that  A eyetv  was  used  in  the  text  in  the  sense  of 

KoToAeyetv.  (For  something  of  the  sort  cf.  schol.  Pind.  Pyth.  iv  336.) 
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Fr.  119 

i  i 
Jawyat  :  [ 

]v€7TO/J,€[ 

5  JeActT-vf 

Fr.  119  2  ].,  a  comma-like  mark  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  c  not  particularly  sug¬ 
gested  ,[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  5  Of  tv  only  the  tops,  other  interpretations  possible 

Fr.  119  2  Since  the  word  appears  to  be  accented  like  a  perfect  participle,  £]<^aAp6 [*  is 
acceptable  (not  ]i<f>dX-). 

3

 

 
avyai  v.l.  avyat ;  only  the  plural  found  in  Pindar  and  Bacchylides. 

Fr.  120 

<«)  .  .  .  . 

]tacaca[ ]civnrrr ,  [ 

].a77oAA[ 
].[ 

(6)  .  .  .  . 

Yy*‘ j[ 
]  [ 

]Kaic€7T0[JlWo[ 

5  ]7Tdp€$pcadava[ 

]ap(j)vayXail[ 

k[ 

Fr.  120  The  vertical  relation  of  (a),  (b)  is  fixed  by  the  fibres  of  the  back.  Their  interval 

there  is  nothing  to  show.  It  is  not  improbable  that  (a)  4  is  the  line  immediately  preceding  ( b )  1 
(«)  1  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  2  The  top  of  f  is  abnormally  flat  and 

y  might  be  read  .[,  a  small  curved  stroke  compatible  with  a,  o,  a>,  &c.  3  a  dot 
above  the  general  level  For  a  perhaps  p.  4  The  top  of  a  circle;  the  distance  from 
the  preceding  line  suggests  that  it  may  be  a  circumflex  rather  than  the  top  of  a  letter 

(b)  3  a  represented  only  by  the  extreme  tip  of  the  tail,  i  by  the  lower  part  Or  p[  4 
[.],  a  narrow  letter  5“6  The  interlinear  space  is  greater  than  that  between  3-4,  4-5,  6-7 
6  ]$  less  likely  7  .[,  perhaps  the  top  of  the  loop  of  p 

Ff  i  120  (a)  1-3  and  ( b )  3-5  are  written  closer  than  the  lines  of  the  other  pieces  resembling  this. 
The  normal  spacing  is  seen  between  ( b )  5-6,  but  between  ( b )  6-7  the  closer  appears  to  be  re¬ 
sumed.  Between  ( b )  1  and  3  there  is  an  interval  larger  than  the  normal  and  even  larger  than  that 
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allowed  for  one  of  the  lines  of  the  closer  writing,  though  not  large  enough  for  two.  {b)  3  appears 

to  contain  a  heading.  A  comparison  with  fr.  35  (b),  where  the  heading  and  the  following  verse 
are  at  the  same  interval  as  any  other  pair  of  lines,  and  the  heading  and  the  preceding  verse 
are  separated  by  a  blank  space  which  would  accommodate  one  line  at  the  normal  interval 
from  both,  suggests  that  a  short  line  may  have  been  lost  after  ( b )  1  and  a  blank  of  slightly  less 
than  enough  for  one  line  of  the  closer  writing  left  between  it  and  (b)  3. 

(b)  3  The  non-dialectal  17  seems  to  guarantee  that  this  line  is  not  part  of  the  composition.  It 
must  be  presumed  to  be  a  heading.  If  what  follows  is  an  epinician  ode  (about  which  I  see 
no  evidence)  and  if  the  author  is  Simonides,  it  may  be  worth  while  to  remind  the  reader  that  in 
the  titles  of  Simonidean  epinicians  there  is  reason  to  believe  that  the  signification  of  the 
contest  preceded  the  name  of  the  victor  (see  on  2431)  and  that  in  that  case  ftOijvalrM  here  might 
be,  not  the  ethnic,  but  the  proper  name,  Adrjvaioc,  the  ethnic  being  represented  by  the  following 
letter  (Affyvatoc  IJepiKXeiSa  A&kcov  in  the  last  quarter  of  the  fifth  century  B.c.,  Thuc.  iv  119,  schol. 
Aristoph.  Eq.  691).  On  any  view,  A[  or  can  hardly  be  the  beginning  of  an  event,  whereas  could be  the  end  of  xeXryn. 

4  The  accentuation  is  puzzling  and  precludes  the  obvious  articulation  xal  c(«)  «wo[p]v«J- 
va[ t.  xai  c  W  6pv.  may  be  thought  of,  but  I  should  certainly  have  expected  the  elision  of  ini  in 
anastrophe  to  be  indicated. 

5  ird.pf.Spe :  I  suppose  refers  back  to  cc. A6avat  or  idav^r: 

Fr.  121 

].'[ 

]s» «w( 

]fW°i  4 

]«Wt 

5  ].«P“”\[ ].8/4 

Fr.  121  1  The  lower  part  of  an  upright 
descending  below  the  line  3  Of  ]o  only  the 
bottom  right-hand  part  5  ].,  the  upper 

part  of  an  upright  .[,  a  trace  suiting  the  ex¬ 
treme  tip  of  the  loop  of  a  6  ].,  v  not  ruled 

out,  but  there  might  be  parts  of  two  letters 

Fr.  122 

]<pCKo[ 

>oAA.[ 

]M 

s  ].-M 
HC 

Fr.  122  1  ].o  perhaps  not  ruled  out  2 
,[,  an  upright,  oi  one  possibility  5  ].,  the 

top  of  e  or  c 

Fr.  123 

}r«xf[ 

]  [ 

].-.[ 
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Ft.  124  Fr.  125 

].«.[ 
UJn  .C 

]yepaip«vya[ 

S  ]atov[  ].pae.£ 

]#S€7T7[ 
].[ 

Frr.  124-6  appear  to  have  stood  in  close  proximity.  I  am  by  no  means  sure  that  fr.  125 
and  fr.  126  should  not  be  joined  so  that  the  bottom  of  the  first  stroke  of  v  in  fr.  126  is  represented 
by  the  dot  at  the  end  of  fr.  125,  1.  Fr.  125  and  fr.  126  together  may  well  have  come  from  below fr.  124 

Fr.  124  r  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  2  1  is  longer  than  normal  but  some  of  the 
loop  of  p  should  be  visible  and  there  is  no  trace  of  ink  after  it  for  the  space  of  more  than  a 
letter  .[,  two  dots,  one  above  the  other,  presumably  belonging  to  a  marginal  addition 
5  marg.  Possibly  ]?  and  p[  or  <p[ 

Fr.  129 

it 

M 

Fr.  129  2  .[,  a  slightly  convex  upright  with 
the  start  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  from 

its  top 

Fr.  127 

m
 

' 

w 

].v°[ 
]*“«€ 

5  ].  [ 
]  [ 

}v(kj_ 

]t/xoc*o[ 

Fr.  126 

W 

Fr.  128 

’[]  ' 

]?.[ 

>  [ 

Fr.  128  2  .[,  an  upright  perhaps  hooked  to 
right  at  the  foot 

Fr.  130 

'  ].[  ’ 

]..[ 

M 

Fr.  130  1  The  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to 
right  with  traces  of  ink  to  its  left  2  Per¬ 

haps  ]S  but  the  surface  is  damaged  and  the  ink 
has  run  .[,  the  left-hand  edge  of  an  upright 
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>...[ 

]ei7roSa[ ]/ovcAov/i[ 

]€77aA^eta»i*Aeyot  _  [ 

]acTerparov[ . 

jvotScpf 

r 
]<£oT€pOJw[ 

Fr.  132  2  The  interlinear  letters  might  be 

read  ]e*Airo  but  there  are  other  equally  probable 

interpretations 

Fr.  131  1  The  two  letters  after  v  are  un¬ 
usually  close  together;  the  first  may  be  9,  less 
probably  o ;  the  second  a,  less  probably  x  Of 
the  third  only  a  dot  on  the  line  remains  4 

.[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  of  a stroke  descending  to  right  from  its  top  6 

].,  the  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  131  2  ]<i  woSa[  seems  the  likeliest 
articulation  and  7roSa[v«/t-  then  the  likeliest 

supplement,  though  this  word  does  not  occur  in Pindar  and  only  once  in  Bacchylides,  vi  13 

(where  may  be  noted  as  a  curiosity  1.  3  «V  AX- 
<l>eov  irpoxoa fc[  corresponding  to  «r’  AXfat&t,  1.  4, 
and  1.  6  'OXvpmat  corresponding  to  'OXv]pirl<u, 

1.  6).  I  have  already  said  that  I  can  see  no  con¬ 
nexion  with  fr.  1 18,  6  marg.,  where  noSavtiiov 

perhaps  recurs. 3  Perhaps  kvkXov,  as  at  Pind.  01.  ix  93  of  the 
place  of  contest  or  as  at  Bacchyl.  ix  30  of  the 
spectators.  But  a  compound  is  also  possible. 

6  'OXvjpnlat. 

Fr.  133  1  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  de¬ 
scending  from  left,  k?  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke 
ascending  to  right  2].,yorr 

Fr.  134  x  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters  .[>  perhaps  the  bottom  left-hand  side of  the  loop  of  a 

Fr.  134  i  Possibly  a  reference  to 

a  family  name  found  at  Sparta,  Thebes,  Athens, 

and  other  places  in  the  Greek  world.  The 
accent,  shown  by  the  dots  to  be  a  variant  (the 
first  written  alternative  to  which  must  therefore 
have  fallen  farther  forward),  I  take  to  imply 
a  difference  of  view  about  AiyetSav,  whether 

genitive  plural  or  accusative  singular. 

Fr.  136  1  Traces  suiting  the  feet  of  two  uprights  on  the  line  and  the  lower  part  of  1 

upright  descending  below  it  2  .[,  a  dot  just  below  the  level  of  the  tops  of  the  letters 



]....[ 

w 

Up[ 

].»•-.[ 
]«CTf.[ 

-5  M 

Fr .  1 37 1  Feet  of  uprights,  the  third  descend* 
ing  below  the  line  3  ] . ,  the  tail  of  a  or  A 
a  corrected  or  deleted  letter  beginning  with  an 

upright;  v?  4  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  up¬ 
right  S  .[>  two  dots  level  with  the  top  of 
the  letters,  on  a  single  fibre 

Fr.  140 

]oiaira[ 

]v.[ 

Fr.  140  2  ,[,  the  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  141 

].«{ 
]w*.t 
].p[ 

Fr.  141  3  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright 

]cvnv[ 

]/36>C'77/)[ 

]vopat/ca[ 

Fr.  138  2  perhaps  the  tip  of  the  left-hand 
arm  of  w  or  possibly  of  the  hook  to  left  with 
which  « is  sometimes  made Fr.  139 

iw.f 
].w[ 

]a«8[ 

Fr.  139  1  .[,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright 
descending  below  the  line  2  ].,  the  foot  of 
a  stroke  hooked  to  right  For  perhaps  ?[ 

Fr.  142 

]’.«.[ 
' 

M 

Fr.  142  1  ].,  perhaps  the  overhang  of  c 
.[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  leaning  slightly  to  right 

]<*•  i 
]wSocaAif«a[ 

]ire/coiv[ 

Fr.  143  4  ].,  above  the  line  the  extreme  top 
a  circumflex;  in  the  line  the  upper  part  of  an 
may  be  ink  that  lias  run  along  a  fibre)  touching 
dined  to  think  ],i  should  be  written 

of  a  small  circle,  not  in  the  right  position  for 
upright  with  a  trace  of  a  cross-stroke  (which 
its  left-hand  side  just  below  the  top.  I  am  in- 
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Fr.  144  Fr- 

W 

]cffa  [ 

Fr.  146  1  .(,  the  middle  of  an  upright 

2  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright,  apparently 

slightly  convex 

Fr.  147 

’  ].<*[ 

>  [ 

]  _  eAoc[ 

Fr.  144  1  ,  the  lower  part  of. an  upright 
3 1 . ,  T  seems  to  me  slightly  more  likely  than  y 

Fr.  145 

]ceW[ 

]repo[ M 

Fr.  149 

Fr.  148 

]TT€jpaujj[ 

]f«rvatS[ at.M 

Fr.  148  1  Of  »r  only  the  right-hand  upright, 

of  t  only  the  shank 

Fr.  148  1  It  may  be  useful  (if  -nerpaiui  is 

rightly  recognized)  to  recall  the  facts  that  Posei¬ don  was  honoured  as  nerpatoc  in  Thessaly  (Pind. 

Pyth.  iv  138  c.  scholl.)  and  games  called  IJirpata 
celebrated  in  his  precinct  (Bacchyl.  xiv  tit.  and 

v.  20),  and  that  flerpaioc  is  a  common  Thessalian 
name.  But  there  is  no  particular  reason  to  sup¬ 
pose  that  irerpatoc  has  not  one  of  its  ordinary 
senses  here.  Pindar,  for  instance,  calls  the  polyp 

6 Tip  nerpaioc  (fr.  43)  and  there  is  a  reference  to  the 

polyp  in  Simonides  fr.  11. 

Fr.  151 

M
 
 ’ 

W 

]tvovuS[ 

Fr.  149  Not  }yvov  and  therefore  not  Simon, 

fr.  44. 

Fr.  150 

M
 
 ' 

].«.[ 

Fr.  150  2  perhaps  the  tip  of  the  upper 
arm  of  k,  but  above  the  general  level  .[, 
traces  of  an  upright 

Fr.  152 

i.4.i 

ut 
Fr.  152  i  ].,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  o 

or  the  like  .[,  an  upright  struck  through 

2  ].,  a  trace  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to 

right  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  o  or  the 
like 
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Fr.  153 

k«.i[ 

Fr.  153  Between  a  and  a,  y  or  the  right-hand 
part  of  r  , ,  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  followed 
by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  leaning  slightly 
to  right 

Fr.  135 

]  ’  [ 
ww 
w 

]  c 

Fr.  157 

Fr.  154 

].f*  \ 

>  [ 

].?!?[ 

]  “,xfC 

Fr.  154  1  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke 
descending  from  left  3  ].,  the  upper  end 
of  a  stroke  ascending  to  right,  perhaps  \ 

Fr.  156 

j[ 

]gpiyp(art  .[ 

]  ape^acairoX  [ 

]..[ 

Fr.  156  2  Possibly  or  op[  but  the  surface 
is  damaged  and  verification  is  not  possible 

3  .[,  two  traces  on  a  single  fibre  compatible  with  e 

Fr.  156  3  aptrac  v.l.  dperac. 

].[..>rr.[ 
]o#uaiS€oi[_ 

]av7rocivcopa[ 

JcoAj&or a«[ 

Fr.  157  1  ].[,  the  tail  of  an  upright  descend¬ 
ing  well  below  the  line,  e.g.  >f>  perhaps  the 
foot  of  e  2  t[  seems  t6  have  been  written 
though  it  seems  that  c  must  have  been  intended 

[.1  interlinear  traces  3  a[  is  anomalously 
made  with  a  very  sharp  angle  as  in  the  iambic 
pieces,  2318,  instead  of  the  usual  round-ended 

Fr.  157  But  for  the  contents  I  should  have 

assigned  this  to  2318,  of  which  compare  especially 

4  dA/hoTeAijc  new. 

Fr.  158  Vacant 

Fr.  159  • 

]  [ 
].>  [ 

Fr.  159  1  marg.  3  The  ink  immediately 
before  A  most  resembles  v  but  I  am  not  sure  that 

17  or  ■»/  may  not  have  been  written.  The  preceding 
letter  may  be  a  damaged  p  4  ] . ,  a  or  perhaps  A 
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Fr.  160 

w .  . 

]p6me[ W  .  . 
W 

Fr.  161 

M
 

' 

W
 

>.
[ 

:w 

].[ Fr.  160  The  relative  positions  of  (a),  ( b )  are 

fixed  by  the  fibres  of  the  backs.  There  is  no  way 
of  determining  whether  only  one  or  more  lines 
are  lost  between  them 

(b)  3  The  horizontal  top  stroke  of  i,  f  sug¬ 

gested 

Fr.  163 

’].<  ’ 
].™[ 

Fr.  163  1  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  as  of  y  or  r  2  ] . ,  the  upper  part  of  an 

upright  rising  above  the  general  level 

Fr.  166 

']  [' 

w 

Fr.  161  3  .[,  the  left-hand  angle  of  y  or  n 

Fr.  162 

w 
>8[ 

Fr.  164 

]WOcra[ 

Fr.  164  1  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  165 

w
 

' 

Fr.  165  2  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross- oke  as  of  y  or  r 

2431.  Simonides,  Epinicians  ? 

The  grounds  for  the  conjecture  that  the  following  fra
gments  are  to  be  attributed 

as  above  are  set  out  in  the  note  on  the  title  in  fr.  i,  but 
 what  is  preserved  is  neither 

extensive  nor  comprehensible  enough  to  make  the  
identification  of  the  author  of 

much  value.  If  it  is  correct,  however,  it  rules  out  
Simonides  as  the  author  of  P. 

Strasb.  inv.  gr.  1406-9  (proposed  by  Snell,  Hermes  Einze
lsch.  v  98  seqq.) ,  in  which  the 

form  of  title  is  different. 

The  hand  is  a  well-executed  upright  rounded  uncial 
 of  above  medium  size  and  un¬ 

common  type,  which  I  suppose  to  be  assignable  to  th
e  second  century.  Some,  perhaps 

all,  of  the  sparse  accents  and  other  additions  seem  to  be 
 by  the  copyist. 
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Fr.  i 

W 

]  KiXrjTL  [ 

]TOicataTtouTTaictv  [ 

]a  H/>]]^pOM>  l07raiC€/5lKt>S[ 

]  _  tanovyeveav  [ 

5  ]jaiKaixpvco<J>[ .  Jft ,  [ 

]airoX\a>V€Ka.Ta@o\p[ 

]ca/xau'«A  napareirv  t  [ 

]  0LTTTTO^p\_t  ]  [ 

].[ 

]  []  [ 

5  ]@aci\T)a[ .  }€Xec(f>opov  [ 

]a.p,<f>iK[ '  jvojvexprjcav  [ 

] ,  vpiSay  _  /mSeyev . ,  ocvvoXfi  _  [ 

]d€Cca\ajvKanravTtBafuoi  •  [ 

Fr.  2 

KeXrjTt 

rote  Ala/rtov  naiciv. 

]a  Kpovoto  irate  eptKvSfrjc 

^Alariov  yeveau 
]rat  real  xpvct4[6p]fu[y£ 

AiroXXajv  c/carajSoAofc 

ca/iaivet  Xyirapd  r€  /7u$[a> 

d’lirrroSp[  
] 

It 

] 

(HaciXvja  [r]eX€c<f>opov 

>» 

vpibav  'P-aheyev ,  o  cw  oA/?cu[i 

©cccaAo)!/  /cat  7raim  Sdpcot  . 

>.[ 

].»..[ 

Jrtajtvai  _  [ 

]/i,aTa7r[ 

Frr.  1  (a),  (6)  appear  to  be  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  same  column.  Fr.  2  may  well  belong  to  it 
also  but  I  cannot  bring  it  into  any  precise  relation  with  the  others 

Fr.  1  (a)  5  Of  r  the  left-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  is  lost  7  .[,  a  trace  on  the  edge  of 
the  break  compatible  with  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  8  ].,  the  tip  of  a  stroke  above  the 
general  level  followed  by  the  top  of  an  upright;  perhaps  two  letters,  e.g.  ]<u,  represented  the 
tops  of  twp.  uprights ;  if  ]fu,  only  one  letter  could  be  inserted  between  p[  and  ]/*  9  ],c,  a  trace 
level  with  me  tops  of  the  letters  «.[,  the  upper  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  e.g.  v  the 

upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right ;  perhaps most  likely 

2431.  SIMONIDES,  EPINICIANS? 

Fr.  1  (M  ,  1  ,  the  foot  of  an  upright  The  letters  after  .  are 
 much  damaged  i  might  also 

perhaps  be  elicited  4  Of  ]„  only  the  parts  on  the  li
ne  7  The  very  slight  remains  of  the 

first  letter  suggest  y  (the  f,wt  of  the  upright  and  the  right-hand 
 end  of  the  cross-stroke),  but t  the I  surface 

is  damaged  and  *  may  be  another  possibihty  Above  the  l
rne  between  e  and  p  an  npnght  ap- 

patently  in  the  hand  of  the  text;  the  head  may  have  
been  scoured  off  Between  e  and  o  first 

a  circle,  o  or  6  not  e  or  c,  then  faint  traces  suggesting  the 
 lower  left-hand  angle  ot  a  or  d 

Fr.  22].,  perhaps  the  upper  right-hand  part  of  f  . «  or  c  followed  by  e  or  c  3  .  [> 

the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr  1  fa)  Title.  If,  as  I  think  there  is  no  room  to  doubt,  th
e  poem  is  an  epinician  and  the  title 

•  ml  SaS.tSJt  in  the  horse-race  won  bv  the  sons  of  Aeatius',  the  order  of  words  is  un
ique. 

That  regularly  found  in  the  titles  of  the  epinicians  of  Pi
ndar  and  Bacchylides  is  exemplified  by 

■U.mn  CvpaJdm  «eA,r.  (Pmd.  01.  i), ' I ■  C.  .Wc  ’OAtlpma  (Bac
chyl.  3),  and  their  analogues.  An 

explanation  of  the  peculiarity  may  be  found  in  the  following 
 considerations. 

P  The  epinicians  of  Simonides,  unlike  those  of  Pindar,  which  were  a
rranged  by  venue  were  “ranged 

by  event.  This  appears  clearly  from  the  citations  o  titles  frr.W  Spopeor  (&.  AO  3, 2 f  f 

in  Theod  toy  I  220  Hilg.),  it  mvrdMoit  (Phot.  lex.  ed.  Reitse
nstein  p.  77  =  Suid.  m  aAmoriS re 

*  i...’  Antal  i  277  27 )  ex  tuiv  .  .  .  T tSflhnrwv  (schol.  Aristoph.  Eq.  405). 

But  obviously  Spopiav  and  are  not  on  all  fours.  The  first  covers  all  kinds  of  foot-race
, 

the  second  only  one  of  a  number  of  kinds  of  horse-race.  I
f  consistency  in  the  classification  was  desired, 

we  could  infer  that  under  the  general  heading  ‘Epinicians 
 for  runners  were  sub-headings  For  winners 

of  the  mSiov’,  ‘of  the  SfovAoe',  or  whatever  it  might  be,  and 
 conversely,  that  the  general  heading 

under  which  winners  in  the  chariot-races  or  the  horse-race
  appeared  would 1  be 1  «w«o.  mooie  oMhe 

like  However  that  may  be,  victories  with  the  neX-qc  mu
st,  like  victories  with  the  Tidpiirir  , t 

formed  one  self-contained  group.  It  would,  therefore,  ha
ve  been  theoretically  sufficient  for  the  title 

of  t“e  septate  Xin  such  a  group  to  contain  nothing  but
  the  name  of  the  w.nncr  But  rf  the  even 

also  was  specified,  it  would  be  natural  to  place  it  firs
t,  since  it  was  what  was  common  to  all  the 

constituents  of  the  group.  Titles  of  the  form  found  here  w
ould  thus  result.  But  I  do  not  see  why  the 

venue  (wWA  » "  necessary  i„  the  titles  of  Pindar’s  Epinic
ians  but  generally  appears  m  those  of Bacchylides')  is  omitted.  ...  .  .  ,  . 

rote  Alariov  rraraV ;  cf.  Paus.  vi  13,  jo  for  a  similar  joint  ownership  of  a  race-h
orse. 

The  name  /honor,  though  nowhere  else  preserved  in  its  c
orrect  form,  is  now  seen  to  be  due  to  be 

restored  in  the  following  places ;  Polyaen.  Slrat.  viii  44,  Charax  ap.  Steph  Byz.  in  
tor  A .«™c 

Pausan.  Attic,  ap.  Eustath.  33J,  »,  to'  Aparoc;  App. 
 prov.  m  20,  Phot,  and  Suid.  m  Strra^y 

cod.rua,  for  Apdryoc.  In  all  places  the  name  has  a  Thess
alian  ambience. 

0  Perhaps  OupcmSla  K.  n.,  namely  Zeus.  At  Pylh.  m  
4  Ovpavi 8a  yovov  fvpvp.eSovTa  Kpo applfed  to  Cheiron.  The  mention  of  Zeus  might  be  an  oblique  reference  to “ r  a^b?“o  means  sure 

victory  as  that  of  Apollo,  below,  in  conjunction  with  Py
tho,  is  to  a  Pythian  I  am  by  no  means 

that  oejMwtS]  is  not  on  the  long  side.  r^W,  as  at  Pind.  Poe.  vi  134,  might  be  considered 

5  vpvcofywf  new;  Apollo  is  xpvcMpat  at  Ar.  Thesm
aph.  315  (not  also  at  Pind.  Pat.  V  41,  as 

LSJ.5say)  and  his  epithet  xpecdepet  is  sometimes  interpr
eted  to  mean  much  the  same  (v.  schol.  II. XV  256):  xpacia  If  « 'is  lost  on  the  right  than  I  have  supplied 

caiialve^sc! ytveiv  must  apparently  mean  ‘points  out'.  T
here  seems  no  place  for  the  connotation  of 

C1^P  Aivapa  .  .  .  TlvQw :  the  adj'ective  not  uncommonly  attached  by  Pindar  to  places. 
8  af  O’  ,W,5pO]pr-  seems  probable. 

i.e.  «<‘>».  'they  lent',  or  'they nmnrinnred’  The  last  might  produce  a  clause  formally  parallel  
to  Pylh.  iv  6  xPVcev  oiKtcrijpa  ... 

KHDirodxioov  AiBvac  but  I  can  adduce  no  other  instance  of  a  
verb  meaning  ‘to  give  an  oracle  having 

the  subject  in  the ’plural.  C™;  hw  ’Av-  avoid  this  
difficulty  but  do  not,  on  other  grounds, 

appear  to  be  probable  articulations. 
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i  •T?."’' or  loolts  'ike  a  patronymic.  n,,pp-  would  not  be  unexpected  in  Thessaly,  but  I find  nothing  suitable  on  record  and  I  am  not  sure  that  w  could  be  accepted  as  a  reading  ‘ yeeo.ro  seems  hardly  avoidable  but  I  do  not  see  how  it  can  be  reconciled  with  the  traces. 

Fr.  3 

Col.  ii 

] 
> 

] 
] 
] 

M 
M 

pcura[ 
7)Xd,[ 

«[  
' 

5 

Fr.  3  Col.  ii  i  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  1  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr,4 

’]  ['  ]’[ 
yaxjmpfiav  [ 

]  [ 
}vKp04 _ _  [ 

5  ]/caAAt  '  w '  | ]vTarep  [ 

>  [ 

]  [ 
]-oo.[ 

]  [ 
]  [ 
]  [ 
]  [ 

Fr.  4  4  seq  The  ends  of  the  lines  are  so  rubbed  that  only  scattered  spots  remain:  spovor overwritten  and  perhaps  altered  or  deleted)  and  eoXWpa  are  compatible  with  the  iraces 
9  .[>  the  foot  of  an  upright Above  the^line  the  top  half  of  a  circle,  e.g.  an  interlinear  o 

Fr.  4  2  wo]Ai 'fappoy. 

5  If  ]KaMicpei,  presumably  3rd  sing.  impf.  act.  most  likely. (the 
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Fr.  5  Fr.  6 

’]  [  ’  ].«M 

W  .  - 

Fr.  6  the  foot  of  an  upright  and  the 
right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke ;  r  probable 

2432.  Simonides? 

An  obvious  ground  for  suggesting  the  ascription  to  Simonides  of  the  following 

piece  is  the  strong  similarity  of  the  sentiments  expressed  in  11.  6  seqq.  to  those  found 

in  the  poem  to  Scopas  partly  preserved  in  Plato's  Protagoras.  But  I  am  uncertain 
what  weight  to  attach  to  this.  Poets  do  not  repeat  only  themselves,  and  generalities 

of  the  same  kind  as  are  contained  in  11.  6  seqq.,  and  also  in  11. 1  seqq.,  may  be  expected 

to  appear  in  any  of  the  composers  of  choral  lyric.  Some  slight  indications  pointing 

specifically  towards  Simonides  or  at  least  away  .from  Pindar  or  Bacchylides  are 

adduced  in  the  notes  on  11.  1,  6,  and  9.  The  fact  alluded  to  in  the  note  on  1.  7  may  be 

thought  to  have  some  evidential  value  in  the  contrary  direction,  and  the  metre 

certainly  seems  to  be  less  dactylic  and  more  trochaic  than  those  found  in  ancient 

quotations  from  this  author. 

The  hand  is  a  well-executed  rounded  upright  uncial  rather  larger  than  the  com¬ 

mon  and  may  be  compared  with  P.  Ryl.  44,  than  which  I  suppose  it  to  be  somewhat 

later.  The  lection  signs  are  in  a  greyer  ink  than  the  text  and  must  be  supposed  due 
to  a  different  pen. 
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]  _  KaXgvKpiveiTOT’aicxpov  ‘etSe  [ 
] . ,  a  _  opeiricddvpo  t  [  _  ]ro/i a  [ 

]<f>$ j?[ .  ]v,OfJ.€VKa7TVOC(lT€\r)C  -oS[ 
]cocoyfuaw€T[']'  .  [ 

S  Jevnay/Kpar^c  [ 

] .  Xiypicap€Tavedwi<€ve[ 

JeAoc  'ovyap^Xa<j)povicdX[ 

]a.pa€Kovrav  m  jSiaTai  [ 

]8ocafjAx>)Tovr)8oXo7rX[ 

i  o  JyacdevYjcotcTpoca^}po8tT[ 

]  1 8aXoiT€<f)iXoviKiai'  | 

]cp,r)8iaid)voclav  ! 
]d€lVK€\€vdoV  [ 

]oc€cto8vvotov  .  [ 

15  ].y/cuAap[ 
]Sifc<uoc,[ 

]v6vccuro[ 

}0’om~r.[ 

]  _  vrpo[ “  M 

].°[ 
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to  r]e  koXov  Kpivsi  to  t  alcxfiov*  ei  Se 

.a-yopel  rtc  aOvpov  [c]t o/xa 

']<f)ep[co]v,  6  pk v  kcluvoc  arcAqc,  o  Se[ 

xHc°c  ou  fiiaiW[a]t 

5  _  ]aAa0e[i]a  irayKpaTTfC 

JoAiyoic  aperav  eSaiKevef 

JeAoc,  ou  yap  eXa^pov  ec0A[oi/  eppev  . 

rj  y]ap  atKOvra  viv  jStarai 
kc/d]8oc  dp.ayrjTOv  r)  8oAo7rA[o/cou 

10  p,€]yacdcvfjc  otcrpoc  A(j>po8vT\ac 

_  ]  <?aAot  re  <j}t\ovu<lat. 

#  8]e  p/rj  81  aidivoc  octal/ 
]0€»/  fceAeutfov ]oc  ec  to  8wvaToi/,[ 

15  ]ay/cuAai/[ 

]8wcatoc ,  [ 

e]vdvc  arro[ 

]%WfT0[ 
2o  ]a.[ 

}.o[ 

1  the  bottom  arc  of  e  or  c  2  the  base  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  lower  end  of  a 
curved  stroke  descending  from  left ;  not  prima  facie  to  be  combined  as  p  3  [,  the  left-hand  arc 
of  a  circle  4  ] . ,  the  top  of  an  upright  5  ]....,  the  first  two  letters  are  triangular  and  either 
might  be  a  or  A  (not  8) ;  of  the  third  only  a  couple  of  dots  remain  but  they,  too,  suit  a  triangular  letter ; 
of  the  fourth  what  is  left  suggests  the  right-hand  arc  of  the  lower  loop  of  /3  (but  see  comm.)  If  a 
letter  is  lost  between  e  and  a,  it  can  be  only  c  (or  p?)  6  ] .,  a  trace  suggesting  the  right-hand  arc ot  a  circle  Of  the  second  t  only  a  trace  of  the  tip  Besides  the  presumed  there  is  what  looks 
like  a  rather  flat '  to  their  right  8  Between  k  and  0  a  trace  of  the  tip  of  an  upright  followed  by the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  and  a  trace  of  the  tip  of  an  upright  n  ]  ,  the  right- 
hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  with  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to 
right  on  the  line  below  it ;  ti,  as  written  in  1.  18,  acceptable  14  .[,  a  dot  below  the  level  of  the 
tops  of  the  letters  but  not  a  stop  16  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  circle;  above  it  a  trace  of 
interlinear  ink  18  Between  6  and  o  the  left-hand  half  of  a  circle  .[,  the  left-hand  half  of  a 
circle  19  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  20  .[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle  2i].,yorr 

/ 

it]«...k:  for  the  double  conjunction  in  such  sentences  cf.  Aesch.  P.V.  927  ocov  to  t  dpgctv  *ai 
to  SovAcvctv  8lxa,  Soph.  OC  808  people  to  t  cine  tv  woAAa  xal  to  xalpia,  Eur.  Ale.  528  *aiptc  to  t  emu  *ai  to 

vopiZerai. koAov  .  .  .  atexpov:  this  antithesis  also  at  Simon,  fr.  5  (Plato  Prolag.  346  c)  and  alcgpov  again 

in  the  same  piece  (ibid.  345  d).  alexpov  is  not  found  in  Bacchylides  and  only  once  in  Pindar  (Istk.  vii 

22),  in  the  comparative,  with  the  colourless  meaning  ‘not  as  good  as’.  The  example  in  P.  Berl.  13411 
(‘Pind.*  Pae.  xiii  (b)  6)  may  or  may  not  falsify  this  statistic. 

2  seqq.  I  take  the  general  sense  required  to  be :  if  a  good  man  is  talked  against,  his  reputation  is 
not  affected  (cf.  Bacchyl.  xiii  199-209).  The  first  part  of  the  verb  ending  in  -ayope?  may  be  supposed 

to  have  contained  either  the  notion  of  ‘disparagement*  or  that  of  ‘triviality*,  according  to  the  precise 
connotation  of  KawWc. 

advpov  cto pa :  for  parallels  see  Blaydes  on  Aristoph.  Frogs  838. 

I  should  guess  -rrcpi]<f>€p<ov.  St  a]  looks  a  shade  too  short. 
‘(The)  smoke  is  ineffectual  and  (the)  gold  is  not  sullied’,  i.e.  his  words  do  not  succeed  in  tarnishing 

the  reputation  of  the  person  against  whom  they  are  directed.  It  is  natural  to  compare  Nem.  i  24 

AeAoyyc  Sc  pcpfopevoic  ccAoilc  v8o>p  xairva) t  tfiepciv  avriov,  which  I  take  undoubtedly  to  mean,  ‘he  has 
got  good  men  to  bring  against  detractors,  water  against  smoke*.  As  Plutarch  says,  fr.  23,  2,  tov 
ifiBovov  cvioi  t<Si  Kamaji  eixa^ovci.  froAvc  yap  e’v  toic  apx»pcvoic  <uv,  orav  cxXopifuociv,  a<f>avl£erat,  ‘smoke* 
may  here  symbolize  envy.  I  do  not  think  it  is  certain,  xanvoc  is  applied  to  what  is  trifling  (instances 

in  Blaydes  on  Aristoph.  Clouds  320),  and  no  more  than  ‘chatter*  need  be  connoted. 
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4 1  am  uncertain  whether  it  is  better  to  put  a  comma  or,  with  the  manuscript,  a  full  stop  at  the end  of  this  verse. 

5  ®  S’]aAa0€ta  (or  HXdOeia)  vayKparijc :  cf.  Bacchyl.  fr.  14  dv’8Joaii'  S’  aperav  co<f>la  re  va.yKpa.Tqc 
T*  €’A«Vx«  aXdOeta.  Compare  also  Bacchyl.  xiii  204  seq.  and  contrast  Simon,  fr.  76.  I  take  the  ‘lower 
loop  of  p  (see  app.  crit.)  as  the  lower  right-hand  quadrant  of  9  with  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross¬ 
stroke  touching  its  upper  extremity. 

6  seq.  aAA’  ]  oXiyaic  . . .  t]«Aoc  :  the  meaning  required  seems  clearly  to  be :  it  is  accorded  to  few  to 
be  consistently  virtuous,  the  main  theme  of  Simon,  fr.  5.  The  form  of  the  sentence  recalls  Bacchyl. 
fr.  25  and  more  distantly  Pind.  Nem.  iv  41  seq.  The  alternative  accentuations  appear  to  indicate 
a  hesitation  between  <?8«jicev  aperav  and  eSw/rev  aperav ,  in  regard  to  the  second  of  which  it  may  be 
remarked  (i)  that  the  true  dialectal  vocalization  and  accentuation  would  presumably  have  been 

aper-qv,  and  (ii)  that  dperdai  in  Homer  means  ‘prosper’,  not  ‘be  virtuous’.  But  to  envisage  a  sentence 
m  which  there  could  have  been  hesitation  between  the  accusative  singular  and  the  genitive  plural  of 
apertf  is  a  less  probable  hypothesis. 

I  am  in  doubt  about  the  subject  of  18 avacc*  AXadeia  is  called  by  Pindar,  fr.  205,  dp^d  peydXac 
dperac,  but  ‘truth’  here  is  used  with  reference  to  what  is  said  about  a  man’s  character  and  it  does  not 
seem  natural  to  assert  that  this  grants  or  withholds  consistency  in  virtue.  There  is,  I  should  judge, 
no  possibility  that  0[«dc  (followed  by  ec  rjdAoc)  was  written  at  the  end  of  1. 6. 

oAtyoic,  ‘few’ :  Pindar  prefers  vavpot,  Bacchylides  also  vavpai  /Jpordiv  (Ovardiv),  neither  has  oAtyot. 
,  7  The  saw  of  Pittacus.  It  is  remarkable,  if  eppev  (or  eppeva i)  is  rightly  supplied  and  if  this  piece 
is  Simonidean,  that  none  of  the  interlocutors  in  the  Protagoras  called  attention  to  the  relevance  of  this 
verse  to  the  argument  developed  in  339  seqq. 

8  Or  ̂   y]ap  . . .  r},  Pind.  Pyth.  vi  1,  Bacchyl.  x  39. 

aCKOvra.  ivavrac  8’  evalvqpi  .  .  .  eKtav  oc tic  cpSqi  p-qUv  alcgp&v  Simon,  fr.  5  ( Protag .  345  d). 
viv:  the  Doric  form  to  be  expected,  but  it  may  be  noted  that  the  quotations  of  Simonides  (e.g. 

frr.  5,  12,  36,  58)  would  lead  one  to  infer  that  in  his  napdSo ac  the  Ionic  form  pw  was  found  not  in¬ 
frequently,  as  it  sometimes  is  in  that  of  Pindar  and  once  in  that  of  Bacchylides. 

The  reference  of  vw  is  to  the  subject  of  eppev. 

8  seq.  /karat  KtpSoc :  <f>peva  Kat  WKivdv  \  KtpZoc  dvdpeovatv  /karat  Bacchyl.  fr.  I. 
dpdxqrov :  rare  (only  Soph.  Philoct.  198?)  for  the  usual  dpayov. 

9  seq.  8oAo7rA[dffot) .  . .  A<f>poBtrac:  cf.  Cp.  a  1  App.,  lyr.  adesp.  129,  2378,  7. 
Pindar  and  Bacchylides  have  no  compounds  of  8oAoc,  Simonides  (fr.  43)  is  credited  with  8oAo'/xij8« 

and  SoXoprjxdvaii. 

otcrpoc  and  its  derivatives  are  applied  to  any  frenzy  but  not  commonly  in  the  best  period  to  that 
of  love,  as  at  Eur.  Hipp.  1300  and  here. 

II  .  J.tfaAot:  I  can  make  no  guess  at  this  adjective.  None  of  the  few  known  ending  in  -flaAot  or 

- OtjXoi  can  be  reconciled  with  the  room  available,  the  extant  traces,  or  the  meaning  to  be  presumed. aWaXot  seems  ruled  out. 

12  seqq.  It  is  a  reasonable  conjecture  that  the  general  tenor  of  these  verses  was :  if  a  man  cannot 
keep  a  righteous  course  throughout  his  life,  still,  if  he  is  as  good  as  he  can  be,  he  may  be  termed 
virtuous.  The  middle  stop  at  the  end  of  1.  13,  which  might  be  taken  to  mark  the  end  of  a  sentence, 
will  then  mark  the  end  of  the  protasis. 

«  8]  well  suits  the  space  to  be  inferred  from  the  supplements  in  II.  4,  9,  10. 
The  first  hand  wrote  -voci-  (for  -vococi-),  a  second  added  the  rough  breathing  over  o,  a  third 

(unless  it  is  the  first  again)  inserted  oc  above  the  line  after  oc  instead  of  before  it  and  provided  1  with 

an  acute  accent  which  looks  as  if  it  were  growing  out  of  his  c.  St’  al&vo c  ‘his  life  through’  (cf.  Soph. 

Electr.  1024) ;  odav  . . .  KeXevOov  ‘the  path  of  righteousness’  (cf.  Pind.  Nem.  viii  35,  Bacchyl.  x  36  seq.) ; 
eX]0eiv  may  be  adequate,  if  -etvbe  admissible  for  -iv,  or  Betv  itself  is  perhaps  not  to  be  ruled  out. 

ec  to  Swardv  ‘as  far  as  possible’,  as  e.g.  Hdt.  iii  24 ;  ec  Svvaptv  is  also  said.  ]oc,  on  my  construction, 
may  be  the  end  of  an  adjective  equivalent  to  ‘good’  and  SiWoc,  1.  16,  the  predicate  of  the  apodosis. 

15  ay/cvXav :  if,  as  seems  not  improbable,  metaphorically  ‘not  straightforward’,  a  very  early 
instance:;(if  Simonidean)  of  this  sense,  though  implied,  according  to  one  ancient  view,  in  the  first 
part  of  the  Homeric  and  Hesiodic  dyKvXoprprqc. 

2433.  LABEL 
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2433.  Label 

A  roughly  rectangular  piece  of  papyrus  about  inches  wide  and  1  inch  high 

inscribed  in  a  hand  of  the  second  century.  I  see  no  sign  of  attachment  to  a  roll.  For 

similar  objects  see  301, 1091,  2396. 

]  ctpwviScuov  [  CifxcovtSeiojv 

]  -Jf-  [  vir(ofivrjp.a) ]  ‘  [ 

I  presume  that  this  scrap  of  papyrus  refers  to  the  contents  of  a  manuscript  to  which 
it  was  attached  but  I  can  come  to  no  satisfactory  conclusion  about  what  these  were. 

It  would  be  expected  that  a  commentary  on  poems  of  Simonides  would  be  designated 

CifuoviSov  fxeXwv  {mopvrjfia,  or  perhaps  more  probably  naming  the  specific  class  of  poem, 

as  CifMoviSov  (say)  ©prjvcov  vv6pvrifj.a.  Ci/xaivtSeia  would  naturally  be  taken  to  mean 

‘sayings  of’,  ‘passages  from’  Simonides,  or  something  of  this  sort.  I  cannot  judge  how 
likely  it  is  that  a  commentary  on  such  words  would  have  been  composed. 

2434.  Commentary  on  Lyric  Verses  ( ?  Simonides) 

The  first  of  the  following  fragments,  which  alone  is  of  sufficient  extent  to  warrant 

the  expression  of  an  opinion,  seem  sclearly  to  contain  part  of  a  commentary  of  con¬ 

siderable  amplitude  on  a  lyrical  composition.  There  is  no  certainty,  that  I  see,  that 

it  was  choral,  not  dramatic,  lyric.  The  suggestion  that  it  may  have  been  a  composition 

of  Simonides  depends  on  no  more  than  a  guess  about  the  interpretation  of  an  in¬ 

complete  passage  which  may  reasonably  be  supposed  to  have  contained  his  name. 
Not  that  we  should  have  been  much  better  off,  if  the  authorship  were  assured.  There 

are  enough  places,  in  what  is  preserved,  where  there  is  ambiguity  of  articulation  in 

respect  both  of  groups  of  letters  and  of  groups  of  words,  to  make  attempts  to  arrive 

at  even  the  general  meaning  of  what  is  lost  more  than  ordinarily  unhopeful,  and  even 

if  they  were  successful,  I  am  doubtful  whether  more  than  disjointed  members  of  the 

poetical  text  to  which  the  commentator  is  referring  would  be  recovered.  In  the  most 

general  terms  it  tnay  be  said  that  the  action  of  mourners  over  some  human  sacrifice 

seems  to  be  what  is  being  explained.  The  details  are  consistent  with  the  story  of 

Iphigeneia  but  insufficient  to  make  it  certainly  recognizable.  The  text  is  written  in 

a  fairly  small  sloping  hand,  a  practised  informal  uncial  with  a  sprinkling  of  cursive 

forms,  to  be  assigned,  I  suppose,  to  the  late  second  century.  Of  the  signs  used  in 
commentaries  to  articulate  the  text  only  the  paragraphus  and  ckQccic  are  found  in 
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frr.  i  (a)+(6).  There  seems  to  have  been  no  occasion  for  the  use  of  the  blank  space, 

found  in  frr.  4  and  7-  The  purpose  of  the  o/SeAoc  nepiecnypievoc  opposite  fr.  1  {a)  3—4 
is  as  obscure  here  as  elsewhere. 

Fr.  1  (a) 

}  <fyrjctKO>KVTO  [ 

]  TOVTWtOCtfl  _  [ 

]  V  lTOTT€pLTOv[ 

]  -r  ,v€vAoya>oj[ 

5  ]  ov€0pr)vovy[ 

]  eowcev  8aiyu.o[ 

]  [  j^croi/notor^  ]..., 

]  oXovcvvrjp,p[  ]  t  crot 

]  TOprjClC7T€pLTg[  ]<% 

IO  3  Trjvc<f>atopL€i>[  ]v 

]  TovXaovavei  _  [  ]y 

]  [  ].lT€7UTO€Va.[  ].[  ■  ].c| 
3  aX\ayr)ip.7)Tpi$€V7Tov8€v '  _ 

3  o.vr)TT7)d€L7)rjXvTn]avaipov 

15  3  _  ot 
]  /itoi/cTcm^€U'9?>e/5€Tat[  ]aA 

]\r]ypa<f>r)efjLoi$€Tica(i<J> _ 

]rrayvca(f>r)ca'norr]C7rpOK€C[x[ 

]€£r)yqce<pC7Taparr)p€w$ .  [ 

20  JcTreTrAacraioAoyocat; 

Jyapo'/xu/cavaiciSau 
]raC€V€KWKVTOVTIKO 

]TT€tVOlhey€KUJKV<pVT€C 

]npaccovoTLOv)(Lava.ipe 

2  5  ]  XrqaX\a€7TiTiixrjVTov 

]vrovTO$€avTor)dtKO)e 

W .  ]ara^<uw)cetxpij 

]  oQ.  oncap^artcecrai 
]  e  oL^ap€iaXm  m 

]traces[ 

<f>7)Cl  KtOKVTOy[ 

rovrcot  6  Cip.tp[vi8r)c 

VOtTO  7T€pl  roi»[ 

,v  evXoyojc  iq\ TOP  l$pfyow{ 

€OWC€V  8ai/xo[v 

[.  J.CTOtftOt  OT.[  ]  pro 

oAov  cuyq/jftfa'-  av  JWvoe- 

TO  p^CtC  7T£pL  Tp[  ]  #  • 
T-qv  c<f>a£ofiev[  ] 

tov  Xaov  avei  [  ]v 

.iT'cVirdcvarf. . ].«. 

aXXayrji.  psryrpl  8e  m t  ouSevoc 

av  rjTTrjdeir)  rj  Xvirq,  avaipov- 

fxevwv  8e  tG>v  irai[8wv  e]rot- 

pov  c revdfciv.  ̂ eperat  [ _ ]aA- 

Xt)  ypcuf/rj-  ipol  Se  ric  a/x^a,  • 
navv  c a<f>r)c  0.776  rt)c  TTpOK€lfi\4r 

V7)c]  e^Tjy^ceaje.  TTapaTrjpziv  S[ 

3  c  7re7rAacrai  o  Aoyoc  av 

]yap  eV  MvKava iciSau 
Jraceue  kojkvtov  tjko 

Jneivoi  8e  ye  kcokuoj/tcc 

eppaccoi'  ort  ouyt  a vaipe- 

jyAij  aAAa  eVi  Ti/xijt  row 
jurouToSe  auro  TjdtKwc 

]ev  tt}[i]  ava<f>a)vrjc€i  XPV 

].aQT°  Ttc  ap(f>a.Tic  ecrai 

] .  e  _  01  /SapetaAat ]traces[ 

3° 

2434.  COMMENTARY  ON  LYRIC  VERSES  (PSIMONIDES)  
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Fr.  1  (a)  There  is  a  joint  near  the  left-hand  edge  of  the  c
olumn 

1  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right ;  v  acceptable 
 2  Of  <w[  only  the  bottom  left-hand 

arc  of  the  left-hand  side  3  vo:  of  ?  only  the  base  3  seqq.  See  addendum  4  v. 

perhaps  a»v  or  cov,  but  either  anomalous  5  Of  7  the  left-h
and  part  of  the  cross-stroke  has  vanished, 

but  y  less  probable  7  1,  perhaps  the  right-hand  stroke  o
f  v,  but  v  not  impossible  [, ̂the 

left-hand  side  of  an  ellipse,  off  the  line  Perhaps  ]a  but  the  le
tter  is  represented  a  short 

stroke  rising  to  right,  nearly  level  with  the  top  of  p  9  ] . . .  ‘races  on  *e  me  folIowj.d  .“f  ™ 

lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  into  v,  1.  to.  Probably  . 
 or  p  After  a  blank  space  sufficient  for 

one  letter,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  n  ?  damage
d  but  not,  I  think,  e  [,  the 

start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  in  perhaps  a  single  ’l,accePta“e'^ though  the  top  of  of' Ihdl 

upright  appears  to  lean  unusually  far  over  to  right  ].[>  a  dot  on  t
he  line  3.>  P 

upright ;  i  likely  17  4>*n  is  compatible  with  the  ink,  though  o
f  rt  only  the  extreme  lower  ends 

remain,  but  there  follow  three  sloping  strokes,  a  short  one,  a
scending  to  right  from  the  tae,  pre¬ 

sumably  part  of  a  letter,  between  two  longer  and  parallel,  the  upper  m  the  “terh“
ar  *P“e’  ̂  

resembling  the  symbol  for  ecrt  19  .[,  apparently  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  touching  S
 

2r  l„  represented  only  by  the  right-hand  stroke,  though  part 
 of  the  left-hand  ought  to  be  visible. 

H  OTSSS  by  the  tail  S  P  in  1.  a4  a8  ] . ,  a  trace  of  a  nearly  horizontal  stroke  touching 

the  top  of  the  loop  of  o  I  am  not  sure  whether  there  is  not  room  for  1  between  o  and  ]r
  9 

Before  e  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  y,  r,  or  the  like,  after  . pnma&o
c  , ■  b P^P1  T 

or  even  c  intended  at  represented  only  by  the  bottom  of  the  loop  of  a  and  the  top  ot  
a  tall 

Fr.  1  (b)  From  the  general  appearance  of  the  back  I  thi
nk  it  likely  that  this  scrap  contains  the 

beginning  of  lines  of  the  same  »lnmn  as  fr.  I  (a).  
This  hypotheses  could  not  be  veriM  by 

means  of  cross-fibres,  since  the  right-hand  edge  would  comci
de  with  the  joint  m  fr.  r  (a)  men 

tioned  above.  For  a  suggestion  about  its  relation  to  fr.  I 
 (o)  see  the  commentary  on  fr.  1  (o) 

23  r  a,  jower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  compatible  with  a,  o,  w,  followed  by  the  lower 

end  of  a  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line  5  Before  «  the  lower  ®d 
 of  ashoke  ̂ “^“8 

from  left;  after  o  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  
nearly  into  the  next  line,  at  an  interval 

suggesting  *  or  0  rather  than  .  or  P  6  .[,  a  slightly  concave  upright,  perhaps  a  8  .[, 

the  edge  of  an  upright  stroke,  perhaps  slightly  con
vex 

Fr.  1  (a)  1  The  paragraphus  must  be  supposed  to  indi
cate  a  stop  within  the  lme.  Since  it  is  not 

followed  by  Wic,  as  in  fr.  i  (6)  4  seq.,  it  does  not  
indicate  a  new  lemma,  and  the  repetition  at 

intervals  throughout  11.  1-28  of  the  same  words  or  ideas  makes 
 it  reasonably  ̂ rtam  that  th^se 

lines  are  a  comment  on  a  single  lemma,  which  must
  have  been  of  considerable  extent  to  ac 

commodate  the  scraps  of  verse  quoted  and  the  vers
es  paraphrased. 
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2  I  do  not  think  it  need  be  doubted  that  the  name  of  Simonides  is  to  be  recognized.  That  it 
occurred- in  the  nominative  is  less  certain,  but  if  so,  there  is  a  fair  chance  that  the  commentator 
is  referring  to  the  author  of  the  piece  on  which  he  is  commenting.  For  instance,  the  general  sense 

might  be:  in  so  writing  Simonides  could  be  referring  to  such-and-such  a  practice  (say,  a* 
cqfiai\voi  to  irepl  tovQ.  But  it  is  not  difficult  to  think  of  other  possibilities. 

7  There  is  a  temptation  to  see  here  crc[va£-  on  the  pattern  of  e]rot/tov  creva£«v  at  15  seq.,  but 
I  do  not  think  there  is  any  legitimate  possibility  of  so  interpreting  the  ink.  Nevertheless,  it  is 
not  easy  (or  necessary)  to  believe  that  there  is  no  relation  between  «rot/tot  or.[  . .  .  c<f>a£ofia{  .  .  . 

top  A aop  aw«.[  in  7-11  and  dpaipovfievaip  Se  r&v  nalSotp  irotfiov  in  14  seqq. 

7  seq.  Perhaps  y\ap  to  o\ov  ‘the  sense’  or  ‘the  point’  of  a  portion  of  the  text,  as  frequently  in 
commentaries,  cvvanreiv  also  frequent  in  commentaries,  ‘to  take  one  thing  with  another’,  ‘to 
join  in  sense  one  word  or  phrase  with  another’. 

11  Aaoi'  atf«.[  can  hardly  be  other  than  a  part  of  the  lemma,  or  at  least  a  paraphrase 
using  words  from  the  lemma,  but  how  it  came  in  does  not  appear  from  the  paraphrase  m  13  seqq. 
I  caU  attention  to  the  end  of  1.  21,  -a8av,  and  the  mysterious  Jraave  in  1.  22  without  being  able  to 
guess  whether  they  have  any  relevance. 

12  seq.  Apparently  ini  r 6  iva\\riov  .  .  .  ijjaXXayiji.  I  suspect  that  17  T6  ini  to  ivavriov  .  .  . 

c’^aAAayij  was  intended,  but  can  offer  no  supplement  to  recommend  it.  Presumably  what  would 
have  been  meant  is  that  something  was  conveyed  in  terms  of  its  opposite. 

15  seq.  cToipov  (sc.  icrt)  crevafri p,  though  a  construction  found  in  prose,  looks  to  me  here  as 
if  it  had  been  picked  up  from  the  lemma. 

16  seqq.  I  suppose :  j>ipen u  Sc  *ai  aAAij  ypa<f>i)  ‘a  variant  reading  is  found’  .  . .  ndvu  ca^rjc  and 
rrjc  npoKtifiiprjc  ifay-rjcecuc  ‘readily  comprehensible  in  the  light  of  the  present  exposition’.  Of  the 
alternative  readings  a  part  of  one  is  in  1.  28  tic  agaric  Icrat;,  the  other,  in  1.  17,  appears  to  differ 
in  ending  with  (ten)  instead  of  eerat  and  perhaps  also  in  having  a  different  ending  to  the  word 
beginning  with  ap<f>a-.  There  is  no  particular  reason  to  suppose  that  it  further  differed  in  having 
ifiol  Si  ric  instead  of  tic  . . .;  But  it  may  have  done  so. 

19  seq.  I  suppose  something  like :  napanjpeiv  Si  Set  on  <  ><oc  n&rXacnu  6  Aoyoc,  ‘it  must  be 
observed  that  the  sentence  has  been  given  a  . . .  form’.  Perhaps,  on  comparison  with  1.  26,  rjOiKwc 
ninXacrai. 

21  seq.  ip  MixfavaictSawl  .  .  .  }racevc  kojkvtov  at  least,  and  perhaps  more  on  either  side,  must 
be  taken  to  be  elements  of  the  lemma.  In  Jraceve  I  can  recognize  nothing  but  ceve,  the  third 

person  singular  of  the  aorist— the  context  seems  to  make  the  present  imperative  unsuitable — of 

ceveo,  but  that  cede  kcokvtov  is  a  possible  expression  ‘sent  out  a  violent  wailing’,  I  cannot,  on  the 
strength  of  such  evidence  as  I  have  been  able  to  find,  believe.  [I  judge  LSJ  to  have  misinterpreted 
Suokcip  both  in  Simon,  fr.  29  and  Pratin.  fr.  5.] 

23  seqq.  I  take  the  articulation  to  be  ]7T€«'.  ol  Si  ye  ...  .  The  wailers  were  acting  as  they  were 
because  ....  If  I  am  right  in  placing  fr.  1  (b)  to  the  left  of  11.  26  seqq.,  the  resulting  text  runs  as 
follows : 

Inpaccoponovvav'upe 
]v\r]aX\acmTip.r)i.Tov 

Sai/t[  ]vTOVToSeavrot)$cKti>c 
airqy{  ]eprri[']ava<f>a>vi)ceixpV 

c_X  3 .  aQrorica/^aTiceCTat 
*.[  ],c.oipapc  taAat 

.«.[  «rA. 

Of  this  there  might  be  made :  on  ovxl  avalpeci C  <f>au\r)  aAAa  ini  np-rji  toC  Satfioviov.  tovto  8e  <ii5to 

rjdiKoic  awijyyctAev  riji  Avarua trfcci  xp^cdpcvoc  .  .  .,  *.  .  .  because  it  is  not  a  killing  of  no  consequence 
but  done  to  honour  a  divine  being.  This  too  the  poet  has  described  expressively  by  the  use  of  the 

exclamation  .  .  .  (iptol  Si)  ric  ap<f>anc  Icrat;’  But,  among  other  difficulties,  I  am  at  a  loss  to 
account' for  the  word  or  words  between  the  supposed  xP’r\c^lxevoc  and  ric  and  to  attach  any 
meaning,  or  indeed  any  derivation,  to  the  noun  dp<f>anc.  That  it  should  be  equated  with  ava - 
rj>iovi)cic,  even  if  there  were  any  avdfafu,  which  there  is  not,  is  out  of  the  question. 
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29  seq.  ].€  rot  papeta  AatA af  would  be  a  further  consequence  of  the  combination  of  the  t
wo 

fragments,  not  unattractive,  though  the  metaphorical  use  of  AatAa</r  appears  otherwise  not  to  be attested  in  an  early  writer. 

[Addendum  to  fr.  1  (a)  3-7  and  fr.  2.  In  the  course  of  revision  I  have  found  the  attachment of  these.  Fr.  1  (a)  3  seqq.  now  run : V.lT07T€/UTOu[.]pv[ 

.  vev\oytDCi}nap .  .[ 

5  ovfBpr,vouv€nia.[ 

eoi*«rv8aqiovi.[ 

[  ].€ToVotor.. .[.].[ 

and  fr.  2  becomes  a  vacant  number. 

I  think  I  must  now  accept  cTevo[£>[»>  in  1.  7,  though  both  c  before  and anomalous  in  appearance.] 

after  the  r  are 

Fr.  2 

(See  Addendum  to  fr.  1  (a)  and  ( b ) ) 

]..
[  ' 

w>
. 

.[ 
]-*».[ 

].*.[ 
5  ]..[.].[ 

Fr.  2  The  right-hand  side  of  11.  3-4  and  1.  5 rubbed 

1  A  small  loop,  open  upwards,  on  the  line, 
followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 
2  After  p  the  foot  of  an  upright  5  ]..,  the 

top  of  an  upright,  followed  by  traces  suggesting 
a  loop  open  to  right 

Frr.  4-7,  though  apparently  written  by  the  same  copyist  as  frr.  1-3,  display  easily  appre¬ 
hensible  differences  from  those  and  from  one  another.  In  frr.  4-5  the  writing  is  slightly 

thicker,  larger,  and  looser  than  in  frr.  1-3,  6.  Frr.  5-7  have  a  second  v  as  well  as  the  V-shaped 
letter  used  consistently  in  fr.  1.  There  are  other  slight  variations  more  easily  seen  (v.  facs.)  than 

described.  There  is  no  guarantee  that  all  are  from  one  MS. 

Fr.  3 

R[ 

]avraqi[ 

]ljyeyoi{ 
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Fr.  4 

].yp°41 
]ai^opta,[ 

}»/*%[ 

5  ]rf 
]a>«ye#[ 

yfrk 
].««.[ 
]oAoyoce.[ 

Fr.  4  i  on  the  line  apparently  the  left-hand  tip  of  a  loop  as  of  a  2  ].,  a  trace  level  with 
the  tops  of  the  letters  3  .[,  a  trace  just  off  the  line  5  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  6  .[,  a 

stroke  leaning  to  right,  it  perhaps  likeliest,  but  v  not  ruled  out  '  8  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke descending  from  left,  presumably  A  but  thicker  than  usual  and  otherwise  anomalous  a  slightly 
concave  upright ;  k,  y,  and  other  letters  possible 

Fr.5 

w
 
 ‘ 

uw 

]TCuSe/cai[ 

5  ] .  viyvva  t  [ 

] ,  at  €KTO  4  [ 

]<X)TOVKaj[ 

10  ]tdoc<fxfl[ 

Fr.  6  2  ] . . ,  on  the  line  a  hook  open  to  right,  e.g.  e,  c,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 
right,  possibly  y,  in  which  case  no  whole  letter  is  missing  5  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  touching  the  angle  of  v  6  ].,  y  or  the  right-hand  parts  of  r  ,[,  the  start  of  a  stroke 
rising  to  right  7  the  top  of  an  upright  .[,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  leaning  slightly  to 
left ;  t  or  u  possible  8  Stripped.  The  traces  may  be  differently  combined.  The  first  t  might  be  p, 
though  there  is  now  no  trace  of  the  loop.  I  can  make  nothing  of  the  ink  between  1  and  t,  which  may 
represent  only  one  letter,  or  at  the  end  of  the  line,  which  looks  like  an  undotted  printed  question-mark 
10  .[,  a  trace  on  the  line  and  another  vertically  over  it 
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Fr.  6 

'].[  ' 

]_otmo[ 
]a yey[ 

5  J'WCorf 

M 

].[ 

Fr.  6  The  lines  are  slightly  wider  apart 

.2  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  slightly  above  the  tops  of  the  letters,  neither  y,  r,  nor 

a  paragraphus  suggested  4  ].,  the  right-hand  edge  of  an  upright  7  A  small  interlinear 
letter  or  letters ;  j8  looks  like  one  possibility 

Fr.  7 

]u)voy[ 

]7rapaAAacc[ 

5  ]t rapa/mc.[ 
] 'OL7TpO(f)d[ 

]ve/c€twi>4[ 

Fr.  7  2  a  slightly  convex  upright,  v  acceptable,  1?  perhaps  not  ruled  out  5  .[,  on  the 
line  apparently  the  left-hand  end  of  a  loop,  perhaps  a  6  ].,  y  or  t 

Fr.  7  LI.  4  seq.  appear  to  contain  a  variant  reading  7rapaAAacc[ov,  napa  y.ac(cov).  But  the 
scansion  is  not  the  same  in  both  and  the  appearance  may  well  be  illusory. 
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2435.  Acta  Alexandrinorum  ? 

14*5X26  cm.  Early  first  century  Plates 

The  recto  of  this  papyrus  contains  one  complete  column  of  writing  and  traces  of 

a  succeeding  one,  and  is  in  a  fairly  legible  condition  except  at  three  places  where  it  has 

been  folded  horizontally  in  antiquity.  Initial  letters  and  sometimes  the  last  few  letters 

of  lines  are  lost.  The  hand  is  a  medium-sized,  rather  roughly  formed,  capital,  midway 

in  style  between  cursive  and  literary.  Characteristic  letters  are  a,  k,  fi,  £,  a,  r. 

The  two  strokes  from  which  k  is  formed  often  do  not  touch,  p  is  deep  and  made  in 

three  strokes,  <r  is  written  with  a  forward  slant,  usually  in  two  bold  half-ellipses ;  like 

a  it  forms  a  ligature  with  v  readily  paralleled  in  documents  of  the  early  first  century 

a.d.  (e.g.  P.  Merton  8  of  a.d.  3).  Among  dated  parallels  for  the  hand  one  may  cite 

BGU  1 1 14  of  5  B.c.  (plate  in  New  Pal .  Soc.  i  176),  PSI 1099  of  5  B.c.  (Norsa,  Scritt.  Doc. 

i  10),  744  of  x  b.c.  ( Greece  and  Rome  xxi  (1952),  PI.  124),  and  P.  Lond.  2553  of  a.d.  5/6 

{New  Pal.  Soc.  ii  136a).  The  hand  should  be  assigned  to  the  first  part  of  the  first  cen¬ 

tury  a.d.  It  is  certainly  not  later  than  a.d.  50,  and  is  no  doubt  almost  contemporary 

with  the  events  narrated  which  belong  to  a.d.  18/19.  I*1  view  of  the  subject-matter 

it  is  interesting  to  note  a  general  similarity  in  character  between  this  handwriting 

and  that  of  PSI  1160.  The  scribe  marks  punctuation  usually  by  a  space  in  the  line, 

probably  coupled  with  a  marginal  paragraphs  (so  1.  3);  once  (1.  5)  he  uses  a 

middle  stop.  He  does  not  write  hiatus  (11. 1,  4,  17),  but  is  capricious  in  the  insertion  of 

i  adscript.  Vowel  confusions  and  itacistic  errors  abound,  and  the  scribe  frequently 

admits  vulgar  intrusive  1  (e.g.  ̂ ^la/xarat,  neuter  plural)  and  other  vulgar  spellings, 

and  makes  occasional  grammatical  errors.  Though  it  is  written  with  much  less  care, 

the  verso  is  probably  the  work  of  the  same  scribe.  The  forms  of  letters  such  as  a,  e,  £ 

are  the  same,  and  the  same  characteristic  errors  such  as  tfirj^lafiarat  recur.  The  copying 

is  even  more  slipshod  than  on  the  recto,  and  a  number  of  passages  can  only  be  under¬ 

stood  with  the  help  of  emendation.  Recovery  of  the  text  on  the  verso  is  in  any  case 

more  difficult  than  that  of  the  recto.  The  vertical  fibres  are  badly  distorted,  there  are 

patches  of  discoloration,  and  the  ink  is  much  faded ;  and  loss  of  a  strip  on  the  left 

means  that  about  5-6  initial  letters  are  missing  throughout  the  single  surviving  column. 

Tli^oiitfintsLQlJ^rectQ.are  occupied  with  a  speech,  punctuated  by  applause. 

made^by.an_unnamedJmpexat5TJ9.Thc„Qitizensi)LAlexandria,  After  receiving  two 

honorary  decrees  from  the  exegetes,  he  requests  his  audience  to  postpone  its  cheering 

until  his  investigations  are  concluded.  He  then  explains  that  he  has  been  sent  by  his 

father  to  settle  the  overseas  provinces :  though  his  travels  entail  some  personal  cost 

to  himself,  above  all  by  separating  him  from  his  family,  the  hardships  are  com¬ 

pensated  by  the  opportunity  of  seeing  the  dazzling  city  of  Alexandria  and  by  the 

warmth,  of  his  reception. 

The  choice  for  the  identity  of  the  unnamed  imperator  lies  between  two  persons 

only  :GaiusXaesaivsomoiAgripp^mturalgr.aGd5.Qn-and_alsQ_adop.ted.SQnof, Augustus, 
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amLCkrraamau&Xaesac*~§Qa.itf.-to  the  emPcror 

Tiheriu8..wtolia<l.i>dopt^jMIIUBJ(aUlUyi.S  pn.thejjrdcrs  of  
Augustus.  Both  these 

two  men  received  special  powers  direct  from  the  emperor,  and  both  wer
e  entrusted 

with  a  mission  to  the  East,  the  former  in  i  B.c.  when  on  the  way  to  Syria,  the 
 latter  in 

a.d.  18,  when  he  passed  the  winter  in  Egypt.  Both  fulfil  the  family  con
ditions— they 

possess  those  relatives  from  whose  embrace  they  were  tom  (1.  12) :  for  Gain
s  Caesar 

the  father  would  be  Augustus,  the  grandmother  Livia,  mother  Iulia,  bro
thers  and 

sisters  Lucius,  Iulia,  Agrippina  (the  future  wife  of  Germanicus),  Agrippa  Pos
tumus; 

in  the  case  of  Germanicus,  the  father  would  be  Tiberius,  grandmother  Livia,  mot
her 

Antonia  minor,  brother  and  sister  Livilla  and  Claudius  (the  future  emperor). 
 But 

in  the  case  of  Gaius  Caesar  no  children  are  known,  and  indeed  it  is  impossible  tha
t 

there  should  have  been  any,  for  Gaius  was  not  married  until  the  very  momen
t  of  his 

departure  for  the  East,  three  months  or  so  before  his  arrival  in  Alexand
ria.  But 

Germanicus  already  had  a  numerous  family :  Nem,.Diusus,-Gaius4.thefuture£mperor), 

elder  Agrippina,  accompanied  him  on  this  voyage  to  the  East,  as  appear
s  from  the 

narrative  in  Tac.  Ann.  ii  72,  and  this  fact  agrees  with  the  absence  of  the  word  ywc
uros 

in  our  text.  EquaJly.inJavom.of.-G.ernJhnicijsjS.U)e.a.pp.cial.iX!,lv  22  t.o  .tjie.seryices  °f 

my^ndfathenAugustusjind.iay,Mher.,.i^^^ 
have.spokeTLof.Augustus.in,this,.\Yg.y.,,,iT]:ie.QpJy,possJibilgj;.QBciusi,on_isi.thatthe..ini- 

pia^dmjsiimtiaciaisXaJsar. 

Apart  from  giving  what  is  no  doubt  the  correct  official  designation  of  Germa
nicus 

command  (11.  9-10  note),  the  papyrus  furnishes  a  lively  picture  
of  Germanicus' 

personality  and  an  interesting  commentary  on  Tac.  Ann.  ii  59.  Germanicus'  Egypti
an 

visit  has  already  left  a  mark  among  the  papyri  in  an  ostracon  dated  26th  Jan.  a.d.  19 

(W.  Chr.  413),  a  receipt  for  requisitions  made  in  preparation  for  his  v
isit  to  the 

Thebaid,  and  in  two  decrees  issued  by  him  surviving  in  a  well-known  Berlin  Papyrus 

(SB  Berlin  1911,  794  f.),  in  one  of  which  he  forbids  government  officers 
 to  make  re¬ 

quisitions  in  his  name,  while  in  the  second  he  refuses  to  accept  divine  honours.  The
 

new  text  seems  to  be  an  account  of  the  very  moment  of  his  arrival  in  Alexandria.  He 

is  given  two  decrees,  no  doubt  passed  by  the  Greek  gerousia  of  the  city ;  he  asks  for
 

applause  to  be  postponed  till  he  has  answered  the  questions  put  to  him,  and  explains 
the  nature  of  his  mission.  It  never, QCCUrs.tfiJliniibaLhe.has.nQ.xightJ:o  enter  Egypt, 

indeedhe.seems±oJ;hink-thatJ:he  vejry,  terms  pf^hi§.speciaL.command,.requii:e  him  to 

i.  rtw.  p.pyn.a  this  mrplanatim.has.a.sincenT  rinr  than  Taratos'-Mimds  eura 

jmmnciaG..fira£lmdebatur..,WM\?l.£W,gvA.  But  then  Tacitus'  mam  purp
ose  was  to 

exploit  the  contrast  between  the  grizzled,  dissimulating  emperor,  aware  of  all  the 

arcana  imperii,  and  his  headstrong  but  winsome  nephew.  Germanicus  is  certai
nly 

presented  as  attractive  and  straightforward  in  the  papyrus.  The  monotonous  repeti¬ 
tion  of  his  npS, rov  per  seems  to  indicate  that  he  is  improvising  his  speech.  Perhaps  he 

did  not  foresee  the  warmth  of  his  reception  and  had  no  reply  prepared.  Certainly  the 
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reference  to  the  hardships  of  travelling  and  family  separation  reads  oddly  coming  from 

the  victor  of  the  German  campaigns,  a  man  now  in  his  thirties.  But  he  knew  well 

how  to  please  his  audience  by  praising  their  famous  city,  and  above  all  their  founder, 

and  by  hinting  at  the  community  of  interest  between  the  Alexandrians  and  the 

imperial  house.  In  a  genuine  surge  of  emotion  he  seems  not  to  have  maintained  that 

reserved  and  distant  attitude  that  was  to  be  expected  of  a  Roman  and  kinsman  of  the 

Emperor.  As  for  his  welcome,  it  is  not  the  mob  alone  that  cheers  him :  the  reception 

committee  includes  the  exegetes,  the  principal  magistrate  of  the  Greek  community, 

and  the  members  of  some  body  that  can  pass  honorary  decrees. 

Th&JexUuLlhfi.  jtersajs..  alsQ.iatimatdy^nu&ci^.^th..the ^relations .  between 

Rome-ancLAlexandria.  It  offers  in  correct  official  form  the  minutes  of  an  audience 

before  Augustus  in  Rome  (that  is,  at  a  date  prior  to  the  events  recorded  on  the  recto) 

given  to  ambassadors  from  Alexandria.  The  single  surviving  column  opens  with 

what  appears  to  be  a  file  reference,  and  the  protocol  recording  the  date  and  place  of 

the  audience,  and  those  who  sat  in  consilium  with  Augustus,  namely  of  the  imperial 

house  Tiberius  Caesar  and  Drusus,  Tiberius’  son,  and  six  other  named  persons.  Their 
names  are  not  fully  recoverable,  but  five  of  them  seem  to  be  unknown.  Then  a  certain 

Alexander,  presumably  the  first  speaker  for  the  delegation,  presented  decrees  and 

spoke,  perhaps  doing  no  more  than  conciliating  the  audience’s  goodwill;  he  is  fol¬ 
lowed  by  a  second  speaker,  Timoxenus.  who  makes  some  request  of  the  emperor,  the 
nature  of  which  can  only  be  guessed  at,  and  then  the  text  breaks  off. 

The  date,  given  as  the  42nd  regnal  year  of  Augustus  (=  a.d.  12/13), can  perhaps  be 

narrowed  down  to  the  months  between  1st  Jan.  and  29th  Aug.  a.d.  13.  Had  it  been 

autumn  a.d.  12  Germanicus,  both  as  consul  and  as  third  family  member  of  the  council, 

would  have  been  expected  to  be  present,  while  in  13  he  was  away  in  Gaul.  The  body 

that  gives  the  audience  can  no  doubt  be  regarded  as  in  some  sense  a.  committee  of  the 

Senate,  and  its  meeting  place  is  recorded  for  other  embassies  and  indeed  is  probably 

that  specified  for  the  Senate  itself  in  the  tabula  Hebana  (11.  31-32  n.).  Perhaps.  it  is 

noTgoingJ;o£^ax^to..seeinihe^present-hodyJ;.hgLSfilficL.CDuncil„Qi2a.whichT)iQCassius 

lvi.28^ysjwas„Qrgani^d^ Au^s£uaAa-ths_xaar,A i5j.o1helpxelie.Y.e..th.e  strain  on 

the_74^y£aErDli.£mpgmx.^,J^^meilLtes„£oji^ist^_(^,Aiiguatu&..himse.lf,.,.Xiberius, 

Tibmus^Dwn.smI)rmhiL<^Jl^ 

designate,. « the .  Germanicus,'  as 

already  remarked,  is  absent  from  the  council  recorded  in  the  papyrus,  in  which  also 

it  does  not  seem  possible  to  trace  the  names  of  the  consuls  and  consuls  designate.  But 

it  is  interesting  to  note  that  of  the  two  names  that  can  be  identified,  one  Valerius 

Messalinus..mightvb.e4ie.actib-sd^«MJ!sii^|£0gf«Ifeii^^hg^fl^x^£kl^itgCftr 

daughter.  who.waaYeryirieMy^itkLiYia^d-^J^kter,Qr^randdaughiecwhQ_-was 
thfc£rs^^iejjf. 39^9tgs)  • ,  The  presence  of  these  persons 

lendssomeplausibility,4;a,tbe.yJmdlmt,one„pug^seJQLtheJM^]i3iHL.waLJ^fe;ditate 
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What  the  Alexandrian  envoys  said  is  more  difficult  to  elucidate  in  view  of  the 

tattered  text.  A  hint  towards  its  interpretation  can  perhaps  be  found  in  Claudius' 
famous  letter  to  the  Alexandrians.  The  structure  of  his  reply  reveals  the  diplomatic 

way  in  which  the  Alexandrian  deputation  of  eleven  persons  broached  its  task.  First 

it  presented  a  decree,  then  the  delegates  ‘discoursed  at  length  on  the  city,  directing 

attention  to  the  goodwill  stored  up  by  the  emperor  towards  them’.  Next  the  delegates 

requested  Claudius'  acceptance  of  a  number  of  honours,  some  of  them  explicitly 

recognizing  his  divinity.  Only  then  did  they  come  really  to  the  point  that  lay  nearest 

their  hearts :  especially  the  request  for  a  city  council.  In  the  scene  in  our  text  nearly 

thirty  years  earlier  things  seem  to  have  taken  a  similar  course.  The  first  speaker 

presents  the  decrees,  and  aims  to  secure  the  emperor’s  goodwill,  but  does  not  go 
beyond  generalities.  The  second  makes  a  request,  which  A.  Momigliano  suggests 

may  well  be  permission  to  take  some  step  forward  in  promoting  the  imperial  cult  in 

Alexandria.  The  suggestion  is  confirmed  by  analogy  with  Claudius’  letter,  and  satisfies 
the  antithesis  of  Timoxenus  ‘What  you  have  granted  to  other  persons,  such  a  grant 

we  ask  you  to  make  today  to  your  Alexandrian  subjects’ ;  and  it  seems  to  suit  the 
term  -npoaKw^aojaav.  What  is  it,  then,  that  Augustus  interrupts  to  say  he  has  seen? 

Possibly  it  might  be  the  city  of  Alexandria  itself,  which  as  Octavian  he  had  entered 

triumphantly  more  than  forty  years  earlier.  Momigliano  suggests  that  the  ‘victory’ 
of  1.  51  might  be  a  statue  of  Victoria  Augusta,  perhaps  erected  in  Alexandria  at  that 

very  time. 
The  text  breaks  and  it  cannot  be  discovered  whether  this  was  all  that  the  Alexan¬ 

drian  delegation  wanted.  Yet  it  is  not  at  all  unlikely  that  the  delegation  went  on  to 

make  more  serious  requests.  Only  two  speakers  have  taken  the  floor  so  far,  and  a  re¬ 

quest  for  a  city  council,  a  povA^,  would  supply  a  motive  for  the  delegation’s  visit  more 
solid  and  plausible  than  the  payment  of  a  few  compliments :  indeed,  even  if  the  delega¬ 
tion  had  come  primarily  to  congratulate  Livia  and  Tiberius  (a  motive  that  might  be 

inferred  from  11.  45-46),  it  might  have  proposed  a  serious  end  for  itself  as  well.  If  so 

there  are  possibilities  of  an  interesting  rapprochement  between  this  text  and  PS  I  1160. 

Speculation  on  the  personalities  among  the  delegates  cannot  bring  any  certainty. 
Timoxenus  is  unknown  from  other  sources.  But  one,  famous. , Alexandrian^qf  this 

TJn  nnA  wagmnrp  likely  than  he  tahepersona  ggg^X^dJLheJsJllJaC.t  JllO  first 

speakur^^visiomk..coii}iiredJipJ1Qt,a^fi£kt.yJ.n^Al£5Laildiia.Jn..wMch,-j£W-.,and,Greek 

yet  at  each  ntw**; ,  throats.  No  doubt  one  would  not  expect  to  find  a  Jew 

participating  in  an  embassy,  the  main  business  of  which  was  to  extend  the  bounds 

of  the  imperial  cult.  But  this  objection  would  not  be  a  fatal  one  if  the  embassy’s 
object  went  deeper.  The  suggested  identification,  however,  can  be  no  more  than  a 

possibility  (1.  41  n.). 

An  important  question  remains  unanswered :  do  these  scraps  of  papyrus  represent 
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a  merely  private  piece  of  reportage  or  were  they  intended  to  have  a  wider  circulation 

and  a  political  purpose?  And  if  the  latter  alternative  is  correct,  to  what  class  of  litera¬ 

ture  should  they  be  assigned?  There  are  two  lines  of  argument  which  suggest  that  this 

text  is  more  than  a  private  individual’s  copy.  The  first  is  based  on  the  use  of  recto  and 
verso  of  the  same  roll  to  carry  material  relating  to  the  same  theme,  the  relationship 
of  Alexandria  and  Rome.  The  text  on  the  recto  contained  at  least  three  columns 

(it  begins  in  the  middle  of  the  narrative,  and  part  of  a  following  column  can  be 

glimpsed)  and  may  well  have  been  more  extensive;  the  speeches  on  the  verso  are 

reported  at  quite  a  generous  length.  As  has  been  seen,  the  scribe  in  both  cases  is 

probably  the  same ;  and  some  at  least  of  his  errors  seem  to  be  those  made  in  carelessly 

copying  an  exemplar.  The  second  line.  J3f_arpmientjfca^ 

between.the.text^m.the^erso^ndJb£.SQ^ 

reasp]L;iioi^hfc)&&g>i^^ 

dilemiLplaaes.,.. 

We  know  of  one1  similar  text  to  that  on  the  recto,  namely  P.  Fouad  8,  which 
recounted  a  visit  paid  to  Alexandria  by  Vespasian  after  his  nomination  to  the  Empire, 

and  his  reception  in  the  Hippodrome  by  the  prefect  Ti.  lulius  Alexander.  It  seems  as 

though  the  detailed  recital  of  visits  to  Alexandria  by  great  personages,  such  as  mem¬ 

bers  of  the  imperial  house,  might  form  one  favoured  theme  of  political  pamphleteering : 

one  might  call  this  type  literature,  of  wtowi.  ,! public -appeamnnes^J.o.-use  a 
tegiLenmloved  by  Germanicus  himself,  when  in  one  of  his  edicts  he  threatens  that  he 

will  have  to  refrain  from  epj>aviopoi  if  the  people  insists  on  treating  him  as  a  divinity. 

Though  the  text  seems  to  be  a  straightforward  piece  of  journalistic  reporting, 

a  certain  editorial  supervision  has  been  exercised,  if  only  in  the  insertion  of  notes  of 

applause  ;2  it  is  not  clear,  for  instance,  what  remarks  of  Germanicus  called  for  a  burst 

of  cheers  at  1.  24.  It  is  worth  noting  that  Claudius'  allusion  in  his  letter  to  Germanicus’ 
frank  addresses  in  Egypt  was  taken  by  the  first  editor  to  imply  definite  speeches  still 

on  record.  Eor.thetext.on  the.verso.  two  linespfappqstors  may  be  traced!  the  first. 

somewhatjmicdely,4nay.Ee-seenJn.JMl^^acoM^oog^4pi.^g^wK;.,Qnfi-.such  is 

racorded»among..tlie.catalo.gue..olworks.-olDemetrms  of  Phaierupi,  Djpg.  Laert.  v  80 

(seeTEI3lQch,Qn.P,Xoh,ZenonJi,,6s).v,A,se.cqjid,and.rnQre:immgdifttelancest,oris  docu- 

The  detailed  accuracy  of  protocol  in  this  text  emerges  even  out  of 

careless  copying  and  vulgar  Greek,  and  is  fully  confirmed  by  comparison  with  known 

documents.  No  doubt  an  official  might  have  access  to  Roman  records  (Claudius' 

well-known  letter  was  circulated  for  public  display)  or  a  prominent  Alexandrian  to 

the  minutes  made  by  the  Alexandrian  delegation  for  its  own  use  (it  was  probably  an 

1  G.  Braunecker  has  recently  identified  the  proem  of  Vespasian's  speech  on  this  occasion 
in  a  Vienna  papyrus,  an  even  closer  parallel  to'our  recto  text. 

*  Pointed  out  to  me  by  N.  Lewis. 
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Alexandrian  citizen  who  carried  this  copy  to  Oxyrhynchus).  But  suc
h  texts  were  not 

valued  as  documents  for  their  own  sake:  they  were  valued  for  thei
r  promotion  of 

a  political  ideal. 
The  point,  however,  of  greatest  interest  in  our  texts  is  that  the

y  are  practically 

contemporary  with  the  events  they  describe.  The  latest  a
cceptable  dates  for  these 

texts,  as  has  been  already  seen,  is  A.D.  50 ;  and  on  palaeogra
phical  grounds  one  is 

tempted  to  put  them  quite  close  to  Germanicus’  visit.  
Here  again  these  texts  seem 

to  be  analogous  to  the  Acta  Alexandrinorum.  If  they  do  belon
g  to  that  class  of  litera¬ 

ture,  they  supply  a  concrete  example  on  which  to  base  the 
 view  already  ably  argued 

by  H.  Musurillo  in  his  collection  of  the  Acta  that  the  latter  wer
e  originally  written 

at  the  same  time  as  the  events  they  describe,  even  though  our  survi
ving  copies  are  of 

later  date.  If  they  do  not  belong  to  the  Acta  literature  as  such,  they  m
ight  still  have 

formed  a  model  for  them.  One  difference,  that  of  tone,  is  readily  apparent:
  the  Ada 

are  anti-imperial  and  deal  in  trial  scenes,  not  embassies,  martyrdom
s  rather  than 

exchanges  of  courtesies.  In  our  texts,  the  relation  between  the  t
wo  sides  seems  still  to 

be  friendly  or  at  least  neutral :  there  has  been  no  break  yet.  Whether  the  possibility 

of  a  worsening  of  such  relations,  such  as  seemed  imminent  after  the  Jewish
  pogrom  in 

Alexandria  under  Gaius,  and  the  desire  either  to  encourage  or  to  pre
vent  a  break 

is  the  occasion  for  compiling  and  circulating  the  present  text  must  remai
n  a  matter  for 

speculation. 

Recto ]•[ 

[o]  €^Tjyr)T7js  cjt&cok  aVTOJ  avTOKparcopi  ap<j>o[T€pa] 

ra  ifjr)(f)i(Tp,aTai  o  avroKparwp  eycot  Trep<f>0[€i]s 

[y7ro  tov ]  Tr[o.]Tpog  avSpes  AXev^av^peis 

[ot]  oyAot  effnovrjcrav  ova  KVpi  ei r  ayaOcoi 

5  twv  ayadiov  o  avTOKparcop-  vrtpi  ttoXXov 

[pev  ovv]  TToir/crapemt  av8 pes  •<4Ae£gy[8petS'] 

[S]ia\exdr/vaL  pe  vpetv  avacryeode  iv  orav  emreAe- 

\a]co  ra  irpos  c/caoTat  tcov  emo^rovpevcov  Tore  em- 

[ofypairqodaL  eya>  irep<f>dcLS  cos  ̂ cjyq(y)  vtto  tov  ita rpos 

xo  [ejxrt  to  KaTaorrjoaadat  ra  is  7r  epav  daXaotjs  errapyias 

[ejytov  yaXeTrorarov  i rpoaraypa  irpoTOV  pev  Sta  tov 
7tXovv  «raV  Sta  to  arreoTTaodai  Trarpos  Kai  papprjs 

[fc]ai  prjrpos  ko-c  aSeA cfcov  /cat  tckvcov  Kai  oikicov  [  ] 
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7 TpoKtfiev. . .  [. . 7rpo]<7Tayfxa  tov.[.].ov.v}[ . J 

IS  [.]Kovrr)TOv[.].[.]oira<Tatir)v  to  oikiov  7roXvfx[ . ] 

[f<]aivr)v  8e  daXaaav  emu  ̂ pfizeiL/«gjEt8ftt  TrjU.y[fL£r] 
€7r  Oiya0o>i 

\X]ap,7TpoTaTpy  6eapat  to  pev  -npoToy  Sta  t[oi>] 

f .  logouts,  cog  QlfJ/LVJHIpQS- hiKfUOV  KCU  PLOTTO)  fL€V  o(nV 

o  avroKparutp 

2  s  fq]-«&4»d!da^  ffoAAa- 

[irA1$gjaQi^^  VfjLsrepate 

Col.  ii.  Opp.  1.  23  o  au[TOKpaTcop  Opp.  1.  27  ...  [ 

,  1  1-  avroKparopi  2  I.  ip^iapara,  4yd,  3  1.  ̂ A«|avSp€f?  8  1.  e*a(rra,  im^rovpivtav, 
tmtrtjfidvriade  10  1.  rds,  daXdaa-qs  II  1.  yaXtirdyrarov,  irputrov  13  1.  oiWajv  15  1. 
oiKetov  16  1.  daXaaaav  iva  -npcuTov,  i8oj,  vyercpav  19  1.  94apa,  npwrov ;  in  to,  o  altered 
fr°m  a  ?9..1'.K?.iVn  21  1.  dvrcxoplvots  ewtira  23  1.  <nom&  24  1.  Idj,  irXciov 
26  1.  Tc9i)<7avptop4va  27  1,  ipr]<l>Lafxara  28  1.  bmpa,  auveiXeypevtov 

Verso 

[to/i(ou).  .]  K[o]A(A^/iaTo?)  7T  €to[o]j  Kataapos  (uft.vyai.l 

3°  [ . ]  .  8  a/pay  6  enadiaev  o  Xe- 

[fiaaros]  ev  ran  tov  AttoXXowos  iepco 

[o'  T7]  P]co{Aau<r)  pvf3\iodr)Kr)i  Kat  St- 

[rjK0V(T\ev  TOJV  TTpecrfieVTcuv  (tojv')  AXegay- 

[Spetov]  ovvKaOppevoy  atmpi  Ti@t\e\piov 

35  [Kataap]os  Kat  A\p\ov<jov  tov  Kaioapos 

f/cai  OfaWelpiou  MeooaXtvov  KvpBtvov 

[ . ]p  Kat  Tt. .[.  .]o£  Aey[..]ov'aropoS [ . ]ov  Ma[o]<p[vt)ov  Titov  . . .,  ..tyov 

[ . jatvos-  MapK[o]v  Avr/Siov  Opy(oA)aviou 

4°  [ . jatapoi*  T.S...  aveScoKiv  Ta 

[tfir/fitcrjpaTai  y4Ae^a[i'8]pos’  /cat  enrev 
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[ . ]eia?  7r<p)oe7rep,i/(€  pe  7)  TroXeig 

[ . ]ovra  ttjs  . .  tarjs  ■napao-rqva^t)  001 

[ . ~\qv  Kat  ava8t[8o]pat  Tat  ijjr)(f>t<jpaTat 

45  [ . ]«™>[ . ]y°v  Se  4$"*S 

[ . ]  m  [n/fcteH?)  [/Ca^WyM-.--] 

[ . M-W  '5  M-.]a? 

[. . .  .Tojaavrat  aAA . Ke%. . . .  atou 

[7rpeo-j3]ei/Tcoi'  peja^v  8e  ov  to[.].  . .[ . ] 

50  [ . ]?  toy .  8t/cat[ . €]yi>cuKas  a^tov- 

[ . ]a  oe . e.drjs  tt)  vikt)  .teas  eA- 

[ . ]cr)  o  Xefiacrros  etSev  avrrjv 

[ . e]-7T  ayaOcot  eir  ayadtot  ptTa  8e 

[tout  et7re]  Ttpo^evos  prjTOjp  oai)v  /cat  toi? 

55  [ . ]<7tois  y[.]p . «>is  rtapaxf]<yts  ouSep 

[ . ]eu.o/x[ . K]vpie  Xefiacrre  Toaay- 

[r-qv  Kai]  TO «  [a]o[is]  A[X\€$avhp€voi  Stop*- 
[0a  7ra]paa^e[tv]  orjp.€pov  Xoyto  yap  Vfxets 

\tK€Te\yoaVT€<s  7 Tapeop,€V  to  8  aXrjOos 

60  [ . ]a7racrt  a  orrovSrjv  ttjv  ovviepOTarqv 

[TVXrlv]  TrpocxKVvrjoaaay  CTuyxaveflti'j]  01  Se  p,eA 

The  exegetes :  'I  have  given  the  imperator  himself  both  the  decrees.’  The  impera- 
tor:  ‘I  who  was  sent  by  my  father,  men  of  Alexandria  .  .  The  crowd  called  out 

'Hurrah!  Lord!  Good  luck!  You  will  gain  blessings!’  The  imperator:  ‘You,  men  of 
Alexandria,  who  have  set  great  store  by  my  addressing  you,  wait  till  I  have  completed 

my  answers  to  each  of  your  questions  before  applauding.  I,  who  was  sent  by  my 

father,  as  I  said,  to  regulate  the  provinces  overseas,  a  difficult  assignment,  in  the  first 

place  because  of  the  sea  voyage,  and  then  because  it  has  tom  me  from  the  embrace  of 

my  father  and  grandmother  and  mother  and  brothers  and  sisters  and  children  and 
intimate  friends  .  .  .  the  aforesaid  assignment  .  .  . 

a  new  sea  in  order  in  the  first  place  to  see  your  city  .  .  .’  The  crowd  called  out : 
'Good  luck!'  The  imperator :  'Even  before  now  I  thought  it  to  be  a  dazzling  spectacle, 

in  the  first  place  because  of  the  hero  who  is  your  founder,  to  whom  a  common  debt  is 

due  from  those  who  have  the  same  aspirations,  in  the  second  place  because  of  the 

good  offices  rendered  by  [or,  to]  my  grandfather  Augustus  and  my  father  ...  as  is 

right-in  your  case  towards  me.  And  I  do  not  speak . . .’  The  crowd  called  out  Bravo, 

may  you  live  all  the  longer.’  The  imperator:  ‘[I  do  not  speak]  of  what  everyone 
knows,  but  I  do  remember  how  I  have  found  your  greetings  multiplied  through 
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being  stored  in  your  hearts.  For  honorary  decre
es  can  be  drawn  up  in  sessions  of 

a  few  men  but .  .  .  . 

U.  2g _ [Roll  no.  ]  column  80.  Year  42  of  Caesar,  [month].  4
,  gthhour.  Augustus 

took  his  seat  in  the  temple  of  Apollo  in  the  Roman  l
ibrary  and  gave  audience  to  the 

ambassadors  from  Alexandria.  There  sat  with  hi
m  Tiberius  Caesar,  Drams  son 

of  Caesar,  Valerius  Messalinus  Coruinus  and  [five
  other  names,  including  that  of 

Marcus  Auidius  Org<ol>anius],  Alexander  deliver
ed  the  decrees  and  spoke :  ‘. . .  my 

city  has  sent  me  on  a  mission  to  ...  to  offer  to  yo
u  . . .  and  to  hand  over  their  decrees 

. .  and  praise  of  Liuia  . . .  [and  of  Tiberius  Caesar?] . . .  ambassadors ...  the  victory. 

Augustus:  'I  have  seen  it.'  [Shouts  of]  'Good  tack
,  good  luck.'  Then  Timoxenus, 

orator,  spoke :  'Such  a  ...  as  you  have  granted,  lor
d  Augustus,  to  ...  who  ....  such  a 

grant  we  ask  you  to  make  today  to  your  Alexandri
an  subjects.  In  appearance  we  are 

here  as  your  suppliants ;  but  in  truth  [our  city  with  full  enthusiasm  is  paying 
 worship 

to  your  most  sacred  Fortune]  .  . 

1  At  left  hand  side  of  top  margin,  foot  of  a  tall  letter,  e.g. .  or  p,  possibly  a  column  number 

o  itrmrt is :  the  role  of  the  .AjyiHs  as  spokesman  for  the  commu
nity  seems  to  justify  Oertel  s 

view,  Die  L iturgie  325  seqq.,  that  he  originally  presided  o
ver  the  non-autonomous  city  administration. 

Cf  however.  P.  Toueuet,  Vie  munic.  292  seqq.;  Grenfell  and
  Hunt  on  141<s,  1  3. 

’’  Normally  no  punctuation  is  marked  after  the  indication  of  the  spea
ker,  only  at  the  end  of  the 

statement :  but  cf.  the  middle  point  after  airpypiripp  in  1.  5. 

SMrepa] :  read  by  C.  E.  Hajistephanou.  ,  .  ,  ■  , 

tfofoxrni  cf.  P.  Lond.  1912,  20;  infra  11.  27-28, 41.  The
  only  body  whose  decrees  these  can  be 

is  the  Greek  perousia,  on  which  cf.  P.  Ryl.  599  introd.  .  ~  .  . 

4  oi  Sy Aof  iinimaae :  the  parallel  with  organized)  popular  interruptions  in  the  Gos
pel  narratives 

(Matt  xx?ii  I,'  26  {  Mark  xv  7-15;  Luke  xxiii  13-25)  i»  very  clo
se.  Matthew  Luke,  and  Acts  also 

commonly  use  the  plural  oi  Sx Ao.  (cf.  Bauer,  WSrterb.  z.  N.T.  s.v
.  1) ;  o U  -  uah,  here  presumably  of 

admiration  or  congratulation.  The  earliest  example  cited  in  LSJ 
 is  Mark  xv  29  (ironical),  then  m 

cf.  Mayser,  Grammatik  1,  i,  p.  210  for  Ptolemaic  paralle
ls  for  £  written 

*  10  «W  to  KaraOTVoaoSai  xrXl  43 
thus  defines  the  command :  ,‘tunc  dscrets,S3»umpSOTimeiIeiI»oicapWKlM«f  ««««.»«« 

oTr1  rrig;,isqne  ]mperiu~m.'.oupgup  adisset,J  q?iankii.s..q»i.s.Qrte.aut.riiissu-p
nnCipis.-obtmerent-...-Ger- 

except  as  -rout’  (verbal,  with  top  of  previous 

5WSSS  by  only  a  slight  horizontal,  which, 

however  seems  to  be  more  than  an  extension  of  the  last  stroke  of 
 the  preceding  s.  I  owe  the  reading 

«  to  H.  C.  Youtie,  who  persuaded  me  that  there  is  a  horizontal  
bar  joining  the  two  uprights  and 

curve  of  the  letter  or  letters  after  r,  and  that  therefore  •evnmi 
 (in  Cyme  fashion  )  cannot  be  read 

oUletTAiiaal,  though  it  suits  the  traces,  is  exempli  gratia  only.
  On  this  restoration  Germanicus  leaves 

a  deliberate  ambiguity  as  to  whether  he  is  associating  only  himself
,OT  the  whole  popular  of  Alexandria, 

with  the  aspirations  of  Alexander.  Germanicus  shares  wi
th  Octavian  two  of  the  three  reasons 

why  the  latter  released  the  Alexandrians  from  blame  in  y  
M.:  xpayrov  per  Sin™,  mimj 

MitavSppr,  Sevrepor  Se  rijs  vdArws  lanpAfo  ri  xn'AAos,  rpiror  
8  A, rap  ™  Iraipu.  yapil operas,  Plut. 

AnUn'tbs  .-i-n — P.  Lond.  1912,  21  seqq.- might  suggest  that  the  ambiguity  in  the  genitive Services  done  to  or  done  by)  was  deliberately  intended.  ,  . 

23  The  subject  of  the  verb  emir  is  presumably  concealed  in  t
he  opening  of  the  line,  but  the  neuter 
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SiWov  seems  to  forbid  a  feminine  abstract  in  -,ra.  <Ss  f
or  perhaps  rather  than  <1  c  ofpai ;  less  probably 

tows  ipir.  o<u>e :  o  has  a  curved  tail,  as  if  ligatured  with  1 : 
24  The  t  of  to  is  concealed  by  a  fold. 

30  BeforelCeifiber  ̂ (Let^iS^  i^ti^OT^'asending  
of  Month  name  (e.g.  [Mcoop]^).  For  ?«t£Ao«v, 

*f'  AwmLs  UpS, :  it  is  uncertain  what  preposition  should  be  restored  at  t
he  beginning 

Ancient  j  ,  ■  xvii  „  The  tabula  Hebana  lays  down  that  imagines  are  to 

S'SrtSl  t  Pabtio  in  portion  qu?ae  est  ad  ApoUinis  in  eo  templo
  to  ̂ en  Soto  ,  and 

tt  t nei  //pc  xliii  (iqm)  27-29)  interprets  this,  in  connexion  with  rrope
ruus  u  3  , 

mlrtico^outswbAetempto  where  there  was  a  notable  
statue  of  Apollo.  Whatever  the  preposition  to 

be  restored  in  1.  32,  the  ‘Roman  library’  seems  h
ere  to  be  subsumed  under  the  temple. 

supplemented  by  A.  D.  Nock.  Cf.  Acta  Apost.  2
3,  35,  and  Preisigke ,  WB. 

received  prnamenla  triumphalia  and  shared  m  
Tiberius'  tnumph  At the  turn raif  Tiberms  acc

ess  0 

traces  are  not  easy  to  reconcile  with  77;  the  letter  before  ropos  might  also  
be  t,  .  )  , 

as**- 

known  personalities.  The  cognomen  is  Etruscanbuis  PjJ  ™  The  existence 

Liuia  of  his  sister  or  daughter  Urgulama  (Tac.  Ann. 
 a  34,  w  21,  22; 

^y^KSl'lus  way  of  reading  these  marks,  they  could  also  be
  taken  as 

“.  L  fe  »  P“b*bk  “ltemative 

reSt°Adexander :  Our  knowledge  of  the  personalities  of  Alexamlria 1  is  to  from 

hand,  as  V.  Tcherikover  A  Alexander  whose  work  is 

t S^^^=c=Sf^s^^bus  etc. . .  .!PTMs U  *  not 
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dated,  yet  it  would  be  natural  to  put  it  also  in  a.d.  12,  and  if  so  the  Alexander  of  our  papyrus  and 
Philo’s  dialogue  may  be  identical.  The  latter  could  not  then  be  Tiberius  Iulius  Alexander,  as  I 

argued,  following  Pohlenz,  in  JRS  1954,  P-  5^5  while  both  Philo’s  and  Lysimachus’  
reference  to 

him  as  ‘Alexander  noster  ex  fratre  nepos’  (pp.  123.  l6l>  and  Lysimachus’  reference  to  him  as  ‘auun- 
culus  et  simul  socer’  (p.  123)  stand  in  the  way  of  identifying  him  with  Alexander  the  alabarch. 

42-43  17  jj-oAts,  i.e.  Alexandria.  Space  is  too  short  to  restore  an  initial  [,MAc|av8p]€las.  Probably 
an  abstract  should  be  restored  here,  to  be  construed  as  partitive  genitive  with  a  future  participle 

in  43  e-g-  [evfiev]elas  .  .  .  [trap^]ovra.  Instead  of  igi)s  (before  which  it  is  not  possible  to  read  
re) 

or  even  ...7777?  seem  possibilities.  The  <77  of  vapaonjo-  are  not  entirely  satisfactory,  but  there 
seems  to  be  more  than  vapa  rijs  (which  leaves  a  superfluous  o).  Perhaps  irapaor^aa<^aa>  and  dvaftoOv]* 
44,  participles  with  17  ttoAi?,  should  be  restored  rather  than  two  infinitives. 

45-46  Possibly  [.  eiraijvov  Be  xal  AffMas  [£efia<rroO], 
The  following  restoration  is  very  uncertain. 
49  £v  is  clear  and  the  other  letters  plausible,  but  the  construction  at  the  beginning  of  a  clause 

(unless  peratf  —  enetra)  is  obscure.  After  ro[.],  possibly  vm  (i.e.  rots  ip[erepoi s)  or  9F  (ro  dv[07ta). 
50-51  <8v  S<.*at[oCTW7jv  cjyvojwos  is  suggested  by  S.  Weinstock,  assuming  the  traces  between  v  and 

8  to  be  accidental.  Thereafter  d£io0(>«v  dp]a  ae,  followed  by  a  subjunctive,  suggests  itself.  After  ae, 

possibly  8,  a,  or  /3 ;  a  missing  letter ;  then  k  or  o,  followed  possibly  by  ev  or  eu.  aKoXovdijs  cannot  
be  read. 

52  ]o) :  I  do  not  know  how  to  interpret  the  semicircle  after  a.  It  resembles  no  known  abbreviation, 
and  is  most  like  the  parentheses  used  to  mark  a  deletion.  The  ends  of  the  semicircle  do  not  touch  the 

edge  of  the  papyrus,  so  that  it  is  not  a  deletion  of  a  word  run  in  from  a  previous  column.  In  any  case 

the  space  that  follows  indicates  that  Alexander’s  speech  has  come  to  an  end.  It  therefore  seems  best 
to  emend  elBev  to  ctSov,  and  to  suppose  these  words  to  be  a  remark  made  by  Augustus.  The  con¬ 
gratulations  in’  ayada,  of  1.  53  might  be  from  the  lips  of  the  Alexandrian  delegates :  more  probably 

they  are  the  applause  of  bystanders  (cf.  Josephus’  account  of  the  audience  of  the  Jewish  embassy, 

BJ  ii  6,  I,  fierd  pev  r&v  ■npeofievT&v  to  ’IovBaixdv  nXrjQos  tori],  ovv  8k  rots  <f>(Xois  avnxpvs  Xpx&aos). 
54-56  At  the  beginning  of  1.  55,  e.g.  [dAAoi]?  rois  or  [wAcfjorots ;  what  follows  does,  not  seem  to  be 

VI roxeipiois.  At  the  beginning  of  1.  56  presumably  comparative  adverb  to  follow  ovSev  and  participle 

in  dative,  e.g.  o«58«v  [wAtov]  «5[x]o/x[^oty.  ocn/v  calls  for  a  feminine  correlative  roaav[rr)v  and  a  
feminine 

abstract,  for  which  there  does  not  seem  to  be  room :  if  napa^s  is  emended  to  give  it  (e.g.  as  -napa- 
X<c6p>ij<nv),  then  a  verb  is  required,  trapaxyms  (which  could  be  read  napaxyoToi)  is  perhaps  better 
emended  to  a  verbal  form,  TrapeXeis  or  irapex^aas. 

58  (rrtpepov:  the  last  letter  is  corrected  to  o  from  a.  L.  ij/tciy. 

59  [iKercjuaai’Tfs :  for  the  use  of  the  aorist  participle  instead  of  the  future  when  expressing  pur¬ 
pose,  cf.  A.  Wifstrand,  Eranos  liv  (1956)  123  seqq. 

59-61  L.  dAijWs,  tV  otjv.  [rdxr)v]  seems  a  probable  restoration  in  view  of  1 rpoaxvv.  L.  
60  clearly 

calls  for  emendation  and  in  1.  61  the  scribe  has  himself  altered,  though  apparently  without  deletions, 
the  last  two  letters  of  npooKwrjaaaav,  and  has  then  altered  several  letters  at  the  end  of  the  line.  The 
easiest  treatment  is  t3  S’  dX-qdk  [17  rr6Ms]  (so  S.  Weinstock)  airdoy  anovBfj  tt/v  a t,v  Uporrdrr/v  [ru^v] 
-npoaxvvqaaaa  rvyxdvet.  of  Be  peX[\ovres]  .  .  . 
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2436.  Monody  with  Musical  Notation1 
„  Early  second  century  Plate 

15*8  X  13-5  cm.  3 

I.  The  Text 

Parts  of  two  columns  from  the  foot  of  a  ro
ll.  Of  the  left-hand  column  only  a  few 

letters  survive,  hut  there  are  about  rr  cm. 
 (>6  to  38  letters)  of  the  beginnings  of  lines 

 in 

the  second  column.  The  text,  though  verse,
  is  Written  continuously  without  colome  r

y, 

as  seems  to  have  been  customary  in  musi
cal  copies.  There  is  asthests  of  the  last 

 two 

lines  The  writing  is  on  the  recto  of  the  p
apyrus,  which  is  formed  of  two  kol'emata

> 

and  shows  three  joins.  On  the  verso  are  p
arts  of  two  columns  of  a  magical  spell  of 

 the second  to  third  centuries.  ...  riiQ 

The  hand  which  copied  the  text  wrote  w
ith  a  fine  pen  and  easy  informality.  His

 

small  well-rounded  letters,  both  their  shap
es  and  their  finials  made  with  easy  eleganc

e, 

are  reminiscent  of  the  second  hand  found
  in  841,  and  should  probably  be  assigne

d  to 

the  same  period  as  that  hand,  namely  
the  end  of  the  first  century  or  the  early

  secon 

century  There  is  a  tendency  for  the
  scribe  to  form  letters  into  word  gro

ups.  Occa¬ 

sionally  his  writing  lapses  into  cursive  
forms  with  ligatures  (e.g.  «;  AA  as  m  114

),  and 

once  he  seemTto  have  made  an  error  in
  copying  (ii  6  note).  There  is  no  punctu

ation, 

not  even  a  paragraph®  in  the  text.  T
he  musical  notation,  both  of  pitch  an

d  rhythm, 

was  added  by  a  second  and  much  rou
gher  hand  above  the  line.  At  one  or 

 two  places 

(eg  ii  5  6,  a  diseme  over  a  short  
syllable;  ii  5.  «.  similarly,  though  

the  diseme  is 

placed  over  a  consonant)  the  notation
  seems  to  be  out  of  phase  with  the 

 text. 

Col.  ii  contains  a  monody  (1  3  ijAreVryv'  iyd)  addressed  to  a  chorus 
 which  is 

bidden  to  dance.  The  view  to  be  take
n  both  of  the  genre  of  this  text  and  

its  metrical 

character  depends  on  the  restorations
  adopted  for  the  right-hand  side  of

  the  column. 

It  is  therefore  important  to  establish, 
 if  possible,  the  length  of  line  From  

the  point  of 

view  of  sense  there  are  no  restorations
  which  impose  themselves.  External 

 considera¬ 

te®  surest  that  a  considerable  amou
nt  of  text  may  have  been  lost.  The 

 lines  of  the 

Oslcf  papyrus^ (accepting  the  editors’ 
 restoration  of  1.  9)  are  about  cm.  long  ,  the 

Christian^ hymn  in  1786  has  a  line  of  ove
r  30  cm. ;  the  Berlin  musical  PaPY™s  (S.B 

Berlin  1918^63  «■)  preserves  17  cm.
  of  writing  at  its  greatest  extent,  p

erhaps  a  half  o 

The  width.  Seemingly  the  conventio
n  in  a  musical  score  was  a  length

  of  fine  much 

greater  than  the  15-16  syllables  of  th
e  hexameter,  the  longest  line  otherw

ise  normally 

iOUnConseque^Uy' ext  ̂   available  for  restoration  are  metrical.  Of  the  first 

POinp.'oSloInv.  1413  A  and  B  {Symbol  Osloen
ses  xxxi  (i955>.  1-87).  hereafter  eited  as  Oslo 

A  and  B. 
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five  lines  11.  3-5  are  in  iambo-trochaic  movement  (and  this  is  not  excluded  for  11. 1-2) ; 

the  evidence  from  word-ending  may  be  reinforced  by  the  notation  at  the  points  where 

lekythia  seem  to  end :  in  1.  3  paXXov  rjtiTeKvrja  lyos  and  1.  4  [r\civ  kokcov  ^opa/oure,  for  at 
both  endings  the  last  syllable  bears  two  notes,  one  of  which  has  the  diseme  mark. 

Possibly  the  hyphen  at  1.  2, 1  followed  by  the  space  in  the  text  should  also  be  treated  .. 

as  evidence  of  a  phrase  ending ;  but  it  is  hardly  a  reliable  indication,  since  at  1. y\.a ftyre  /  •$ 
two  musical  notes  with  hyphen  are  the  musical  treatment  corresponding  to  a  metrical 

lengthening  by  position  before  pv~,  and  almost  certainly  therefore  not  the  close  of 

a  metrical  phrase.  The  lekythia  already  mentioned  could  be  taken  to  be  straight¬ 
forward  catalectic  trochaic  dimeters.  But  not  all  the  preserved  lines  will  allow  of  this 

construction,  and  restoration  makes  even  one  of  the  pair  uncertain.  The  restoration 

[ifL\6iv  KaKwv  in  1.  4  would  give  an  acatalectic  iambic  dimeter ;  to  restore  dwraAA a[yfjvai 
t]wv  KaK&v  xopevoare  in  the  same  line  (the  restoration  is  possibly  rather  long,  but 

cannot  be  excluded)  would  give  an  iambic  trimeter.  That  trimeters  might  be  sung 

instead  of  recited  is  known  from  Oslo  B,  and  no  doubt  trimeters  could  be  restored 

here  throughout  if  it  is  assumed  that  at  least  as  much  of  the  text  is  lost  as  is  preserved. 

-ssAt  1.  6  the  movement  becomes  more  complex,  reflected  in  the  abundant  rhythmic 

notation.  In  1.  8  there  are  certainly  three  successive  cretics,  and  this  cretic  chain 

probably  began  in  1.  7,  perhaps  even  in  1.  6.  It  does  not  seem  necessary  to  assume  that 

a  new  subject  or  even  a  new  poem  begins  at  1.  6,  for  a  cretic  series  may  easily  intrude 

into  either  iambics  or  trochaics  by  syncopation.  These  general  considerations  are 

supported  by  the  interpretation  of  the  rhythmical  notation  given  on  p.  118,  in  which 

the  use  of  the  leimma  is  taken  to  indicate  that  the  length  of  the  syllable  concerned  is 

‘prolonged’  to  three  ypovoi,  and  the  metre  is  iambic.  If  the  metre  of  the  more  lyrical 
section  11.  6-8  is  iambic,  it  is  likely  that  the  preceding  11.  1-5  have  also  a  principally 

iambic  base.  One  may  compare  the  sandwiching  of  3  iambic  metra  between  5  pre¬ 

ceding  and  4  following  such  metra  syncopated  into  cretics  which  are  found  in  9 

(=  Powell,  Collectanea  Alexandrina,  p.  192,  no.  22,  cited  also  below,  p.  118).  But  it  does 

not  seem  possible  to  proceed  from  this  to  any  systematic  reconstruction  of  11.  1-5. 

The  rhythmical  features  of  11.  6-8  are  analysed  further  below,  p.  118. 

As  to  what  the  verses  are,  three  genres  seem  to  be  worth  consideration :  (1)  a 

Hellenistic  or  even  Roman  music-hall  scena ;  (2)  a  dithyramb,  whether  late  classical 

or  Hellenistic ;  (3)  a  pre-Hellenistic  lyric,  in  which  case  the  most  probable  supposition 

might  be  a  lyric  from  a  satyr-play. 

(1)  and  (2)  might  seem,  prima  facie,  the  more  plausible  guesses,  and  they  will  be 

discussed  first.  For  either  of  them  the  singer  might  be  identified  from  rjvreKinjaa  as 

Niobe,  if  a  woman,  Priam  if  a  man  (cf.  Eur.  Hec.  620  J>  zlneKvaiTart  Ilplape).  The  fate 

of  Niobe  was  a  favoured  imperial  theme  (evidence  collected  by  Lesky  in  R.E.  s.v.),  and 

Tirpotheus  wrote  a  famous  dithyramb  with  this  title.  Certain  metrical  features  might 

seem  to  favour  this  hypothesis :  (a)  1.  3  in  rjvreKvrjcra  eyw,  though  the  first  vowel  must 

be  elided  for  the  metre,  it  is  given  a  separate  musical  note.  (6)  1.  2  Apews  is  treated 
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musically  as  a  trisyllable,  (c)  In  1.  7  hiatus  is  tolerated  between  the  close  of  -Xdootrcu 

and  intcrjectory  fp>  (if  that  is  the  right  restoration),  (rf)  j.Scs  in  1.  7  is  treated  as  long  in 

the  musical  setting.  On  closer  inspection,  however,  («)  (6)  (tJ)  show  only  that  the 

musical  setting  treats  the  rhythm  differently  from  the  poet,  and  are  no  bar  to  the 

view  that  the  words  are  of  much  earlier  date  than  the  music  (for  two  musical  notes 

when  the  vowel  is  elided  cf.  Oslo  B,  1.  16  Se  opoG) :  and  in  the  case  of  (c),  the  hiatus 

may  perhaps  be  accounted  for  by  postulating  a  strong  break  (Timotheus  fr.  3  Bergk 

or  atil-erat  -qXiov  avyats  may  not  be  a  parallel  for  hiatus  at  the  cretic,  for  correption 

may  be  involved).  The  points  advanced*  are  not  therefore  decisive;  and  against  
the 

hypothesis  of  a  music-hall  scena  is  to  be  set  the  fact  that  there  is  not  ds  yet  among 

the  papyri  any  immediate  parallel  of  Hellenistic  or  Roman  date  
for  a  dramatic 

composition  with  chorus  present :  while  the  metrical  system  seems  to  be  more  com¬ 

plex  than  usual  for  these  late  compositions.  Similarly  the  dramatic  element  weighs 

against  the  theory  of  a  dithyrambic  composition. 

The  third  theory,  that  of  a  satyr-play,  is  therefore  worth  consideration.  It  is  at  any 

rate  an  arguable  case.  Metrically,  the  lines  can  be  compared  with  some  of  the  choral 

intrusions  in  the  Ichneutae,  e.g.  the  runs  of  cretics  among  iambics  in  11.  324  The 

presence  of  goatherds,  cowherds,  shepherds,  and  maenads  need  occasion  no  
surprise  in 

such  a  context.  Suppose  pov  of  1.  3  to  be  completed  as  nptd]pov,  the  remark  becomes 

the  kind  of  humorous  aside  appropriate  in  a  satyr-play  in  the  mouth  of  Silenus,  who 

enjoyed  a  larger  paternity  than  Priam.  He  might  therefore  be  half-scolding,  
half¬ 

thinking  aloud  before  his  family  of  satyrs  (cf.  Ichneutae  139  ff„  Cyclops  81  ff.),  who 

also  constitute  the  chorus.  This  might  justify  the  restoration  7r<u[Ses-  in  1.  6.  
The 

reference  to  Priam  would  not  necessarily  put  the  scene  in  the  Troad,  though  there 

might  be  a  humorous  appropriateness  in  such  a  location,  and  one  might  think  
even  of 

such  a  title  as  the  Sophoclean  k/hW  aarvptK-q,  if  that  is  rightly  understood  of  the 

Judgement  of  Paris  and  not  the  SnXwv  icpuns.2  But  it  must  be  remembered  
that 

a  satyr  play  could  also  be  Alexandrian. 
If  this  is  a  just  view  of  the  matter,  and  the  text  is  classical  but  the  music  that  o

f 

a  later  epoch,  then  the  papyrus  seems  to  be  part  of  another  such  book  of  
extracts  for 

singing  as  the  Oslo  papyrus,  a  book  in  which  soloists  exploited  the  classics  
in  the  way 

suggested  by  such  inscriptions  as  that  of  Themiso  povov  ical  irp&Tov  Evpeimfyv  SoponXda 

Kal  TipoQeov  eavTtp  peXoiroL-qaavra  (cf.  Symbol  Osloenses,  l.c.,  p.  27 ;  H.  Latte,  Eranos 

liii  (i95S)  75-76). 

1  I  do  not  add  the  linguistic  use  involved  in  pSXXov  ijvTeia^aa,  ‘I  had  more  children  than  . 
2  Miss  A.  M.  Dale  suggests  another  location  in  mythology,  that  the  singer  is  Althaea,  resolved  to 

revenge  herself  on  Meleager  (son  of  Ares  according  to  the  tradition  in  Apollodorus  1  8  2  
and  cer¬ 

tain  other  authors),  and  that  the  nvpo6s  of  1.  6  is  the  fatal  brand,  the  burning  of  which  killed 

Meleager. 
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//.  The  Music 

(

i

)

 

 The  melodic  notation 

The  notes  employed  are  set  out  below,  together  with  conventional  modem 

equivalents : 

Col.  i  f  g  a  b  c' R  <f>  c  o  £ 

Col.  ii  g  a  b[j  b  c'  d'  e'  f'  g' 
<f>  <  P  p.  t  £  €  v 

O  £ 

There  can  be  no  serious  doubt  about  any  of  these  notes.  The  form  of  R  (i  2,  3  and 

4,  1)  is  closely  similar  to  that  of  Oslo  B,  17,  3 ;  the  three  examples  in  1786  are  more 

regular,  but  that  at  the  end  of  1.  3  shows  how  the  form  in  our  papyrus  may  have 

developed.  The  note  here  represented  by  o  is  described  in  Alypius  (e.g.  369, 17  J)  as  to 

rerpdywvov  wttiov,  but  it  occurs  in  a  rounded  form  in  the  Berlin  Paean  (P.  Berl.  6870). 

The  form  here  is  flatter  and  more  carelessly  written,  but  the  intention  is  unmistakable 

(cf.  ii  2.  6-8). 

All  these  notes  are  found  in  the  Hypolydian  tonos,  including  the  tetrachord  avvrjp- 

filvoiv.  In  col.  ii  o  (irapa/xecrrj)  and  p  {rpirq  avvrjppevajv)  each  occur  twice,  but  p.  (irapavrjTTi 

ovvrmp4vo>v)  is  far  more  frequent  than  £  ( rpi-rq  Sie^evypAvwv).  It  seems  less  artificial, 
therefore,  to  regard  col.  i  as  written  in  the  Hypolydian  tonos,  but  col.  ii  in  the  Lydian, 

with  two  transitory  modulations  at  the  fourth  to  the  Hypolydian  (at  4.  7  ff.  and  6. 

14  ff.).  We  can  compare  the  scale  of  Oslo  B. 

The  Lydian  notes  of  col.  ii  constitute  a  complete  diatonic  octave  from  g  to  g  '(with 
bb),  equivalent  to  the  D  octave  in  the  natural  key  (compare  the  scale  of  Seikilos) ;  the 

substitution  of  o£  for  pp,  produces  the  G  octave  in  the  natural  key.  The  melody  is  too 

fragmentary  and  the  rhythmical  interpretation  at  many  points  too  uncertain  for  any 

reliable  conclusions  to  be  drawn  concerning  the  tonality  (or  tonalities)  of  the  piece, 

and  it  is  perhaps  better  at  this  stage  to  refrain  from  speculation.  The  most  interesting 

melodic  feature  which  survives  is  the  florid  treatment  of  yopevaaTc  in  ii  4,  which  may 

have  been  a  musical  cadence. 

A  sufficient  number  of  words  has  been  read  together  with  their  notes  to  establish 

the  important  fact  that  the  melody  pays  close  regard  to  the  word-accent.1  (This 
relationship  can  conveniently  be  studied  in  the  transcription  into  staff  notation.) 

Of  the  basic  principle  that  no  note  given  to  an  unaccented  syllable  should  be  higher 

than  the  note  (or  highest  note)  of  the  accented  syllable  there  are  only  two  apparent 

breaches :  ii  5. 10-13  and  8. 11-14,  and  in  the  former  case  the  interpretation  is  doubtful 

(see  critical  note  ad  loc.  and  p.  118  n.  1).  In  a  number  of  acute-accented  words  the 

accented  syllable  has  a  note  (or  notes)  higher  in  pitch  than  those  of  the  other 

1  The  evidence  of  other  musical  documents  is  reviewed  in  Symb.  Osl.  xxxi  64-73. 
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syllable (s) :  ii  3.  5-7  {iyo>),  4.  7“I3  (xopevoare),  cf.  6.  1-3  (el'  ns),  6.  12-13  («Tl).  6-  14~i9 
(AeiVerai) ,  6.  20-2 1  (• nvpl ,  if  rightly  so  accented),  7.  9-12  (ahroXwv) ;  probably  also  7. 1-4 

(-Ado-crerai)  and  8.  5-10  ((3ovk6 Aot) ;  possibly  6.  7-8  (?  areyas,  but  see  below).  Of  the 

two  circumflex-accented  syllables  (paXXov  in  ii  3  and  ko.ku>v  in  ii  4)  neither  is  set  to  a 

descending  pair  of  notes,  but  the  sample  is  small.  There  is  no  clear  sign  of  that  sub¬ 

ordination  of  a  grave-accented  syllable  (and  of  intervening  unaccented  syllables)  to 

the  next  following  acute  or  circumflex  which  we  find  in  the  Delphic  Hymns.  At.  ii  6. 

9-1  r,  if  dvpaos  were  read,  the  melody  would  be  in  disregard  of  the  acute  accent; 

reading  nvpaos,  the  accented  syllable  bears  the  higher  note,  but  a  note  which  is  also 

higher  than  that  of  the  acute  accent  of  In. 

This  evidence  would  suggest  a  date  for  the  melody  later  than  the  second  century 

b.c.  (Delphic  Hymns),  but  earlier  than  the  second  century  a.d.  (assuming  the  music  of 

the  Hymns  of  Mesomedes  to  be  genuinely  of  that  date).1  In  the  degree  and  nature  of 
its  observance  of  the  accents  our  melody  falls  broadly  with  Seikilos,  the  Hymn  (or 

Hymns)  to  the  Muse,  the  Berlin  Paean,  and  the  Oslo  pieces,  but  none  of  these,  un¬ 
fortunately,  is  dated. 

(2)  The  rhythmical  notation 
This  brief  papyrus  exemplifies  all  the  five  symbols  known  to  us  from  other 

musical  documents.2  Two  of  these,  (i)  the  hyphen  and  (ii)  the  double-point  or  colon,3 

are  of  uncertain  interpretation  and  may  have  a  melodic  rather  than  a  rhythmical 

significance,  (i)  The  hyphen  occurs  four  times,  written  under  notes  belonging  to  a 

single  syllable :  the  hyphen  at  ii  4.  9-10  may  be  intended  to  embrace  the  three  notes 
8-1  o.4  There  are  three  cases  in  which  more  than  one  note  is  given  to  a  syllable  without 

a  hyphen  being  used  (i  2.  3-4 ;  ii.  3.  6-7 ;  ii  6.  18-19),  and  ii  6.  7-8  could  be  such  a  case, 

(

i

i

)

 

 

It  was  observed  by  R.  Wagner  {Phil,  lxxix,  207)  that,  in  the  Berlin  Paean  and  the 

Oxyrhynchus  

Christian  
Hymn,  

a  double-point  

is  often  
found  

preceding  
a  group  

of 

notes  
belonging  

to  a  single  
syllable  

and  not  linked  
with  

a  hyphen.5  
The  two  certain 

occurrences  

in  our  piece  
(i  2.  2 ;  ii  6.  17)  both  

fall  into  this  class.  
It  is  not  impossible that  the  lower  

dot  of  such  
a  double-point  

has  been  
lost  at  ii  3.  5  preceding  

the  third 
instance  

of  a  group  
of  notes  

set  to  a  single  
syllable  

without  
hyphen. 

The  other  three  symbols  are  (iii)  the  diseme  mark,  (iv)  the  dot  (oTcyprj),  and  (v)  the 

leimma.  It  is  only  in  ii  6-8  that  (iii)  and  (iv)  are  employed  regularly  and  that  (v)  is 

employed  at  all. 

(

i

i

i

)

 

 
Disemes  throughout  relate  to  the  syllable  and  not  to  the  note.  Where  two  notes 

1  But  see  M.  I.  Henderson  in  New  Oxford  History  of  Music,  i  371-3. 
z  Cf.  Symb.  Osl.  xxxi  35-42,  73-87. 
3  This  term  has  been  used  in  some  earlier  discussions,  but,  since  it  has  technical  senses  both  in 

ancient  metric  and  in  modern  punctuation,  it  is  perhaps  better  avoided. 
4  See  Symb.  Osl.  xxxi  76  for  possible  examples  of  such  a  triplet  rhythm  in  the  Berlin  Paean. 

Otherwise  the  group  should  be  rhy thmized :  ich  is  also  paralleled  in  the  Paean  and  in  the Christian  Hymn. 

5  Cf.  Symb.  Osl.  xxxi  87  (and  n.  1). 
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are  given  to  a  long  syllable,  the  diseme  (if  used  at  all)  is  generally  written  over  the 

second  note  (but  contr.  ii  4.  12-13).  The  instances  in  col.  i  lack  metrical  context. 

In  col.  ii  1-5  it  is  not  yet  clear  on  what  principle  disemes  are  employed  in  connexion 

with  some  long  syllables  and  not  with  others.1  For  a  similarly  selective  use,  in  an 

iambic  context,  we  can  compare  Oslo  B.  (iv)  Dots  are,  except  in  ii  6-8,  of  infrequent 

occurrence  (they  are  virtually  absent  from  Oslo  B).  We  cannot  say  why  dots  should 

have  been  used  at  ii  3.  5  and  4.  7  and  not  in  other  similar  cases.  Two  possibilities  must 

be  borne  in  mind :  that  the  dot  is  (a)  an  accidental  blot,  ( b )  the  upper  dot  of  a  double¬ 

point  of  which  the  lower  dot  can  no  longer  be  read  (see  above  on  ii  3.  5-7). 

(v)  The  lambda  which  occurs  frequently  in  ii  6-8  (and  only  there)  cannot  be  inter¬ 

preted  as  a  note  of  the  melody  without  involving  fantastic  difficulties.  There  can  be 

no  doubt  that  it  is  the  symbol  of  the  leimma — a  rest  or  protraction.  It  is  interesting 

that  we  have  it  here  in  the  angled  (and  doubtless  original)  form  known  to  us  from 

Anon.  Bell.  97-102  and  the  MS.  Hymns  of  Mesomedes  and  not  rounded  (as  in 

P.  Berl.  6870  and  1786)  or  flattened  (as  in  Oslo  A).  Its  function  seems  to  be  that  of 

protracting  the  preceding  note.  This  can  be  seen  most  clearly  in  the  identical  patterns 

of  7. 1-4,  7.  9-12,  8.  u-14,  where,  above  a  cretic  text,  we  find:  x  A  x  x.  We  suggest 

that  these  are  iambic  metra  with  the  first  short  syllable  'suppressed'.  Instead  of 
using  the.  triseme  mark  (as  found  in  Seikilos),  the  composer  employs  the  leimma  (as  in 

the  Hymns  of  Mesomedes)  to  indicate  a  prolongation.  It  may  have  seemed  more 

logical  to  attach  the  diseme  to  the  second  element,  since  x  A  is  equivalent  to  x  x ,  or 

it  may  have  been  a  matter  of  indifference  (cf.  6.  9-10),  since  both  symbols  together 

represent  a  single  note.  The  indicates  that  the  second  half  of  the  metron  is 

regarded  as  the  arsis ;  it  is  applied  to  the  long  syllable  only,  as  in  Anon.  Bell.  97.  There 

is  no  strict  parallel  to  this  scheme  of  notation,  but  it  is  perfectly  intelligible  and 

reasonably  plausible.  If  this  interpretation  is  correct,  these  'cretics'  are  of  the  same 
character  as  those  on  which  the  anonymous  writer  (PAristoxenus)  of  9  comments, 

where  the  \4£is  is  -  ^  -,  but  the  rhythm  is  8<xktvXos  6  tear  'iaftfiov,  the  first  long  syllable 

having  the  value  of  three  time-units.2 

Applying  the  same  principles  of  interpretation  to  the  remainder  of  ii  6-8,  we 
obtain  the  following  results : 

6.  1-4.  The  iambic  metron  is  replaced  in  the  by  a  ‘spondee’.  The  scheme 
to  be  expected  is  x  A  x  A,  but  the  dot  is  read  over  6.  3  and  not  over  the  diseme 
of  6.  4. 

6.  5-8.  The  Xigis  is  probably  ̂   ^  -.  It  is  not  clear  why  a  dot  should  be  placed 
over  6.  5. 

1  In  ii  5  a  note  with  diseme  is  twice  found  over  a  short  syllable  of  the  text  (assuming  that  3,  12 
belongs  to  the  second  syllable  of  w<weiWre) .  It  looks  as  though  there  may  have  been  an  error 
of  copying:  either  the  disemes  have  been  placed  over  the  wrong  notes  or  the  notation  has  got 

out;  of  phase  with  the  text.  It  is  far  from  clear,  in  any  case,  to  which  syllables  the  notes  11-13 
are  intended  to  belong. 

z  It  is  worth  noting  that  Aristides  Quintilianus  26.  21  J  places  the  thesis  before  the  arsis  in  his 
analysis  of  the  SaKrvXos  Kara  tapftov. 
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6.  9-13.  The  group  is  closely  analogous  to  the  'cretics'  already  studied,  but  th
e 

final  long  syllable  is  resolved,  and  the  dot  placed  over  the  final  note. 

6.  14-19.  15  belongs  to  the  first  syllable  of  the  ‘cretic’ ;  the  last  syllable  is  set  to two  notes. 

6.  20-22 ;  7.  5-8 ;  7.  13-17.  The  rhythmical  interpretation  is  still  obscure. 

8.  1.  This  could  be  the  end  of  a  ‘cretic’  similarly  treated. 

8.  2-4.  The  traces  of  3  are  consistent  with  a  lambda,  and  this  may  well  have  been 

a  similarly  treated  ‘cretic’. 
8.  5-10.  The  analogies  suggest  that  the  rhythmical  symbol  at  6  is  a  diseme  rather

 

than  a  dot.  8-10  are  not  easily  read  (see  critical  note),  and  corrections  seem  to  be 

involved.  It  is  perfectly  possible  that  the  last  syllable  of  the  word  was  set  to  three  (or 

even  four)  notes,  cf.  ii  4.  8-10. 

The  transcription  of  col.  ii  into  modem  staff  notation  includes  all  notes  that  are 

read  with  plausibility,  illegible  notes  being  indicated  with  a  mark  of  interrogation. 

The  time-values  given  are  in  some  cases  conjectural.  Lacunae  in  the  line  of  melody  are 

indicated  with  square  brackets  only  in  those  cases  where  the  existence  of  a  gap  is  not 

immediately  apparent.  Some  fragments  of  text  not  associated  with  notation  have  
been 

omitted. 
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Transcription  A1 
Col.  i 

Col. 
ii 

1 
2345  678 

»[ 

]+  0  i  1*  !i  «  +[ 

I  [.  .]  t  0  r  a  .  r  a[ - 
•  •  •  •]'')■  .  r)i/iava>'Se  .[ 

I  2  3  4 

5  6  7  8  9  10 

\  £ 
 i  +[ 

](  a  a  5  €  o[ 

2  [.>  0  j  (  (1  0  [.]  .  [.  .] P  f  [•  .]aicap£mcu/ii)c[ 
12  3 12  3 

4  5  67  8  9 O'  C 

i  n  +[ 
]  pff-  K  0  +[ 

I  ].pei(f)a 3^oufiaAApvi)UTC KvqcaeyoiCTrevcol 
1234 

5  6  7  8  9 10 11  12 13 

^:Rc 

C  £  o[  > 
n  n  O’  f  c  c  <H 

2  Ixpe ic . ]«.» KaKwvxopevcarc.[ 

I  2 

c  f- 

+  0.[  ]+  «  l ‘  Ilf  l  U  t[ 

3 
5  ft  P  •  V  V  [■•]•[•]•  a  8 IJTfpilflllHBCart 

I  2 1234  56  78 910  II  12  13  14  15  1617181920  21  22 
R  + 

l  A-  p  A-  fi  +  [  >4 ‘  a  ts  l  i-  i  a-  0  ■.  4>  c<!>  p  p[ 

4  If 70c 
6  S|T.C/t.T.C?,C, .y/)cof€TiAei7€Tai7U/)nrat[ 

X  2 I  2  3  1  5 
67  8  910  11  12  1314  1516  17 

]f  f 
f  A-  t  i  J[ 

]fts  0  \a-  a  e  IA-  I-A-  e[ 
5 7  Aacceranjv.  [ .].  $€cgi7ro\a)VKai  [[/c]j  y  e  a  c  o[ 

I  2  l  23  4  5  6  7  89 10  II  12  13  14  15 
OC  l  €  +  [  ]*  j 

6  ]So/AOtC  8  TT  1J  C  7T  O  l  [.  .  .  .]  c  j8  O  O  K  O  A  O  L  fJ,  a  l  V  a  8  €  C  8  o[ 

1  A  doubtful  letter  in  the  musical  notation  is  shown  by  the  sign  +. 
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Transcription  B 

[.  .]toyo.  ra[ . f iu'w  A[ 

[. ]v  6  Se  /xo[.  ] .  [. .  ]pi[. . ]ai?  UpcaJS  'Yfirjcr[(r  lipid-] 

p.OV  pAXXoV  7)VT€KV7)<7>  €y(I)  07T€V<7o[ 

d7raXXa[yrjv  r]d>v  Kaicuiv  xopevaare"  .[ 

5

 

 

Kal  p,rj  [.  .].[.]i/.adr)T<i  p.vrjpLOvev<jar[<i' 

et  ns  Kara  areyas  7 wpaos  en  Aewrerai,  irupl,  7rai[Se? 

Aaaaerat*  rju,  7i[a]t8ej  ai7ioAcov  Kal  yeas  o[ 

7T7)s  rroi[fi€V€]s  fiovKoXoi  p. atvaSes  8o[ 

Text:  col.  i  1  a  high  horizontal  before  p,  probably  part  of  a  ligature  with  e  (e.g.  <f>]4pei) 

Col.  ii  1  ]topa.Tp[:  for  t,  y  possible;  for  v,  7  possible;  between  a  and  7  a  narrow  letter,  a,  v,  <r, 

after  7,  9  also  possible.  The  phrase  could  be  read  ]tot  (or  ]poi)  •] y--v> two  or  three  inter¬ 
vening  letters,  e.g.  70,  gv9,  ros  At  end  of  line,  after  e,  a  curved  upright,  perhaps  A  2  ]vf[: 
only  the  feet  of  upright  letters  visible,  and  many  other  interpretations  are  possible,  e.g.  10,  it,  even  i) 
At  end  letter  after  p  is  not  e  but  17.  Therefore  not  vpets,  vper[ep-  Last  letter  9, 7,  less  probably  j{. 
3  Second  A  of  paXXov  uncertain  5  *a  1 :  upright  of  k  and  upper  part  of  oblique,  moving  upward 
to  right,  then  oblique  from  left  to  lower  right.  001  seems  excluded  Before  a  of  adr/re,  end  of  tail 
of  p,  a,  or  A  6  Scribe  clearly  wrote  air,  thereafter  a  horizontal  and  an  upright  that  suits  only  y 
Initial  letter  of  .  vpoo$  cannot  be  identified  7  After  yv  a  horizontal,  either  r  or  n  Before  Sec 
more  like  t  than  a  At  end  after  km  an  alteration,  perhaps  to  o[.  8  §o( :  perhaps  erased 

Notation :  col.  i  2.  1  <f>  is  immediately  over  p  3.  2  Uncertain,  6'  is  possible,  but  cf.  ii  4.  8 4.  2  perhaps  p 

Col.  ii  2.  5  Diseme  not  certain,  but  the  mark  seems  to  be  ink,  not  a  fold  in  the  pap.  3.  5  A 

clear  dot  after  p,  but  placed  low,  not  high,  and  therefore  probably  upper  dot  of  double  dot  4.  7 
Uncertain  whether  dot  or  line,  or  whether  two  dots  over  following  $  4. 12  Diseme  is  over  first 

of  group  5.'i  Probably  with  dot  5.  2  Reading  uncertain  5.  12  e  is  placed  exactly 
over  the  second  v  of  pvi)povevaar[  6.  6  Trace  consistent  with  first  stroke  of  p  7.  6,  7  Un¬ 
certain  8.  1  dot  over  discme  uncertain  8.  3  Could  be  <i[  8.  6  Diseme  is  expected 
after  A,  and  perhaps  mark  should  be  so  read  8.  8  Possibly  two  signs,  not  one.  Could  be 

interpreted  as  p  made  as  correction  8.  9-10  Alternative  reading  as  <£a  does  not  account  for  all  the 

ink.  p  over  a  correction 

2  Before  llpews,  w]afs  or  a  feminine  plural.  At  the  end,  'Ypi)g[o6s  or  'Yprjy,  not  vpeis. 
3  At  end  anevac^vres,  aneva o[pai,  orrevoo[pevos  (or  -oi),  onevoo[vaa?  eureKveoi  =  ‘to  be  happy  in 

children’,  L.S. J.,  normally  stressing  the  number  of  children ;  but  Eur.  fr.  520  N2  =  ‘to  have  good 

children’. 

5  pr)  [rrdOei]  padr/re  is  not  too  long  for  the  space,  but  cannot  be  verified.  Or  JA d%r«? 
6  It  is  easier  to  emend  to  trreyas  than  oneos.  For  .  vpaos,  irvpoos  is  to  be  preferred  to  dvpaos  in 

view  of  the  accent  and  of  ttvpi. 

7  At  beginning  e.g.  <f>v]\dooeTM,  airaXJXdaoeTai.  The  only  verbs  to  be  taken  into  account  are 
aeXaaaopai,  TraXaoaopai,  paXavoco,  oraXaaam,  ipaXdaaoi,  dXaoao). 

The  horizontal  after  v  excludes  A[a(ja8ey.  A  bacchius?  The  notation  treats  ].§€?  as  long. 



ADDENDUM  to  P.  Oxy.  XIX  2217  and  XXIII  2398 

2437.  Callimachus,  'EkoX^ 

The  isolated  scrap  published  below  represents  yet  another  manuscript  of  the 

Hecale  of  Callimachus.  It  contains  parts  of  some  of  the  same  verses  as  2217  (indicated 

by  half-brackets)  and  2398,  which  resembles  it  in  being  the  top  of  a  column,  but  the 
combined  contributions  of  all  three  do  not  by  themselves  provide  any  basis  for 

conjecture  about  the  tenor  of  the  passage,  though  a  guess  may  be  hazarded  on  the 

basis  of  the  two  lines  which  may  be  completed  with  the  help  of  ancient  quotations. 

The  writing  is  a  smallish  round  uncial  of  about  the  same  date  as  2376.  The  two 

accents  may  be  by  the  same  hand  as  the  text. 

]xoi(uk[  yacrlpi  fxovvov  <?]xoclJ'L  x[aKrjc  aAxrr^pta  Ai/xou 

Kxci8p[  ,]Sou  f«x[  ]ex«8°[ 

jcircweS  _  [  a]AA’  e/caA[  ̂   _  eAjeijTovcS  _  [ 

]vovnay  t  [  . .  $ .  «*[  \vov  77j ay .  [ 

5  ]ojvoca7r[  icai  Kptfivov  LKt/#ce]<3j'OjC  d,7r[ocTa^avroc  epa£e 

]i c€tt[  .JM  L.ourjtc  eTr^cceratj  /crA. 

1  Callim.  fr.  346  3  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  off  the  line,  with  a  slightly  curved 
stroke  descending  to  right  from  its  upper  end ;  not  c,  perhaps  a  damaged  o  or  to  4  Of*  only  the 
cross-stroke,  of  which  the  right-hand  end  dips  slightly,  and  a  couple  of  dots  representing  the  upright 

.[,  slightly  below  the  general  level  ink  resembling  the  left-hand  end  of  a  ‘short’;  above  it  in  the interlinear  space  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  5  Callim.  fr.  260,  46 

2  I  do  not  -see  the  point  of  the  accent.  The  third  person  of  fyto  would  hardly  be  provided  with 

it  and  the  contracted  form  of  (-)e*«e  would  not  be  distinguished  by  its  means.  (Only  xcu-  forms  are 
hitherto  attested  for  Callimachus.)  Remoter  possibilities  can  be  thought  of  but  are  not  worth  dis¬ cussion. 

3  If  what  is  being  said  is  that  the  speaker  got  (asked  for,  or  the  like)  just  what  kept  body  and 

soul  together,  perhaps  the  proper  articulation  is  A«tov,  i.e.  Atrot-. 



INDEXES 

{The  figures  24  are  to  be  supplied  before  26-37;  figures  in  small  raised  type  refer  to 
fragments,  small  roman  figures  to  columns;  an  asterisk  indicates  that  the  word  to 

which  it  is  attached  is  not  recorded  in  the  ninth  edition  of  Liddell  and  Scott,  Greek- 
English  Lexicon;  square  brackets  indicate  that  a  word  is  wholly  or  partly  supplied 
from  other  sources  or  by  conjecture;  a  reference  enclosed  in  round  brackets  indicates 
an  interlinear  comment.) 

aypioc  27  6. 

detSco  [27  51  5]. 
dtjSyc  29  iii  13, 

Wfu croc  [27  51  24]. 
aOvpfia  29  3. 

at  27  »«®>  5,  p(»  3?],  84  23?, 
[29  Hi  31]. 

(-)aidAoc  27  81  11. 
alexpoc  29  l(®)  iii  13. 
atria)  27  28  5. 
&KacKa  29  iii  15. 
dxOVO)  27  61  I,  4. 

ixpipOi 27  m  2, 3  i  5, 6  4). 
ciKptic  29  7  6. 
dXcKTOplC  27  3. 

aX-qOeia  29  [4  ii  20],  7  19. 
aAtS/coc  29  1  ii  14. 
dAt/co'c  27  ««  4. 
dAA-  27  4<c)  r. 

aAAd  27  c )  2,  3, 18  9,  32  6,  42  6, 
51  3,88(c)  S>  (®4  7)  29 1  ii  4, 11, 
12,  7  18. 

aAAac  27  51  25. 
(-)aAAacc(o  29  1  iii  6. 
aXoidcu  29 1  ii  15, 18,  [20],  22. 
*dfiapTioXtKoc  27  4W  13. 

dpvyUX-q  27  31(*>  2. 
dfitfitpoXia  29  1  ii  16. 
av  29  1  ii  10,  17,  19. 
dvep-  27 3? 
aveu  27  27  14. 

dv0pa£  [27  23  2,5]. 
dvOpamoc  27  [4B  6], 
awaw  29  1  ii  11,  12. 
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